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• Auckland looking good for alert level drop
• ‘We want to lead the world in vaccination rates’
• Lockdown-breaching couple ‘deeply sorry’
• Small businesses plead for more support
• Death rate, cases climbing in US
Te Tairawhiti
choir Ka Hao are making their
mark on the New Zealand music charts and
online fittingly during Te Wiki o Te Reo Maori
(Maori Language Week) with their song 35 —
an ode to State Highway 35 which runs along
the East Coast. The song is sitting at the top
of the Hot 20 NZ Singles, with 250,000 listens
on Spotify and YouTube. STORY ON PAGE 3
Picture from the video of the song

UNHEARD OF
HEARING

‘EXCITING
TIMES’
Midway surf rescue hub to include restaurant,
kiosk, community lounge, state-of-the-art tower
by Murray Robertson

TOMORROW

MORE than 50 years of surf lifesaving
history in Gisborne has been coming
down since Monday afternoon as
contractors demolish the Midway
clubhouse.
The surf lifesaving club is to be
replaced by a multi-purpose building in
a multimillion-dollar project expected to
take about 15 months.
“These are exciting times for our club,”
Midway Surf Rescue Community Trust’s
Anna Roberts said.
“The creation of our new Midway
Surf Rescue Community Hub will have
the Dawson Building Midway Surf Life
Saving Club at the very heart of it.”
GISBORNE

RUATORIA

WAIROA

“The trust and the Midway club is
The new building will include a statethrilled to finally be at demolition stage,” of-the-art lifeguarding tower upstairs
Mrs Roberts said.
with 180-degree sea views.
“It’s been a long time coming and a lot
“There will be a members’ lounge, as
of work has gone on behind the scenes by well as new offices for coaching staff and
the trust and many
administration to
others to get the
enjoy,” Mrs Roberts
We want our new facility to
redevelopment to
said.
this point.”
“Upstairs there
be seen as a vibrant community
The demolition
will also be a
hub for the general public and
work will take two
restaurant with a
recreational users to enjoy
to three weeks.
fun, family beach
—Midway Surf Rescue Community vibe, as well as a
“The construction
Trust trustee Anna Roberts community lounge,
of the new ‘hub’
will take about 15
which will be
months, depending
hired out to the
on availability of materials and how
community and will seat 150-plus people.
Covid-19 behaves.”
“Downstairs there will be facilities

‘

’
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for community storage for like-minded
water sport groups such as Gisborne
Boardriders, as well as a first aid room
and the remainder of the surf lifesaving
club.”
“A kiosk will also be located there
and will service the growing precinct
and waterfront development, benefiting
tourists and the Tairawhiti community.
“We are very excited to take this
opportunity to create a fabulous space
for all of our community and whanau
to enjoy in one of Gisborne’s most iconic
locations,” Mrs Roberts said.
“We have an unique opportunity to
create something special for Tairawhiti to
enjoy for many years to come.”
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MUSICAL FUSION: TaylorRose Terekia performing at
her show Mā Pango Māwhero
in Wellington in March. Her
translation of K-pop music into
te reo Māori has been a hit.
Picture By ROC+ Photography

Connecting cultures through her music
by Akula Sharma
FORMER Gisborne Girls’ High student
Taylor-Rose Terekia’s te reo Maori journey
has brought together two cultures through
music — Maori and Korean.
Last year, Taylor went viral on TikTok
— a social media site where you can upload
videos for entertainment — when she
translated K-pop music into te reo Māori.
Korean popular music (K-pop), is a genre
of music that has become part of South
Korean culture.
Taylor, 24, works as kaiwhakatairanga
(marketing and communications
co-ordinator) at Taki Rua Productions — a
company that produces, commissions and
develops theatre with a Māori voice.
She was in high school when she
discovered K-pop.
“It was during the Gangnam Style era
(Gangnam Style was a global hit song by
K-pop singer Psy).
“Gangnam Style introduced me to
Korean pop culture. I found K-pop
amazing.
“It was during a time when I also
performed kapa haka at Gisborne Girls’
High School.
“I was inspired by how the Korean artists
performed and how it didn’t matter if you
didn’t understand their language.
“For me, kapa haka was sort of like that.”
Some people did not necessarily know
and understand te reo Māori but they still

loved and appreciate kapa haka, she said.
Koreans and I was so nervous.
Taylor started translating K-pop songs to
“At the same time I thought it was really
te reo Māori last year in lockdown.
important to show non-Māori that this is a
“It was a fun idea to connect the two
part of Aotearoa . . . it was really beautiful
cultures, which were really important to me. to hear each other’s cultures in unison.
“At first I wasn’t even sure if anyone
“It was not just them learning te reo
would like it or if it would sound nice, but I Māori but also Māori learning about their
posted it on TikTok and social media.
culture.
“A lot of people gave amazing feedback
Taylor said some Māori whānau still
and said it sounded great,
experienced the same
which motivated me to keep
fear they did in the 1900s
going.
when speaking te reo
This is a way for
“I wanted to translate K-pop me to encourage
Māori.
into te reo Māori because that
“Te reo Māori had a
rangatahi to
way I could use and practise
very tumultuous history.
embrace their
my te reo Māori.
The government at the
“I used to find it hard to use
time wanted to get rid
language and
te reo Māori every day and
of te reo Māori and it
culture
and
not
be
find people to talk to in it.”
has only been in the
embarrassed or
Through her social media
recent generation or two
afraid to learn it
presence she found a lot of
where Māori have grown
Māori whānau didn’t know
—Taylor-Rose Terekia vigilant.
te reo and connected to her
“My grandparents were
Māori version of K-pop.
punished for speaking te
“This is a way for me
reo but for a lot of Māori
to encourage rangatahi to embrace
today it is still a real part of their lives,
their language and culture and not be
families and communities.
embarrassed or afraid to learn it.
“It’s only recently people have been
“I guess also on the other side, I have
supported and encouraged to learn te reo
inspired other non-Māori to learn our reo
Māori more openly and I am one of those
as well.
people.
“In August I went to Auckland and
“We have kaupapa Māori now, it’s
performed at the Korean festival.
a subject in schools and our babies are
“It was the first time I had sung my
growing up fluent in te reo.
K-pop te reo Māori song in front of
“We are very lucky but we are still on a

‘

’

journey to help our people in recovering our
language.
“I think it is something that Te Wiki o
Te Reo Māori is about. It will take time to
fully get our language back to life but it is
happening step by step.”
Taylor said Gisborne was rich in te reo
Māori which made it easy for her to learn
about it and practise it.
“I feel like I was lucky to be taught in
Gisborne by the teachers that I had. They
know the history and they know it so
intimately.
“I think if you learn te reo Māori in
Gisborne, you’ll definitely get hands-on
knowledge of the language and its history
because they go together.
“You can’t learn te reo Māori without
history. ”
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• Multi-talented artist Poutu Puketapu speaks about his work in the
contemporary and traditional art worlds.
• Te Tairawhiti choir Ka Hao has broken through to No.1 on NZ’s hottest singles
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Choir’s ode
to SH35
tops Hot 20
NZ Singles
FROM PAGE 1
by Jack Marshall
Te Tairāwhiti choir Ka Hao has surged to the
top of the Hot 20 NZ Singles this week with their
song 35 — a nod to the highway that runs along
the east Coast.
Featuring award-winning music artist and
composer Rob Ruha and the 24-member choir, it is
the fastest-rising local release of the last seven days
based on a combination of sales, streams and radio
play.
On Spotify and YouTube, the song has almost a
quarter of a million listens combined.
“I want to see Ka Hao at its peak and to let the
world see, feel and hear pure Māori music magic,”
Ka Hao choir member Ruawhaitiri Ngatai-Mahue
said.
The choir comprises rangatahi from Te
Tairāwhiti, with mentorship from the Archbishop
of Aotearoa Don Tamihere alongside Rob and
Cilla Ruha.
Ka Hao are releasing their debut album K Hao:
One Tira, One Voice on Friday.
The group also hold the No.2 spot on the newlylaunched Top 10 Te Reo Māori Singles with new
waiata on the back of Waiata Anthems Week.
Six60’s Pepeha holds the top spot.
every chart category this week feature has songs
sung in te reo Māori.
Lorde’s new album in te reo Māori, Te Ao
Mārama, came in at number nine in the Official
Top 20 NZ Albums, despite only being eligible for
24 hours.
Recorded Music NZ chart compiler Paul
Kennedy says Te Reo Māori releases chalked up 1.3
million streams in New Zealand last week alone.
Of all the New Zealand music streamed on
Spotify and Apple Music last week, waiata reo
made up an all-time high 8.71 percent and
accounted for nearly a third of all the New Zealand
singles sold as downloads.

House
prices
defy
Level 4
■ August median price up

8.7 percent on August 2020
■ $100,000 up on previous Level 4
month - April
■ Increase in average sales a day
over lockdown period
■ Levels of stock up 21.4 percent
annually but still an issue

NEW BEGINNINGS: Contractors have made rapid progress in the demolition of the old Midway Surf Life Saving Club
building, paving the way for a new multimillion-dollar Midway Surf Rescue Community Hub, which will have Dawson
Building Midway SLSC “at the very heart of it”.
Picture by Liam Clayton

‘Vibrant community hub’
FROM PAGE 1
The club also has plans to establish a high performance
academy, bringing together aquatic sport-based
community groups and individuals “to connect, collaborate
and succeed”.
“The academy will offer leadership pathways,
performance, inspiration, culture, trainings, workshops,
seminars, speakers and high performance programmes for
youth who specialise in aquatic sports.
“We want our new facility to be seen as a vibrant
community hub for the general public and recreational
users to enjoy.
“It will be a building the community will be proud of . . .
leading the Midway waterfront precinct into the future for
generations.”
Club trustees have worked closely with Nga Tawhiri iwi
to continue the connection between Turanganui-a-Kiwa
and Te Moananui-a-Kiwa, and that connection has been
encapsulated in the redevelopment.

“The building will also be in alignment with Tairawhiti’s
overall vision for the wider waterfront precinct and
sporting hub development, including Kiwa Pools across
the road.
“It is sad to see the iconic current building go. There
have been so many wonderful memories made here for so
many people over the decades.
“However, the building is deteriorating with structural
erosion to the point where it was becoming unsafe and a
hazard for members and community users,” Mrs Roberts
said.
“This new facility will enable us to continue to service
the community as a surf rescue base and community hub
now and far into the future.”
The site blessing was postponed due to the Covid-19
Level 4 lockdown.
It will happen once demolition has been completed.
The surf club will operate from temporary premises just
along the beachfront over this summer.

spring and easing of alert levels in the
region, there should be lift in activity
THE region’s gravity-defying
in the market.”
housing market continues to rise in
The region’s pre-lockdown median
defiance of the Level 4 lockdown,
in July was $625,000.
latest data shows.
“There were only two weeks in the
Statistics from the Real Estate
month of August that real estate was
Institute shows the region’s median
fully operational,” Bayleys Gisborne
house sale price for August was
director Simon Bousfield said.
$500,000 — up 8.7 percent on the
“The only Bayleys auction date held
same month last year.
in the month was done so virtually
That was also $100,000 up on April on the 27th. These statistics prove
2020, which was also a Level 4 month that after the 2020 lockdown we were
when only nine sales were completed. well prepared to do business from
“A sense of uncertainty has been felt home, managing to still list and sell
in Gisborne’s market brought about
property remotely, and that clients
by the recent Covid-19 Alert Level 4
and customers also had the confidence
lockdown,” REINZ regional director
to compete from the comforts of their
Neville Falconer said.
home.
“Low levels of stock continue to
“The market continues to perform
be an issue for the region, with just
well, with healthy buyer competition
six weeks of inventory available to
and the expected increase of listings
prospective purchasers.
as we head into spring.
“However, stock has increased
“There are a variety of options
21.4 percent annually — the only
— from good sections to a range of
region to see an increase for the fifth
quality Gisborne homes — that will
consecutive month.”
continue to keep the market, both
Inventory last month increased
local and national, very engaged.
from 56 to 68 properties.
“Under Alert Level 2 we have
“In August, Gisborne experienced
implemented the necessary
the lowest number of properties sold
restrictions in order to keep our
— 22 — since the last Covid-19 Alert
clients and staff safe.
Level 4-affected months.
“Social distance measures are in
Prior to lockdown, Gisborne’s
place for auctions, plus all hygiene
market was tracking as expected
precautions, and our agents are
coming into the warmer months.
equipped with all the essentials
“Buyer inquiry has remained
required to hold open homes safely
strong throughout the lockdown due
and without risk to those attending.”
to demand outweighing supply and
REINZ data shows 12 sales were
it is expected that with the arrival of
made between the start of August

by Andrew Ashton

and Alert Level 4 on August 17,
with 10 sales made over the rest of
the month, all covered by Level 4
lockdown.
A REINZ spokeswoman pointed
out Gisborne actually experienced
an increase the average number of
sales a day over the Level 4 lockdown
period, rising from an average of 0.70
sales prior to 0.71.
“It is important to note that with
such a small sample size that it
is hard to get a full grasp on the
numbers here but if anything, it goes
to show that Gisborne did not come
to a grinding halt the second it hit
lockdown.”
Median prices for residential
property across New Zealand
increased by 25.5 percent from
$677,400 in August 2020 to a record
$850,000 for August 2021.
Some economists were also
surprised by the nation’s housing
market.
“House prices, according to the
REINZ House Price Index (HPI), still
managed to climb a whole 2 percent
in the month,” Kiwi Bank chief
economist Jarrod Kerr said.
“On an annual basis, house price
growth hit a new all-time high of 31.1
percent across Aotearoa.
“At present, house prices appear
impervious to anything thrown at
them.
“Withstanding policy tightening so
far this year and now the start of a
lockdown, house prices continue to
defy gravity.”
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Warning
of heavy
rain
north of
Ruatoria
THE MetService has
issued a heavy rain
warning for the part of
Gisborne district north
of Ruatoria from 5am
tomorrow morning to 5pm
tomorrow afternoon.
A low pressure system
is expected to approach
the North Island from the
north Tasman Sea today.
The low should then
move southeast across the
country during tomorrow
and Friday, bringing
periods of heavy rain and
strong winds to parts of
the North Island, and also
Marlborough Sounds.
“Heavy rain may cause
streams and rivers to rise
rapidly. Surface flooding
and slips are also possible
and driving conditions
may be hazardous,” the
MetService said.
The warning applies to
ths ranges of eastern Bay
of Plenty and Gisborne
north of Ruatoria.
“Expect 70mm to 80mm
of rain with peak rates of
15mm/h forecast.”

Dementia
month
event
postponed
ALZHEIMERS
Gisborne’s “About
Dementia” presentation,
scheduled to take place
at 10.30am tomorrow at
the Sherwood Club at
Gisborne Hospital to mark
World Alzheimers Month
has been postponed
until November 11, due
to extended Delta Level 2
restrictions.

Smouldering
powerlines
FIREFIGHTERS were
called to Munro Street in
Elgin yesterday afternoon
after FENZ received reports
of powerlines smouldering.
The calls came in at about
4.50pm.
“We stood by until
Eastland Network faults
staff arrived to isolate
the problem,” a senior
firefighter said.
A network spokesperson
said a cross arm was
smouldering.
“Power was out to
approximately 45 people for
around half an hour,” she
said. “The team undertook
repairs and the line was
relivened safely.”
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Volcano tsunami risk to be studied
GOVERNMENT funding will help
scientists explore the potential
impacts for the East Cape in the
event of a volcanic eruption from
Whakaari/White Island.
The latest round of Endeavour
funding will provide GNS Science
with $13.3 million to study, indepth,
the hazards from New Zealand’s
near-shore volcanoes — Tuhua (
near Tauranga) and Whakaari (near
Whakatane).

The programme was under
development before the tragic
eruption of Whakaari on December 9,
2019, which GNS scientist Dr Craig
Miller said gave the research a new
urgency and was a stark reminder
of the volcanoes’ potential to do
serious harm.
Dr Miller, who will lead the
research, said relatively little
was known about the underwater
extent and internal anatomy of the

volcanoes and the threats these
present to life and property.
“The risks come not only from
eruptions — which have previously
impacted as far as Auckland — but
from under-sea flank collapse, which
has the potential to send destructive
tsunami onto nearby shores
containing major ports, settlements
and popular beaches.
“The programme will undertake
detailed underwater geophysical

exploration and conduct large scale
experimental work and computer
simulations to understand the
potential for ash fall and tsunami,”
Dr Miller said.
The programme integrates a range
of stakeholders, including iwi and
national agencies, who will guide
the research to deliver outcomes
relevant for the Auckland, Bay of
Plenty, Waikato and East Cape
communities.

Cultural activation for Wairoa
A CULTURAL activator has been appointed
for the Wairoa district in a one-year pilot
initiative.
Alex-Ann Edwards is in the new role as
part of the Arts and Culture Covid Recovery
Programme established by Mangatu Taonga
Ministry for Culture and Heritage.
The funded pilot involves cultural sector
practitioners collaborating with communities to
tell their stories, build their creative skills and
connect them with opportunities in the wider
cultural sector.
Wairoa was one of eight pilot communities
chosen by the Ministry. Wairoa Taiwhenua was
the successful applicant.
Gisborne is among the other regions chosen,
with Te Tairawhiti Arts Festival Charitable
Trust charged with administering the position.
Wairoa Taiwhenua’s application was specific
to supporting existing cultural and artistic
events and communities in the Wairoa district,
with scope to build further capacity and
relationships.
Chairman Nigel How said the opportunity
was a natural fit.
“Our charity has served our community
for over 30 years and has a strong focus on
supporting local arts and culture. With this
resource available from the Ministry, our board
fully supported securing it to continue this
work.
“There were six very strong applications.
An interview panel undertook due process
to identify the person who would best fit the
advertised role. This led to the appointment of
Alex-Ann.
“Her professional experience, combined with
her local roots and commitment, is an excellent
fit overall. Wairoa Taiwhenua is delighted with
her appointment and committed to supporting
her in this role over the next year.”
Ms Edwards said she was grateful to Wairoa
Taiwhenua for providing this opportunity after
15 years living and working away from home,
including as a research analyst for te reo Maori
and tikanga and teaching te reo Maori in
Hawke’s Bay.
Ms Edwards has just returned from Hawaii,
where she helped develop an online tourist

ACTION: Newlyappointed Wairoa
cultural activator
Alex-Ann Edwards,
left, on the first
day of her new
position at Wairoa
Taiwhenua, with
Taiwhenua board
member Merianne
Orlowski.

agency activity.
“It’s exciting to return to share my skills and
experiences within the community,” she said.
“Wairoa is a community rich in culture and our
ability to create cultural experiences that are
unique to Wairoa is nationally recognised.
“I’m excited a priority of this position is
to ensure we offer more unique cultural
experiences — like the biennial Pa Haka — to
our community.
“Over the coming months, I plan to venture

out into the community to connect, open
dialogue and offer to work alongside established
and new artists and groups, researching the
need of a mentoring platform for upcoming
artists and supporting local events and
projects.
“So, e te iwi, I’m based at the Wairoa
Taiwhenua office, and if the need for a korero
arises, nau mai, haere mai.”
Her first day on the job was on Monday; her
first project, promoting Te Wiki o Te Reo Maori.
She challenged the community to show te reo
Maori in action.
“It could be you giving your
whakawhanaungatanga (family relationships)
so we know who you are, or a simple skit
enacting or retelling a picture book or story in
te reo. It could be a challenge for the whanau to
record themselves using te reo at home while
making a sandwich, a cup of tea, a boil-up —
bringing te reo back into the home.”
Ms Edwards said she also hoped to hear
from local businesses using te reo in their daily
interactions with the public.” — Wairoa Star

Arts Festival cancellations
Dance events called off in ‘turbulent environment’
by Jack Marshall
In another blow for Te Tairāwhiti Arts Festival,
organisers have announced the cancellation of
three more performances and three community
workshops.
An arts festival spokesperson said due to the
impact of Covid-19 restrictions the events had to
be cancelled.
The three performances are Te Wheke by
Atamira Dance Company, Double Bill by Pacific
Dance Festival and The Haka Party Incident by
Katie Wolfe.
“The environment for our artists is a turbulent
one right now and one that requires careful
thought and consideration,” festival chief executive
officer and artistic director Tama Waipara said.

“Every cancellation in our industry has a broader
impact on artists, crew, designers and companies
who rely on this eco-system to bring amazing
experiences to our communities.
“Independent artists are particularly vulnerable
as they navigate a massive level of uncertainty.
“Our process of working through these changes
is therefore considered and mindful, and one
that respects and values the mana of the people
involved.”
All three performances were to be at the War
Memorial Theatre which seats 500, but at Alert
Level 2 the entire venue is restricted to 50 people,
including performers and theatre staff.
Workshops by the two dance companies and a
third from the White Face Crew have also been
cancelled.

Last week the premiere of HIHI - A Song of
Place was postponed to February 4.
The opera was expected to draw an audience of
1000 at Waihirere Domain.
Although the larger events face the chopping
block, the festival is still going ahead.
“Through lockdown and into Level 2, the
festival team have been working hard to deliver a
vibrant celebration of the creative abundance of Te
Tairāwhiti,” a festival spokeswoman said.
Ticket holders will be contacted directly by
iTicket, before September 30 to arrange refunds
for the cancelled events.
Festival organisers say they will continue to work
with all artists and companies in order to deliver a
safe and spectacular festival and will adapt to Alert
Level changes and requirements as they arise.
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Judge warns
gang member
of dim future
ON BOARD: Trust Tairawhiti has appointed Debbie Birch and Hamish Bell to the
Eastland Group board.
Pictures supplied

New directors welcomed
to Eastland Group board
TWO new directors have been appointed to the
Eastland Group board.
Company shareholder Trust Tairawhiti
appointed Hamish Bell and Debbie Birch to the
board of the Gisborne-based infrastructure,
logistics and energy company.
“On behalf of the trustees, I’m pleased to
welcome Debbie and Hamish to the Eastland
Board group,” Trust Tairawhiti chair John Clarke
said.
“I would also like to thank John Rae, who has
retired by rotation after more than 10 years, for
his invaluable expertise and contributions to the
growth and success of Eastland Group.”
Mr Bell is an independent director and chair
with extensive governance experience across a
range of industries.
“Over the last 30 years he has worked in New
Zealand and across Asia in banking, corporate
finance, private equity, investor relations and
stockbroking.
A former partner at PwC and executive at
ANZ National Bank, he serves on a range of
company boards including Ritchies Transport, Te
Waka regional economic development agency,
Livingstone Building, Boffa Miskell architects and
Millennium Corp.
He has previously served on the boards of
G.J. Gardner Homes Franklin, Greenstone Group,
Pedersen Group, East Care, Southern Hospitality,
Sutherland Produce, Martin Aircraft and Te Arawa
Group Holdings.
Mr Bell has a strong passion for regional
business.
“I’m looking forward to drawing on my
industry, corporate finance and stakeholder
engagement experience to contribute to the
Eastland Group board, and getting to know
community and business stakeholders in

Tairawhiti.”
Ms Birch is a chartered member of the Institute
of Directors in New Zealand, with a particular
focus on financial markets and investment and
Maori economic development.
She was one of the founders of a private
equity fund model for Maori/iwi which co-invests
alongside institutional investors over a 15-year
timeframe, and has raised $115 million from 26
individual Maori/iwi investor entities.
She is the chair of Raukawa ki te Tonga AHC
and Taupo Moana Investments Ltd, and is a nonexecutive director of Tourism Holdings, Ngati
Awa Group Holdings Ltd, Te Puia Tapapa GP and
Tuwharetoa Hau Rau GP.
She is a trustee of Wellington Free Ambulance
trust and Manu Rere Charitable Trust, and is
a member of the Treasury’s Capital Markets
Advisory Committee and the Ministry for Primary
Industries’ Te Puna Whakaaronui Thought
Leaders Group.
Ms Birch said she was looking forward
to working with a high-quality board and
management team.
“They not only manage significant
infrastructure assets for the Tairawhiti region but
also contribute to sustainable asset management
in a changing and challenging environment,
reinforced by the need to adapt to a low-carbon
future.”
Eastland Group chair Matanuku Mahuika
welcomed the appointments.
“Debbie and Hamish bring extensive and
complementary experience to the board of
Eastland Group. Their commercial, financial and
strategic acumen, as well as their communityand sustainability-minded approach, will be
invaluable as we strive for further growth and
innovation.”

POLICE searching a house at
which two shots had just been fired
discovered a bag containing a loaded
sawn-off shotgun, Gisborne District
Court was told.
The firearm and more than 30
rounds of ammunition for it, were
in the bedroom of 20-year-old Cade
Culshaw, a patched Black Power
member.
The court was told Culshaw, who
was out when police searched his
house, initially denied the items
belonged to him but later admitted
they were his.
He pleaded guilty to unlawfully
possessing a firearm and unlawfully
possessing ammunition, appearing for
sentence on those and other charges
arising from separate, unrelated,
incidents — escaping custody,
dangerous driving, failing to stop
when pursued by police, two counts
of unlicensed driving, breaching bail,
and breaching release conditions.
Judge Warren Cathcart jailed him
for 19 months but with leave to apply
for home detention.
A six-month driving disqualification
was imposed for the driving offences.
Judge Cathcart said the firearm
and ammunition charges arising from
the search on June 4 this year, were
the most concerning, especially given
the brewing gang conflict in Wairoa at
the time.
It was the court’s responsibility
to try to curb gang activities, so
penalties needed to be harsh, the
judge said.
He accepted counsel David
Rohorua’s submissions for a starting
point of two years imprisonment,
then added five months for the other
offences, after an adjustment for
totality.
There was a further one month’s
uplift to mark Culshaw being on bail
or subject to release conditions at the
time of some of the offending.
Discounts were applied for several
mitigating factors — Culshaw’s youth
(10 percent); guilty pleas (seven
months), and issues raised in a
cultural report (three months).
Summarising the offending, Judge
Cathcart said the driving charges
related to an incident on April 1,
2017, in which Culshaw was spotted
driving while forbidden by police in
Wairoa.
A pursuit was abandoned after it
became too dangerous and because

police had already identified him.
During the pursuit, Culshaw
exceeded 80kmh in 50kmh areas,
crossed on to the wrong side of the
road, and dangerously overtook
three vehicles, including two near an
intersection.
Stopped another day by police
because his vehicle had a cracked
windscreen, Culshaw was seen
to have a machete in the vehicle.
Officers invoked a search and
discovered another one.
It was especially concerning due to
repeated altercations between rival
gangs in Wairoa and on the East
Coast at the time, in which vehicles,
weapons, and firearms were used.
Culshaw said one of the machetes
was for his protection and the other
belonged to someone else.
On May 15 this year, police acting
on a warrant after Culshaw failed
to appear in court in April, visited
his home in McLean Street, Wairoa.
Culshaw was with family in a carport
at the rear of the property.
As two officers approached, telling
him he was under arrest, Culshaw
ran at them, knocked one to the
ground, then fled over a 2m high
corrugated iron fence. He was not
located.
Considering the issue of leave to
apply for home detention, the judge
noted Culshaw previously breached
similar sentences last year and in
2020 — on one occasion removing his
GPS bracelet.
While that might make him
unsuitable for further home
detention, the court needed to take
into account his long-term prospects,
Judge Cathcart said. Home detention
would enable Culshaw to benefit
from various integral programmes
and counselling. It would also keep
him away from the entrenched gang
culture in prison.
Comments in the cultural report
recorded Culshaw’s unquestioning
acceptance of a gang lifestyle, which
had been normalised for him as he
grew up amid gang culture. He could
not recognise the vast majority of
society viewed gang life as anything
but “normal”.
Judge Cathcart urged Culshaw to
reflect on his associates. His life was
his own, not theirs, the judge said.
Culshaw was at risk of wasting the
best part of it going in and out of jail
for gang-related conduct.

Praise for efforts to keep stock from wandering
WAKA Kotahi NZ Transport Agency has
praised East Coast farmers and stock owners for
their efforts to ensure fencing is safe and secure
and keeping animals from wandering on to state
highways.
Stock wandering on to State Highway 35 has
been an ongoing concern for many years.
Since Waka Kotahi took back responsibility for
managing stock on the Gisborne state highway
network from Gisborne District Council in July
2020, it has recorded 587 wandering stock
incidents.
National journey manager Helen Harris said
while Waka Kotahi had continued to respond to a
high number of incidents, she was heartened by
visible improvements people had made to their
fencing along the Coast highway.
“We’ve been talking to stock owners and have

written letters to remind them of their important
role in keeping motorists safe by repairing
broken fences and gates to prevent animals from
wandering on to the highway.
“Prior to the recent lockdown, our team took
a drive along SH35 and saw that considerable
effort had gone into fencing repairs or new
fencing.
“We know that the flooding around Tokomaru
Bay earlier in the winter took a toll on everyone
so we really appreciate the effort that people
have made to check for any damage to fencing
after the floods.
“Animals wandering on to the highway present
a significant safety risk for motorists. There is
the potential for people to be seriously injured
or killed so it’s really important stock are kept
secure.

“We thank all those farmers and stock owners
who have done the right thing and made sure
their fencing is strong and sturdy.”
Ms Harris also commended SH35 communities
for looking after each other by alerting people to
stock on the road via Facebook groups.
“People are giving SH35 drivers a heads-up
about locations with stock on the road and often
farmers will notice that it could be their stock so
know to take action.
“However, we ask that as well as this, people
still call 0800 4 HIGHWAYS first so our work
crews can respond quickly and so our records
accurately reflect the numbers.”
Ms Harris said Waka Kotahi would keep
reminding stock owners to maintain secure
fencing for their animals.
“We’re still getting frequent calls to the

same locations so I’m again asking those stock
owners who have not yet made the necessary
repairs to their fencing to please do so as soon
as possible, and help keep motorists safe by
ensuring animals cannot wander on to the road
and into the path of vehicles.”
Under the local bylaw, stock are not permitted
to graze on the state highway during hours of
darkness.
“When stock are grazing on the roadside
during the day, farmers are encouraged to ensure
a stock manager is available to monitor the
animals.”
Owners remain liable for any damage caused if
their stock is wandering and can be prosecuted if
animals cause a crash and negligence is proven.
Motorists should report any wandering stock
by phoning 0800 4 HIGHWAYS.
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NZ considering ‘phase two’ Afghanistan evacuation plans
WELLINGTON — Plans to try to
evacuate the remaining New Zealand
passport and visa holders stuck
in troubled Afghanistan will be
considered by Cabinet next week, it’s
understood.
The Government has been working
on “phase two” evacuation plans after
mercy missions were cut short last
month after two deadly suicide attacks
outside Hamid Karzai International
Airport at the country’s capital, Kabul.
There are around 365 people
with links to New Zealand still in
Afghanistan, where the Minister
of Foreign Affairs (Mfat) says the
situation remains “highly volatile and
dangerous” and the threat of a terrorist
attack “very high”.
Ministry of Business, Innovation
and Employment (MBIE) says it has
been working with other agencies
to give the Government “advice on
options regarding the Government’s

humanitarian response to the situation
in Afghanistan, including in relation to
those who have been evacuated as part
of the emergency response and people
remaining in Afghanistan or displaced
by the conflict”.
Minister of Foreign Affairs Nanaia
Mahuta said the Government was in
“close contact with partners” to find
ways of getting people out.
“The situation in Afghanistan is
unstable and complex,” she said.
Qatar Airways last week flew around
100 passengers on the first commercial
international plane from Kabul since
the US withdrawal at the end of August.
But Mahuta believes, at present,
there are no commercial flights leaving
Kabul airport. “We continue to monitor
the situation in Afghanistan very
closely,” she said.
The Taliban this week told The New
Zealand Herald that they wouldn’t
stand in their way. “If they have proper

travel documents like passports
and visas, they can travel,” a Taliban
spokesman said.
Mfat last week told the Herald it
was still “exploring options” to best
help visa holders who remain in
Afghanistan.
“But with no New Zealand diplomatic
presence in Afghanistan and given
the complex situation in Afghanistan,
the ability to provide assistance in
the current environment is severely
limited,” an Mfat spokeswoman said.
Some former NZDF interpreters and
other Afghan civilians who worked
with New Zealand forces during two
decades of war are still sitting tight,
having been granted visas to leave, but
couldn’t get out before US and other
Nato forces left last month.
The option of going overland
and crossing land borders into
neighbouring countries is understood
to have been explored.

WAITING FOR
EVACUATION:
Many people
with NZ
passports or
visas were
unable to be
evacuated
before the
mercy missions
ended.
Picture supplied
by NZDF
But Mfat has warned that travel
throughout Afghanistan remains
“extremely dangerous”.
“Some borders are closed or
may close without notice,” the
spokeswoman said.
“Border crossing is risky and
dangerous. New Zealanders remaining
in Afghanistan should carefully

consider the risks of attempting to
leave by any route.
“Any New Zealand citizens,
permanent residents or visa holders
who manage to leave Afghanistan over
land borders should make themselves
known to the closest New Zealand High
Commission, Embassy, or Consulate
General.” — NZ Herald

‘INDICATIONS ARE GOOD’
Govt races to vaccinate, no unlinked cases a sign Auckland set to make its move
by Thomas Coughlan, NZ Herald
AUCKLAND — Auckland has been
given the best news it has had since the
start of the outbreak — no new unlinked
cases for two days in a row.
And there’s more good news, with the
Government pegging Auckland could hit a
vaccine milestone next week.
There were no unlinked cases reported
on Tuesday and officials were able to
find a link for the single unlinked case
reported on Monday.
There were 15 community cases, but all
of these were linked to existing cases.
What that means is officials have
growing certainty that the latest outbreak
is contained. The news is especially
welcome after a spate of cases arriving at
Middlemore Hospital suggested unlinked
chains of transmission in the community.
Health Minister Andrew Little told the
AM how the plan was for Auckland to
come out of Level 4 next week and the
numbers were looking good if yesterday
was anything to go by. He said they
strongly hoped the numbers would
continue to drop.
“We will keep everything crossed, but
so far the indications are as good as they
could be.”
Little was expecting a specific strategy
from the Ministry of Health in the next
three to four weeks about what a system
would look like when New Zealand
doesn’t resort to lockdowns. He said the
way to avoid putting pressure on the
health system was to get the vaccination
numbers up.
Little said he asked for the specific
strategy last week in terms of setting up
systems and processes for people who can
be cared for in the community.
He said people who were vaccinated
had a much lower chance of needing
hospitalisation.
But before this happened, more people
needed to be vaccinated, he said. Little
said even with a highly vaccinated
population with the borders open, the
number of Covid cases would go up.
“We want to lead the world in
vaccination rates.”
The city is not out of the woods yet.
The focus is still widespread testing in
seven key suburbs to ensure there are no
undetected chains of transmission.
Testing remains high in Auckland,
where 7823 tests were conducted on
Monday, compared with 12,443 in the rest
of the country.
That rate of testing is slightly below
where it was last week, where some days
more than 8000 tests were reported in the
city.
The Government is sticking by its
decision to shift Auckland’s Covid alert

— evidence that the vaccination surge of
the past month may be starting to level
off. Other nations have struggled to get
vaccination rates of 80 percent.
England, a vaccine leader, has managed
to give 89 percent of its adult population
(aged 16 and over) one dose — and just 67
percent of Londoners have had their first
dose.
Other countries have found that
demand for vaccine drops off later in the
outbreak, as fewer and fewer people want
to be vaccinated.
New Zealand has also seen something
of a drop-off. On Monday, just 55,000 doses
of the vaccine were administered — well
down from the 80-90,000 doses that were
being given at the peak of the outbreak.
Ardern said that some drop-off was to
be expected.
National leader Judith Collins told
TV1’s Breakfast programme that it is
important for the Alert Level 4 lockdown
to continue in Auckland.
GET VACCINATED, STAY SAFE: Vaccination centre at Te Kura o kaupapa Maori o
She acknowledged that vaccination was
Te Matai. Health Minister Andrew Little said the way to avoid putting pressure on the
health system was to get the vaccination numbers up.
NZ Herald picture the way out as it helps to guard and keep
people safe from the virus.
Level from 4 to 3 next week — all going
testing used in Australia, he said there
Collins said the Government’s response
well.
was a higher risk to use this in a smaller
had not been good enough in previous
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern stuck
population like New Zealand’s
months. As a result, members of the public
with this strategy on Tuesday, noting the
When asked about whether he could
are now heavily affected — particularly
Government intended this week would be have sped up the delivery of vaccines, he
small businesses.
the last week the city would spend under
said New Zealand had done pretty well
Collins reiterated the need for people to
Level 4 restrictions.
considering negotiations began in the
get vaccinated in order for things to move
“There is nothing holding us back in
middle of last year.
forward.
Auckland when it comes to vaccines.
He said “the trajectory is very good” of
National’s Covid-19 spokesman Chris
There is capacity to administer 220,000
New Zealand’s vaccination delivery.
Bishop said he was “worried by the low
doses of the vaccine in the region this
Little told TVNZ’s Breakfast programme numbers”. “We really should be going as
week, if around 130 (thousand) of those
that more work needs to be done to get
hard as we possibly can to get as many
are people’s first dose, Aucklanders
more Maori vaccinated.
people vaccinated as possible,” he said.
will hit 80 percent coverage of first
Part of that work will be about
“The peak (of daily vaccinations) was
vaccinations in one week’s time,” Ardern
providing more information to some
three weeks ago — we would want to
said.
of those isolated communities, where
maintain that peak ideally,” Bishop said.
This would mean 80 percent of
“theories” about the vaccine were doing
“We should be going door to door
Aucklanders over 12 having some
the rounds, he said.
in South Auckland in particular and
protection against the virus.
“Actually, don’t get vaccinated for
encouraging people to get vaccinated,” he
Ardern said this would mean fewer
yourself, it’s for your whanau.”
said.
people getting Covid in the first place,
Little encouraged Maori to think
Ardern said something like this would
or getting seriously ill if they did
about their wider community, including
be launched in Northland on Thursday
contract Covid — meaning it would be a
kaumatua, when making the decision to
when a “Mr Whippy-style mobile
gamechanger in fighting the virus.
get vaccinated.
vaccination bus” would hit the road.
Speaking to Newstalk ZB’s Mike
The consequences including
“The initial plan is to take them
Hosking, Little today said there was still
hospitalisation if those kaumatua got sick into areas where we know vaccination
work to do to get the vaccination rate
with the virus.
numbers have been low or people have not
“right up”.
Little acknowledged the lack of access
been able to access vaccination services as
When pressed to provide a vaccination
to healthcare among some of our most
easily,” Ardern said.
target, he said he wanted to get the
vulnerable communities — including
“The aim is to increase the network
numbers “right up into the 90s”.
Maori and Pacific peoples.
from its expected six on Thursday to 12
He said New Zealand would be in a
“We are still behind vaccination rates
over the coming week.”
better position to reduce restrictions when (among) Maori, we know that.”
Rodney Jones, who has provided
the vaccination right was up in the 90s.
Ardern urged Aucklanders to come
modelling advice to the Government for
“We’ve got the vaccines, we just need to forward and get a booking, noting there
this outbreak said that Auckland could
get people through,” he said.
were 90,000 available vaccination spots in move to Alert Level 3 next week, as
Little said he hoped the percentage
Auckland this week, as measured by the
planned.
of people who would not get vaccinated
vaccine booking system.
“It was right to wait this week, but a
would not be above 5 percent.
But the large number of available
move to Level 3 makes sense for next
Questioned about the rapid antigen
vaccination places could be a problem too
week,” Jones said.
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We wanted the best,
cost not a factor: PM
Govt denies any
delay in vaccines
deal over pricing
by Michael Neilson, NZ Herald
WELLINGTON — The Prime Minister insists all
efforts were made to secure early access to vaccines
last year, including pursuing more expensive “early
access” doses from pharmaceutical companies.
The Government has been under pressure over
the vaccine roll-out, which while recently starting to
ramp up was for most of the year among the slowest
in the world, largely due to a lack of supplies.
Covid Response Minister Chris Hipkins has
insisted there was nothing the Government could
have done to speed up the process, including paying
DEAL AT ITS BEST: Cabinet papers reveal
more for earlier access to vaccines.
discussions around the higher costs of early access
However, while New Zealand announced its first
advance purchase agreement on October 12, starting vaccines. PM Jacinda Ardern denies seeking
cheaper, delayed vaccines.
File picture
between May and August, dozens of countries had
inked agreements with pharmaceutical companies.
Pfizer signed such deals with countries including
so throughout the whole process we have been slow
the United States, Britain, Japan, South Korea,
and that is really costing us now.
Singapore, Israel and Canada.
“Every vaccine brings us closer to avoiding
Hipkins brought a paper to Cabinet outlining the
lockdowns, we should have been moving heaven and
need for the Government to think about what it was earth to get as many as we could.”
willing to pay for vaccine doses, and how it would
Bishop said the justification the Government was
weigh that against securing early delivery.
awaiting trials before putting any orders in did not
“Vaccines for early delivery
“hold any water”.
will be more expensive (e.g.
“We ended up signing
$75-150 per dose) compared
before they finished trials
The
first
deal
was
“pennyto later delivery (perhaps less
anyway. I think there was a
pinching”. It was a very small
than $15 per dose) . . .” the
degree of complacency in the
paper reads.
Government, a lack of vigour
amount. Just imagine if we had
“Officials have modelled
negotiating and not a desire
put in those orders for 10 to 12m in
a small set of simplified
to pay what it took to get it.
doses in June/July last year and
hypothetical portfolios to
“The evidence is clear
get some idea of how costs
on that — countries that
started rolling out as soon as
might add up. This modelling
aggressively negotiated and
possible, we would be in a very
suggests the size of funding
paid a premium got earlier
different situation now.
required is highly sensitive
access.”
to the number of early
Indeed Canada in December
— Chris Bishop,
access vaccines we choose to
amended its Pfizer agreement
National Party spokesman and paid a higher price than
purchase.”
Prime Minister Jacinda
previously contracted, to
Ardern said yesterday the
receive early doses.
Government “absolutely” did not delay any decision
New Zealand’s October Pfizer deal only secured
on vaccines due to pricing.
1.5 million doses, enough for 750,000 double jabs,
“We were entering in discussions with all of those subject to Medsafe’s approval.
(vaccines) to cover ourselves so that if one proved to
The Government has said until the end of
be unsuccessful, we have alternate options. That was February it was keeping its options open with
the basis of our choices and our negotiations, not
other vaccines and ultimately decided solely on
price point. We wanted the best vaccines possible for Pfizer, ordering another 8.5m doses to be delivered
us.”
by the end of 2021. Hipkins and the Ministry of
Different countries engaged in roll-outs depending Health have refused to say whether this later
on their comfort levels with where clinical trials
order consequently came with a different delivery
were at, and the regulatory processes, she said.
schedule, meaning they could not have arrived
“That often determined a difference for most
sooner.
countries.”
Bishop said that first deal was “penny-pinching”.
National Party Covid-19 spokesman Chris Bishop
“It was a very small amount. Just imagine if we
said it was “very clear” New Zealand was late to sign had put in those orders for 10 to 12m doses in June/
the advance purchase agreements.
July last year — imagine if we’d done that and
“By the time it was approved here, hundreds of
started rolling out as soon as possible, we would be
millions of doses had been given around the world,
in a very different situation now.”

‘

’

officials investigating the case have
not yet identified any clear evidence
of in-facility transmission.
“The worker is fully vaccinated,
has been regularly tested and is now
isolating in a quarantine facility,” he
said.
“The hours worked by the [staffer]
means they had limited contact with
guests at this hotel.”
Two close contacts of the worker
have also since been identified, the
spokesman said.
“Both are household contacts of
the case.”
The hotel, on the corner of
Customs St East and Gore St, is
one of several managed isolation
facilities in downtown Auckland.
— NZ Herald
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AUCKLAND — A staff member
at a downtown Auckland managed
isolation facility has tested positive
for Covid-19.
The Ministry of Health confirmed
an investigation is under way to
work out how a worker at the So /
Auckland hotel MIQ facility became
infected with the virus.
Health Minister Andrew Little said
he was advised last night about a
worker at the SO / Auckland hotel
MIQ facility who has tested positive
for Covid.
He said he was advised that the
person is “low risk”.
Little was also told that the staff
member has been vaccinated, he
said.
A spokesman told the Herald

Confidence with a smile

DUNEDIN — Material shared by hysterical reactions, he said.
a Dunedin councillor about Covid
Posting a video of retired
vaccines is “pure conspiracy
British scientist and former Pfizer
theory” and an alternative
employee Dr Michael Yeadon did
remedy he explored is potentially not amount to an endorsement.
harmful or useless, an Otago
Ussher said the video content
immunologist says.
was pure conspiracy theory.
“It is very unhelpful to have
‘’This person’s remarks have
anyone pushing or spreading
previously been discredited and
these views, let alone someone in claims fact-checked and shown
leadership,” University of Otago
to be patently false by several
Associate Professor James
agencies.’’
Ussher said.
A Ministry of Health spokesman
Councillor Lee Vandervis
said people should carefully
last month highlighted a video
consider what information they
from a senior former Pfizer
passed on or shared with friends
employee highly critical of the
and whanau.
pharmaceutical industry and
Medsafe had noticed an
governments.
increase in people attempting to
The “unrepentantly provocative” import Ivermectin.
councillor disclosed this month
Vandervis said he was not
he wanted to buy the elements of giving advice to anyone about
an alternative remedy, including
what to do and debate was
anti-parasitic drug
healthy.
Ivermectin.
“I try to find
Ussher said
the best data
Councillor Lee
the alternative
I can. I give
Vandervis says he’s that
treatments
people things to
being provocative
proposed were
think about,” he
not supported by
said.
and posting views
evidence.
Director
did not mean he
“There have
general of
supported them.
been several
health Dr Ashley
trials that have
Bloomfield said
investigated
he received
Ivermectin and they have failed to “dozens of emails a day”
show a benefit.”
promoting Ivermectin as a Covid
Ivermectin is used to treat
remedy.
scabies in humans and in sheep
“One thing I can say
drenches or horse deworming.
categorically about treatment
Adverse effects could include
here and now, Ivermectin is not a
fever or rashes and taking the
proven, safe treatment for Covid,”
antibiotic doxycycline could lead
Bloomfield said.
to nausea, he said.
Ussher said approving Covid
The emergence of unproven
vaccines was as rigorous as for
remedies underscored the
any vaccines.
importance of clinical trials to be
The technology behind the
sure of what worked, he said.
Pfizer vaccine was relatively new,
Close monitoring of the Pfizer
but it could not alter people’s
vaccine had shown it to be
genes. Significant data showed
extremely safe, he said.
the vaccine was safe during
Vandervis confirmed he was
pregnancy.
hesitant about getting the vaccine,
New Zealand’s Immunisation
but said it was far too soon to call Advisory Centre and the US
him an anti-vaxxer.
Centres for Disease Control had
Highlighting New Zealanders’
reliable information online for
human rights had generated
people to consult, he said. — ODT
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‘Irresponsible and inexcusable’
Wanaka holidaymakers say sorry
by Craig Kapitan, NZ Herald

EMBARRASSING:
William Willis’
mother, who is a
judge, says she
is appalled by the
actions of Willis
and his partner
Hannah Rawnsley.
NZME picture
to what has happened and so that’s really
all I can say. We had nothing to do with
it.”
The couple’s lawyer, Rachael Reed QC,
filed an emergency request for name
suppression with the Papakura District
Court on Monday after the story garnered
widespread media interest, even though
no charges had yet been filed against her
clients.
“We initially sought name suppression
after receiving death threats and we
had genuine fear for our safety,” the
couple explained in their statement.
“However, we remain committed to taking
responsibility for our actions and will not
be seeking further name suppression.”
A police officer has been assigned to
the case but there might be a delay in
filing charges or a first appearance for the
couple due to court restrictions resulting
from Auckland’s lockdown, police have
indicated.
In a media release early on Monday
afternoon, police said they are considering
charges under the Covid-19 Public Health
Response Act 2020 and the Ministry of

Health has been notified.
The allegations against the couple
sparked widespread anger and frustration,
including from the Prime Minister, police
and officials in Wanaka.
Queenstown Lakes Mayor Jim
Boult characterised the allegations as
“extremely selfish” but said he is not
concerned about any health impacts on
the community after having spoken with
government health officials.
“Everyone has been working hard . . .
to do their bit to help stamp out Covid-19
and this highly infectious Delta strain,”
he told the media on Monday. “It’s simply
not acceptable that a handful of people
continue to flout the restrictions.” Asked
about the matter on Monday at her daily
Covid-19 press conference, Jacinda Ardern
said she didn’t want to get into specifics of
the case because it is still with police. But
“everyone needs to play their part”, she
said, adding that “the rules are not there
to be gamed”.
“Aucklanders would take a very dim
view of other Aucklanders who aren’t
doing their bit.”
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I known of their intentions . . . I would
have told them not to act so thoughtlessly
AUCKLAND — The couple who
and selfishly. I do not condone their
travelled from Auckland to Wanaka in
conduct.
breach of Level 4 lockdown conditions
“I understand that William and Hannah
— and then sought name suppression
are no longer seeking suppression of their
before they were even charged — outed
names. I support this decision.”
themselves last night and said their
A spokesperson for the Office of the
decision “was completely irresponsible and Chief District Court Judge said Judge
inexcusable”.
Sharp advised the chief judge of the
William Willis, 35, whose mother is
situation and she “was not involved in any
District Court Judge Mary-Beth Sharp,
way in relation to the actions of her son
and lawyer Hannah Rawnsley, 26, issued
and his partner”.
an apology after declining to fight for
“To avoid any potential conflict of
further suppression.
interest, the Chief District Court Judge
“We are deeply sorry for our actions and has put in place arrangements for a judge
would like to unreservedly apologise to the of the Wellington District Court to deal
Wanaka community, and to all the people
with any proceedings in relation to this
of Aotearoa New Zealand, for what we
matter,” the spokesperson said. Police said
did,” they said in a statement.
the couple left Auckland on Thursday,
“We can confirm that as part of routine
September 9, using essential worker
testing for essential workers when
exemptions to cross the boundary and
crossing the Auckland border, we both
drive to Hamilton Airport.
received negative Covid-19 tests prior
They then took a commercial flight to
to undertaking the travel, and on our
Queenstown via Wellington and hired a
subsequent return to Auckland. We can
car to drive to Wanaka, police said.
also confirm we were not considered close
A tipster alerted police to the trip
contacts nor had we visited any locations
through the Covid-19 online compliance
of interest.
tool and the couple were approached
“. . . We understand that strict
on Saturday afternoon, police said. The
compliance is required to stamp out
couple had since returned to Auckland.
Covid-19 from our country. We have let
Auckland remains under Alert Level 4 —
everyone down with our actions, and we
the most stringent Covid-19 lockdown —
wholeheartedly apologise.”
until at least next week, while the rest of
Soon after the pair sent their apology to New Zealand is in Alert Level 2.
media, Willis’ mother Judge Sharp issued
The holiday home is jointly owned
her own statement.
by Willis’ father Robert, barrister Tony
“I am a District Court Judge, but I issue Bouchier and his wife, District Court
this statement in my personal capacity.
Judge Josephine Bouchier.
Like the rest of New Zealand, I was
Bouchier told The New Zealand Herald
appalled to learn of my son William and
that the couple had stayed there came as
his partner’s actions over the weekend.
“a complete shock”.
“I was and am highly embarrassed. Had
“We had no idea . . . we are appalled as
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The man who tackled a terrorist
Eighth victim of LynnMall terror attack identified
AUCKLAND — Five of
the victims of the LynnMall
supermarket terror attack have
thanked police and healthcare
workers, saying their actions
had meant “the difference
between life and death”.
Police have also identified an
eighth victim of the attack.
Rodney Khan was not
injured during the incident,
but he bravely intervened in
an attempt to stop the terrorist
attacking a woman.
Detective Superintendent
Tim Anderson said the CCTV
footage showed that Mr Khan
“ran straight towards danger,
without hesitation” when he
heard members of the public in
distress.
Mr Khan distracted the
terrorist who “then turned on
him”, Det Supt Anderson said.
When he could, he gave the
woman first aid and then went
to find his partner, and then
finally he found safety.
“We have no doubt that (Mr
Khan’s) actions on that day
prevented further injury to
others and while he is very
humble about what he did, his
actions were nothing short of
heroic,” Anderson said.
“Mr Khan is at home
recovering from a dislocated
shoulder and being well
supported by family and
friends.”
Three of the other victims
remained in a stable condition
at Auckland Hospital after the
attack.
Five people were recovering
at home.

‘I will never forget your
genuine kindness’
Susan Maddren was
recovering at home after the
attack and, in a statement to
police, she said the bravery and
courage of those supporting

best (supporting each other),
and I will be forever grateful to
you all.”

I felt fearful for those injured:
brother of one of the victims

The brother of a victim who
was recovering in hospital
said that when he reached the
hospital after being told of the
The family of a victim
attack, he was told his brother
recovering in Auckland Hospital was in surgery and would be
has offered their sincere thanks placed in an induced coma,
and praise “to the courageous
possibly for 48 hours.
people who came to the aid of
“I felt that he was in good
the victims of the attack, and
hands, so I went home and
all of the ambulance staff who
informed our other family
were involved”.
members. I also talked with
“We acknowledge and
Victim Support and police that
commend your bravery and we
evening and saw some of the
would like you to know and
news reports about the attack.
understand that your actions
“I felt fearful for those who
have been the difference
had been injured and was filled
between life or death — for our with grief, especially for my
loved one in particular.
brother — not knowing what
“Our gratitude is endless.”
the outcome for him would be.”
The
family
thanked
the
police
He said his brother improved
EIGHTH VICTIM’S ACTIONS ‘PREVENTED FURTHER INJURY
tactical team who prevented
with “astounding speed” and he
TO OTHERS’: Police say the eighth victim of the terror attack in
more people from being
was pleased to see him improve
Auckland ‘ran straight towards danger, without hesitation’ when
each and every day.
he heard other members of the public in distress. RNZ file picture attacked by the terrorist.
“We acknowledge and
After four days, his brother
her and the other victims was
commend your bravery,” they
was able to walk with
“At the time of the attacks,
commendable.
assistance.
the police not only acted quickly said.
“A special mention to the
They also thanked police
A few days later, he said he
to prevent others from getting
lady outside Countdown who
staff for providing them with
received a huge smile from his
hurt, but they also provided
tried to stop the bleeding from
brother when he arrived at the
ongoing support to my husband, ongoing support, and they
my hip, and to the bus driver
expressed their gratitude to the hospital.
our four children and to
who kindly allowed me to enter myself.”
staff at Auckland Hospital.
“I knew that he would soon
her bus, where I felt safe and
“In particular, the surgeons
be his old self again (only
Ms Maddren also thanked
supported until the ambulance
and nursing staff, for their
family and friends know what
Victim Support.
arrived.
initial and ongoing service to
I mean). He has his voice back
“My heart goes out to the
“I would like to thank the
and we will not be able to stop
other victims and their families. the victims of the attack as
ambulance staff and all the
they recover — both physically
him from talking about the
“Being a victim myself, I
doctors and nurses at Auckland understand what they are going and psychologically.
things he is passionate about.
hospital for the wonderful care
“Our family would also like
We love him so much.”
through and they are always in
I received. I will never forget
to acknowledge and send love
He said his brother had
my thoughts.
your genuine kindness and your
to the families, friends and
a small setback with his
“To our friends, family,
willingness to go the extra mile community and all New
loved ones of all the victims of
breathing which had since been
to ensure my every need was
the attack, and the families,
sorted and his condition was
Zealanders everywhere who
met.
improving again.
have offered their support, your friends and loved ones of all of
“Your ability to show both
“He has a bit of a journey
kindness is greatly appreciated. the people present at the time
skills and compassion is a rare
ahead of him yet.”
“In particular, a special thank it took place.
combination and one of which
“And finally, we would like to
The brother said he felt for
you to my children’s schools
you can all be immensely
acknowledge our mighty New
the police team who had to
who have gone above and
proud.”
Zealand nation for your ongoing shoot the attacker, but he also
beyond to show their love and
Ms Maddren said the police’s support to us as a family.
support and love during this
believed it had been the best
professionalism and attention
extremely challenging time.
outcome”.
“This is who we are as a
to detail was outstanding.
“We will be forever grateful.”
— RNZ
country and it is what we do

Actions meant the difference
between life and death: family

SPRING HAS
SPRUNG
. . . WITH A
FROST:
Parts of
the South
Island woke
to a frosty
start this
morning, with
temperatures
as low as -4C.
Picture by
Hamish Clark

Spring frost for parts of South Island
CHRISTCHURCH — Parts of the South
Island woke to a frosty start this morning, with
temperatures as low as -4C.
According to MetService, at 7am,
Christchurch was sitting on -1.4C, Queenstown
was on -1.8C and Invercargill was on -1.1C.
Twizel was the coldest spot in the country
with a low of -4C this morning. That was in
stark contrast with the warmest place in
the country, Kaitaia, which was on 16C this
morning. It was expected to be a relatively fine

day in the South Island, but not so much for
people in the North Island, where most cities
were advised to prepare for rain. MetService
was predicting that a low-pressure system
would approach the North Island from the
Tasman Sea today. The low should then move
southeast tomorrow and on Friday, bringing
with it periods of heavy rain and strong winds
to parts of the North Island, and also the
Marlborough Sounds. In the south, more frosts
were expected this week. — NZ Herald
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Akld students fear falling
behind in their studies
Lockdown fatigue hitting university students stuck at Alert Level 4
by Ella Stewart, RNZ

want to go back to class but
can’t . . I’d love to be someone
AUCKLAND — University
who was able to go back to class
students stuck in lockdown in
because there is definitely a
Auckland say they are falling
difference between someone
behind because of having to
talking to a webcam and
learn remotely, while most of
someone talking (directly to
their peers around the rest of
students) in a lecture theatre.
the country are able to attend
I just kind of feel like the
classes physically.
experience is less valuable than
Sophie Dixon is in her
it would be if I was sitting in a
third year of a law degree
lecture theatre.”
at the Victoria University of
She said the situation with
Wellington.
the lockdown and the onlineShe travelled up to Auckland
learning option had left her
for a break, but got stuck there
feeling unmotivated, fatigued
when the lockdown came into
and behind in her studies.
force on August 18.
“The main issue is that we
“When the lockdown hit,
have big exams coming up in a
we weren’t sure how long it
month, and we can’t even really
was going to last, and all of
excuse ourselves by the fact that
my flatmates were also up in
we have spent two weeks far
Auckland and not in Wellington less productive than everybody
at the time. I didn’t necessarily
else, under a heightened state
want to go back and isolate by
of stress because we’re in
myself in my flat.
Auckland. And I think what
“So I just kind of didn’t make
worries me is that people who
a super conscious decision about can only engage online are
it. I just thought, ‘I’ll stay in
getting really behind in their
Auckland’ — and here I am, four work right now and then could
weeks later.”
struggle later in the trimester.
Victoria University of
But how is the university going
Wellington was offering both
to solve that problem?”
in-person and online classes so
Victoria University Students’
those those who could not get to Association president Michael
the campus were
Turnbull said
still able to study.
while the
Although
university was
Both the University
Sophie could
offering support
of Auckland and the it was still very
attend classes
remotely, she said
Auckland University
tough on the
those lessons were of Technology have
students who
not tailored for
were stuck in
decided to deliver
those stuck at
Auckland.
classes online for
home, which was
“This latest
creating some
outbreak
and the
the rest of the year.
challenges for
whole change
students.
in alert levels
“When
has been super
university was all online,
disruptive for a number of
we were getting clear online
students. Students are finding
lectures that were delivered for
that it’s having an impact on
online learners.
their income and finances.
“But now that Wellington
They’re finding that their
is back at Alert Level 2, we’ve
academic grades and success is
switched back to dual delivery.
being affected too.
“That means that most of
“Most of all, they’re finding
my lectures are in person, and
that their hauora is really
then I kind of have the lessimpacted by this change in alert
interesting or less-catered-for
levels.
option — the online option,
“Students are feeling really
which isn’t ideal.”
disheartened as they wanted to
“Obviously, the univerisity
be back for the second half of
is trying to act in a way that
trimester, and I think they’re
caters for those students who
particularly worried about what

File picture
this means when it comes time
for their exams.”
Both the University of
Auckland and the Auckland
University of Technology have
decided to deliver classes online
for the rest of the year.
Other universities around the
country have also been putting
measures in place to allow their
students to learn online.
Waikato University student
services director Mike Calvert
said a number of their students
were in Level 4 in Auckland.
“We’ve got approximately 800
students whose home addresses
are in Auckland, and about 60
percent of those students went
back home during their break.
And it just so happened that
the alert-level change occurred
around the time of our teaching
recess, so a lot of students would
probably have been intending to
head back (before the lockdown
occurred).
“Several hundred students
would be in Auckland under
Level 4 right now, so obviously
a big component of our support
has been focused on that cohort.”
However, he was unsure if
students would be able to return
even when Auckland was moved
to Level 3.
“We’d have to take advice on
that. We want to do the right
thing. We want to keep the
community here safe and we
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have to balance that out with
the needs of those students.”
“We’ve got a cohort of students
from Northland, for example.
We’ve supported them with
the relevant documentation to
ensure that they can transit
through Auckland so, where
necessary, we do support our
students.”
The University of
Canterbury’s deputy vicechancellor, Catherine Moran,
said they had around 450
students currently in Auckland
and they were trying their best
to ensure that those students
did not feel too isolated.
“Our University of Canterbury
Students’ Association are
going to work on a Facebook
page called Auckland Plus
for those students so that
they can connect with their
peers and share some of their
stories (while they are stuck in
lockdown). But we’ve also put
in place some extra resources
for separate kinds of tutorials
for those students who are
unable to come back to campus,
because we really don’t want the
students to feel disadvantaged.”
Ms Moran also said that
those University of Canterbury
students who had been stuck
in lockdown would have it all
taken into account when it came
time for them to sit for their
exams.

Online cheating
found to have
skyrocketed
during pandemic
CHRISTCHURCH — Online
learning at universities has become
a loophole for students to cheat,
with cases skyrocketing from last
year’s lockdown. Figures released to
RNZ’s Checkpoint under the Official
Information Act show a 458 percent
increase in cheating at Lincoln
University last year. That figure was
nearly five times higher than it was
before the pandemic.
However, lecturers say the issue
is far worse than the figures actually
show because the lockdowns were
disrupting valuable face-to-face
teaching time.
The figures show that five out of
eight universities had an increase in
cheating last year.
At the University of Waikato,
there was a 134 percent increase
in academic misconduct in 2020
compared to 2019.
Victoria University of Wellington
had an 180 percent increase, Massey
cheating increased 110 percent,
University of Canterbury had a
204 percent increase and Lincoln
University’s levels were nearly five
times as high with a 458 percent
increase.
University of Waikato senior law
lecturer, Dr Myra Williamson, had
been grappling with student cheating
for years but she said Covid-19 and
the lockdowns had left the university
with a huge problem on its hands.
“It was such a rush to the online
space for obvious reasons — we had
to go and do all of our assessments
online, but we hadn’t really put the
infrastructure in place, if you like. We
didn’t have the learning infrastructure
to be able to maintain academic
integrity in that online space.”
She had taught both overseas
and in New Zealand, and said it was
shocking to learn how simple it
was for students to cheat. She even
tested it out, by purchasing an essay
herself.“It was extremely easy . . . ”
The figures were just the tip of the
iceberg, Dr Williamson said.
She hoped other options for
examinations could be explored.
Her concerns were echoed by
a mathematics and science staff
member at Massey University who
did not wish to be named.
Since the lockdown of last year, his
students had been cheating using an
online file-sharing service, he said.
And while instances of cheating
were always investigated, the Massey
University employee believed the
system did not work for modern
forms of cheating. — RNZ
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SMALL BUSINESSES
AT BREAKING POINT
restrictions now, everybody
is more and more nervous
AUCKLAND — Small
about keeping their bookings
businesses say they are
in place in case this goes on
at breaking point and are
for longer . . . so this is not an
pleading with the Government easy time,” she said.
to give them some additional
Hospitality New Zealand’s
support.
Auckland branch president,
Business New Zealand and
Jamie Freeman, said he had
the National Party want the
been flooded with emails from
Government to urgently set
struggling business owners.
up a fund that is targeted at
“(They are) at breaking
small business owners and
point, to be honest . . . judging
their employees so that they
by the messages that I’ve seen,
can access mental health
the cries for help and . . . the
support.
not knowing what lies ahead.
Meanwhile, Hospitality
“They just can’t plan and
New Zealand wants the wage
it’s not about whinging, it’s
subsidy to be available even
not about moaning . . . it’s just
when Auckland is moved to
about keeping their heads
Alert Level 2.
above water,” he said.
Richard Bagnall, who owns
Freeman said that, even
Auckland’s Longroom, is losing under Alert Level 2 conditions,
about $12,000 a week and is
it was not financially viable
stressed and anxious about his for some businesses to open
business.
their doors because of the new
“It’s all the sleepless nights
restrictions to adapt to the
. . . I am waking up in the
Delta variant.
middle of the night and
There were also fears about
starting to think about a
the mental health of those
whole bunch of things, such
facing severe financial stress.
as ‘will we come out of this?’,
National’s mental health
‘what does the future look
spokesperson, Matt Doocey,
like?’ and ‘what can I do to
was therefore urging the
protect our people and our
Government to set up a $10
business?’”
million mental health support
His company had been
package for small businesses.
regularly checking in with
The proposed fund would
staff members, but even
be in partnership with
under Level 2, Bagnall was
BusinessNZ, the regional
not sure if he could offer all
chambers of commerce
of them work due to the new
and economic-development
restrictions that had been
agencies.
announced for Level 2.
Even before the most recent
Elle Armon-Jones of
lockdown, a report by MYOB
Vineyard Cottages was also
showed that more than a third
finding it hard to find any
of New Zealand’s small- and
certainty, with her customers
medium-sized enterprise
looking to change their
(SME) owners had experienced
wedding and Christmas party a mental health condition
plans now.
since starting their business.
“With the Level 2 Delta
BusinessNZ’s Kirk Hope

by Charlie Dreaver, RNZ

wanted the proposed fund to
help fast-track support for
SMEs.
“Typically, smaller
businesses will have less
financial resilience, especially
if they have been through five
alert-level increases,” he said.
The Government did set up
a $4.5m mental health fund in
its tourism-support package,
but this was targeted towards
the regions.
For those in the urban
centres, Small Business
Minister Stuart Nash said
there were other support tools
available.
“We’re not planning a
specific fund for this, but we
have put out a number of
tools via www.business.govt.
nz, which is a website that
provides tailored advice for
businesses.
“Business Mentors New
Zealand provides mentoring,
and there’s also https://

depression.org, there’s the
Mental Health Foundation,
WorkSafe New Zealand and
the 1737 support line . . . so
there are a number of services
out there,” he said.
Nash said the Government
did understand that times
were really tough, which was
why the wage-subsidy and
resurgence-support payments
were in place. However, there
were no plans at this stage
to continue the wage-subsidy
payments once Auckland was
moved to Level 2.
Finance Minister
Grant Robertson said the
Government “will continue to
talk to businesses about the
economic environment and the
challenges they are facing”.
He noted the Government
did recently announce a third
round of the Wage-subsidy
scheme for businesses and
another round of resurgencesupport payments.

Pet food shortages
causing angst
for fussy felines
by Tom Kitchin, RNZ
WELLINGTON — It is not just toilet paper
and flour — there have also been shortages
of pet food during New Zealand’s Covid Delta
outbreak, with supermarket shelves being
emptied of feline foods faster than normal.
Global shipping challenges have led to less
pet food in the supermarket aisles for some
months now, but shoppers say the items are
becoming even more limited as they race in to
do their shopping amid the higher alert levels.
Watties managing director, Neil Heffer,
said his company had seen demand rise for
their cat food brands, such as Chef, in recent
weeks.
“We’ve seen demand for cat food in
particular increase almost 20 percent on this
time last year,” Heffer said.
“We think that’s related to the scarcity of
supply. We’re quite fortunate in that we are
able to produce all of our pet food locally, but
unfortunately for some of our competitors.
they have to bring in their pet food from
overseas, and obviously with global shipping
constraints and challenges in global supply
chains, that has led to some shortages on the
supermarket shelves.
“That scarcity we expect will probably give
some people some cause for concern, so they
might be buying a little bit more than they
ordinarily do.”
Watties did not shut over Alert Level 4, but
it had to socially distance staff members, as
well as provide personal protective equipment
and establish work bubbles.
A spokesperson from Mars, who have
brands such as Whiskas, Iams, Dine and Royal
Canin, said they had seen an increase in pet
populations all around the world in the past
12-24 months.
“The challenges of Covid-19 and the
lockdowns have seen more people welcome
pets into their families as they recognise
the benefits of companionship and the
enjoyment that pets bring us. But that has put
pressure on pet food manufacturing capacity
worldwide, and it has also put pressure on
supply chains to get the products to market.
Global shipping challenges have meant delays
in getting some pet food products to NZ.”
However, while there might be delays in
the supply of particular products, he wanted
to reassure pet owners that there was not a
shortage of pet food overall in New Zealand.

Aussie media ruling could change landscape in NZ
by Emma Hatton, RNZ
WELLINGTON — A recent ruling in
Australia that saw media companies
liable for defamatory posts on their
social media pages could see NZ
businesses switch off comments — or
shut down their pages altogether.
Last week’s case was part of action
being taken by former Northern
Territory detainee, Dylan Voller, who
wanted to sue several media outlets
for comments made about him on
Facebook by members of the public.
NZ has its own case law from 2014,

which offered some protections for
companies but, as media researcher
Gavin Ellis explained on his blog The
Knightly Views, the Australian case
could influence future proceedings.
“You really have to be aware of a
comment that is potentially libellous
and not do anything about it to make
yourself liable.
“At the moment, we have a measure
of protection, but the Australian case
could sweep away that protection
entirely.”
He said it was not just a problem for
the media. “This applies to anybody

with a Facebook page, so I’d strongly
consider cutting out comments
altogether if the Australian case
became NZ case law as well.”
And that was where Max Whitehead,
from the advocacy group Small
Business Voice, said the waters were
muddied. “Many small businesses
don’t engage on social media for that
reason — they don’t want to get into
trouble. But social media is one of the
best tools for small businesses out
there to use . . . so they’d be foolish
not to engage with it.”
He said if firms had to constantly

SHAREMARKET YESTERDAY
WELLINGTON — Heavyweight Fisher & Paykel
Healthcare almost single-handedly drove the
New Zealand sharemarket down nearly half a
percentage as health stocks were hit overseas.
The S&P/NZX 50 Index fell 62.28 points to
13,108.61, after reaching an intraday high of
13,178.47.
There were 62 gainers and 67 decliners over
the whole market, and trading was steady with
58.58 million shares worth $191.85 million
changing hands.
Global medical-devices supplier, Fisher &
Paykel Healthcare, which made up 14 percent of
the market’s capitalisation, fell $1.14 to $31.55 on
trade worth $18.5m.
Fisher & Paykel’s dive made up nearly 50
points of the market’s fall.

Matt Goodson, the managing director of Salts
Funds Management, said some of the large
healthcare and health-technology stocks around
the world were quite weak and this did not help
the sentiment for Fisher & Paykel.
“Fisher & Paykel’s share price oscillates
around the latest views on Covid and the use of
respiratory devices in hospitals,” he said.
The vaccine stocks Moderna, BioNTec and
Johnson & Johnson were down on Wall Street,
and Fisher & Paykel’s counterpart in Australia,
ResMed, had fallen 3.05 percent to A$39.05
(NZ$40.32) on the ASX by 5.45pm NZ time.
Church donor management firm Pushpay
Holdings was down 6c to $1.84 after holding an
Investor Day presentation.
Goodson said there was some doubt over the

monitor their social media pages,
or have comments turned off to a
point they got no engagement, they
(customers) would just leave.
“It occupies so much time . . . it’s
wasted time where they could be
generating profit and income.”
That action might be some way
down the line but Kristin Wilson, a
senior advisor at the law firm Bell
Gully, said the Australian decision
already had the potential to impact
NZ companies. “Media and others will
need to be careful about publishing
anything that could give rise to a

size of the United States Catholic Church market
and what sort of uptake Pushpay would get for
its software.
Briscoe Group reported its half-year result to
the end of July, showing a record net profit of
$47.46m, up 69.6 percent on revenue of $358.42m,
up 22.6 percent. Its growth had been flagged
earlier to the market and Briscoe’s share price
gained 1c, to $7.01.
Briscoe’s homeware sales increased 20.77
percent, to $222.63m, and sporting goods rose
25.66 percent, to $135.79m. Online sales now
made up 16.16 percent of its revenue, and the
Briscoe Group was paying an increased interim
dividend of 11.5c a share on October 14.
The retailer said sales over the final two weeks
of August during the lockdown were negatively
impacted by about $17m, and it expected pent-up
demand to drive up sales from October onwards.
Briscoe Group was still expecting to deliver a

defamation action in Australia.
“For example, if they publish
something about an Australian that is
then downloaded or disseminated in
Australia they could have some liability
there as well.”
She said the case law would be
of interest domestically. “NZ courts
will look to overseas courts, just as
overseas courts look to us to build the
law of defamation, defamation tends to
be very strongly case law and common
law based and it is a developing area.
“So it’s something that is, I think,
cause for concern.”

full-year net profit of up to $85m — well above the
previous year’s record $73.2m.
Auckland International Airport’s total
passenger volumes increased 59.7 percent in
July and 68.4 percent in August, compared with
the same periods of time last year.
International passengers rose 332 percent
before the transtasman travel bubble burst.
The airport’s share price slipped 1c to $7.42.
Air New Zealand was down 3.5c to $1.53.
The leading energy companies had a down
day. Contact declined 11c to $8.02; Meridian
fell 14c to $5.05; and Mercury, which went
ex-dividend, decreased 8.8c to $6.48.
Skellerup Holdings declined 8c to $5.34; a2
Milk was down 8c to $5.70; and PGG Wrightson
fell 9c or 2.47 percent to $3.56.
Port companies Marsden Maritime Holdings
declined 13c to $6.37, and Napier Port was down
6c to $3.18. — The New Zealand Herald
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New star of tennis
prompts UK debate
The surprise US Open tennis win
by Emma Raducanu has implications
beyond sport, with a debate
brewing on how it might impact on
multiculturalism in Britain.
Supporters of inclusiveness in the
UK could not have found a better
poster girl than Raducanu, whose
parents are Romanian and Chinese.
She was born in Canada and came
to England when she was aged two.
After her victory she tweeted a
picture of herself holding the Union
Jack and US Open trophy, with the
words “We are taking her HOMEEE”.
Congratulations flooded in from
a long list including the Queen and
British footballer Marcus Rashford
who earned an MBE for his work
against inequality. Even Brexit
campaigner Nigel Farage joined in,
but critics were quick to point out
earlier statements he made about
“eye-watering” crime statistics for
Romanians and that he would be
concerned if some moved next door
to him. It drew a witty response
from footballer Gary Lineker that he
would not be able to afford to live
next to Raducanu so shouldn’t worry.
Sport England board member Chris
Grant welcomed positive coverage
from parts of the media that were
hostile to migrants seeking refuge
from danger. But he added that
the focus should be on Raducanu
herself rather than what she did or
did not represent, and “we have to
be careful about what we place on
the shoulders of individuals”.
Sunder Kaewala of British
Future, a think-tank that promotes
debate about immigration and
integration, said Raducanu’s ease
with her heritage was typical of her
generation but warned people with
liberal views against using her as a
“Gotcha” argument. Similar views
were expressed by Wanda Wyporska
the executive director of the Equality
Trust, who was wary of holding her
up as an example of successful
immigrant integration.
There have already been some
concerns about Raducanu’s mental
health following her decision to
withdraw from Wimbledon, and the
example of Naomi Osaka who has
withdrawn from all tennis at present
shows the potential danger of too
much pressure on young sports
people. Raducanu is still only 18.
One thing for certain is that
Raducanu will become very wealthy.
The nine highest paid female
sportspeople are all tennis players;
Maria Sharapova headed the
women’s earning list for 11 years.
The first British woman to win a
grand slam in 44 years, Raducanu
is a marketer’s dream. But let’s
hope the team around her has the
expertise needed to help her deal
with the pressures lying ahead.
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A Covid passport, a two-tier society
by ‘Alapasita Teu, Maxim
Institute researcher
A COVID passport is coming
to a family member, neighbour
or a local business near you.
Once it arrives here in New
Zealand, this digital proof of
your vaccination status or
negative test result could loosen the shackles of
international travel and border restrictions.
Countries like Israel, Singapore and some
EU nations have developed versions of a
Covid passport varying in function and use.
Some require it for travel purposes only, while
others have mandated use for indoor venues,
businesses, public buildings and places of
worship. It’s only a matter of time before this
becomes New Zealand’s new norm. Use of the
digital app could possibly extend beyond simply
international travel, to domestic businesses,
leisure activities and venues, and even public
spaces and institutions.
The novelty of a digital vaccine passport has
seen countries’ employ a trial and error approach
towards this new technology. This ad-hoc

game plan has raised questions around data
privacy and security, freedoms, and the nature
of jurisdictions governing a vaccine passport’s
function and use.
As Covid vaccination has progressively
rolled out worldwide, health inequities between
population groups have become apparent,
including in our own backyard.
Without clarity around the use of a vaccine
passport, there is potential for entrenching
existing inequalities in the longer term, should
health data be used for other non-intended
purposes. It is easy to see us creating a twotiered society between the vaccinated and
unvaccinated, raising concerns around the longterm impacts of vaccine passports. There may be
a surge in using private data to govern access
to spaces vital for our participation in society,
spaces like supermarkets, petrol stations and
pharmacies.
A stealth approach isn’t always the best tactic
for introducing public mandates, nor is it a wise
strategy for integrating this new technology into
our everyday lives.
With most consumer products, safety testing
is a necessary and mandatory process for market

readiness. It allows for hazards and risks to be
identified, and the development of compliance
and safety measures. There are international and
domestic standards involved that provide safety
frameworks and accountability mechanisms.
Similarly, these processes and shared external
standards apply to regular passports, yet
vaccine passports have bypassed these safety
precautions. In the absence of safety measures,
or accepted external controls, it is perhaps best
for vaccine passports to be a temporary measure,
with restrictions that balance civic duties and
freedoms. For any long-term plans, it becomes
imperative to be clear about the risks involved
with their use, be it at home or abroad.
There are pieces to the vaccine passport
puzzle that require careful consideration and
public consultation. All sides of the story need
to be told, to be heard, and we must avoid
the unintended consequence of inadvertently
creating a two-tier, have and have-not society.
The Government needs to trust us to make
informed decisions as much as they call for us
to trust in them. We must have a more nuanced
conversation about vaccine passports, rather
than simply to mandate or not.

Let’s ignore reckless
On natives vs radiata . . . calls to lift restrictions
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, ONLINE COMMENTS

Re: Exploring farming
alternatives, September 14
story.
Entering Maori freehold
land into the Emissions
Trading Scheme is the 21st
century form of alienation
because future generations
will have no ability to make
any alternative-use decisions
(the cost of leaving the ETS
would be prohibitive). This
is why any decision relating
to the ETS should have the
support of at least 50 percent
of all owners, a requirement
that is being universally
ignored.
In relation to planting
native trees, the economics
are at best marginal. This is
because of the initial cost of
clearing, fencing and planting
(the latter costing between

$5000 to $10,000 per hectare,
depending on the species)
and then the ongoing costs
of ensuring they are not
smothered by gorse or eaten
by rabbits initially then by
deer, pigs and goats.
Over 30 years, the carbon
sequestration rate of Pinus
radiata averages 20 tonnes
pa more than natives (8.7
tonnes pa). This means that if
owners agreed that the ETS
and earning carbon credits is
the best use of their land, the
opportunity cost of planting
natives at today’s price ($65)
is $1300 per hectare pa! And
at $100 per tonne, the total
carbon sales income over 10
years for natives would be
around $4000!

HARVEY BELL, Manawatu

Yet comments censored
Re: Let free speech
sunlight disinfect Covid
misinformation, September
11 column.
Why allow this column
and yet continue to censor
free speech about covid?

can be the basis for any kind of
meaningful discussion.

In an ideal world you
might have a point but I
continue to point to my
unbeaten track record when
it comes to the agenda 21
PETER JONES roll-out here in Tairawhiti.
When in the past 20 years
have I ever been wrong?
Footnote from Ed: Because
Kernel of truth for you
free speech comes with
right there. What makes you
responsibilities for a publisher,
think covid is any different?
and a lot of what you try to say
about Covid-19 does not even
PETER JONES
have a kernel of truth to it that

Re: Lockdown fatigue being
recognised, September 14 editorial.
I notice that some of the most
vocal proponents of lifting public
health measures are Pakeha
business interests who lament the
economic impacts of lockdowns
and travel restrictions. When asked
about the illness, death and fear
ravaging all the other countries that
lowered public health protections
— especially for minorities and
the poor — these anti-lockdown
capitalists tend to talk out of both
sides of the mouth; in one breath
saying there are so few cases
restrictions aren’t necessary, and in
the next saying there is no way to
control Covid so why bother trying.
In the end, their only consistent
complaint is about economic
impacts on their business interests.
They assume the rest of us should
share this concern.
Meanwhile, most of these
privileged few and the people they
know are vaccinated and eager to
use their wealth to travel and to open
New Zealand to foreign tourists.
This reckless attitude is
reminiscent of 17th and 18th
century Europeans who came to
Polynesia and the Americas for the

Same goal as the Bolsheviks
Re: Warning over threat
from ‘illiberal left’, September
9 editorial.
I voted for Trump for
exactly the reasons spelled
out in the Economist. But it’s
not true that the Trumpian
right is more dangerous than
the illiberal left. Not by a very

editor@gisborneherald.co.nz
■
■
■
■
■

purpose of trade and profit, and who
disregarded the known risks from
the infectious diseases they carried
with them. The resulting waves of
epidemics caused 70-90 percent
declines in indigenous populations,
and then these same Europeans
blamed all of this on the “inferiority”
of those devastated communities
and “dying races”. From the 1860s
to 1960s, these facts were twisted
into a white supremacist worldview
cloaked in the fleece of Christian
piety. These poisoned spiritual fruits
of self-centred greed and lust for
power were widely accepted by
Europeans of the time, including
those who colonised Aotearoa.
I wonder if generations will look
back on our time and see that Covid
health risks for Polynesians, the poor
and those hesitant to accept the
vaccine, risks that are a direct result
of global travel and trade, were again
explained away by double talk from
impatient European businessmen
and politicians — or will we refuse
their reckless calls to lift restrictions
and realise that those men’s
personal power and profit has always
mattered far less than they insist it
does? Time will tell.
DOUG SMITH

The maximum length for letters is 350 words.
Anyone can write a column, 600 words maximum, but a photo is required.
Always include full name and contact details.
If you use a nom de plume, there is a higher bar for acceptability.
Letters may be edited for clarity, length or legal reasons.

long way. The far left has the
same goal as the Bolsheviks
and if allowed to do so, will
use the same methods. This is
far more dangerous than any
threat from the right. Or ISIS
for that matter.
JACOB McGREW, USA
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WORLD BRIEFS
Gunmen abduct migrants
MEXICO CITY — About 20 suspected migrants
were kidnapped from a central Mexico hotel early
on Tuesday, authorities said.
The San Luis Potosi state prosecutor’s office
said in a statement that the victims were
believed to be Haitian and Venezuelan migrants
who were staying at the hotel in Matehuala.
Before dawn on Tuesday, three SUVs carrying
armed men arrived at the Hotel Sol y Luna and
abducted the guests, prosecutors said.
Authorities were still trying to confirm the exact
number of people taken, but the identification
documents of some were found inside rooms.
Costlier migrant smuggling operations often
put up their clients in small hotels as they move
them north. Organised crime gangs traditionally
charge a tax for each migrant moved through
their territory. If that tax is not paid or a rival
smuggling group sees an opportunity, such
abductions can occur. — AP

DELTA SURGE:
Covid-19 cases
have risen in parts
of the US, fuelled by
children now back
in their classrooms,
loose mask
restrictions and low
vaccination levels.
AP picture

Former cops plead not guilty

Covid cases climbing
among unvaccinated
WASHINGTON — Covid-19 deaths
and cases in the US have climbed
back to levels not seen since last
winter, erasing months of progress and
potentially bolstering President Joe
Biden’s argument for his sweeping new
vaccination requirements.
The cases — driven by the Delta
variant combined with resistance among
some Americans to getting the vaccine —
are concentrated mostly in the South.
While one-time hot spots like Florida
and Louisiana are improving, infection
rates are soaring in Kentucky, Georgia
and Tennessee, fuelled by children now
back in school, loose mask restrictions
and low vaccination levels.
The dire situation in some hospitals
is starting to sound like January’s
infection peak — surgeries cancelled
in hospitals in Washington state and
Utah, severe staff shortages in Kentucky
and Alabama, and a lack of beds in
Tennessee.
The deteriorating picture nine months
into the nation’s vaccination drive
has angered and frustrated medical
professionals who see the heartbreak as
preventable.
The vast majority of the dead and the
hospitalised have been unvaccinated, in
what has proved to be a hard lesson for
some families.
“The problem now is we have been
trying to educate based on science, but
I think most of the education that is
happening is based on tragedy, personal
tragedy,” said Dr Ryan Stanton, an
emergency room physician in Lexington,
Kentucky.

US should begin giving booster shots of
the Pfizer vaccine.
On a positive note, the number of
people now in hospital with
Covid-19 appears to be levelling off or
even declining at around 90,000, or about
where things stood in February.
Last week, the President ordered all
employers with more than 100 workers
to require vaccinations or weekly tests,
a measure affecting about 80 million
Americans. And the roughly 17 million
workers at health facilities that receive
federal Medicare or Medicaid also will
have to be fully vaccinated.
“We read about and hear about and
we see the stories of hospitalised people,
In Kentucky, 70 percent of the state’s
people on their deathbeds among the
hospitals — 66 of 96 — are reporting
unvaccinated over the past few weeks,”
critical staff shortages, the highest level
Biden said in announcing the rules. “This
yet during the pandemic, the governor
is a pandemic of the unvaccinated.”
said.
Last week, a Tennessee high school
“Our hospitals are at the brink of
student who spoke at a school board
collapse in many communities,” said Dr
meeting in favour of a mask mandate
Steven Stack, Kentucky’s public health
was heckled by adults while he talked
commissioner.
about his grandmother dying from the
The US is averaging over 1800
Covid-19 deaths and 170,000 new cases
virus.
per day, the highest levels respectively
Stanton, the ER doctor in Kentucky,
since early March and late January. And said he has admitted families where
both figures have been on the rise over
the Delta variant has swept through
the past two weeks.
generations, especially if the older
The country is still well below the
members are unvaccinated.
terrifying peaks reached in January,
“Now in Kentucky, one-third of new
when it was averaging about 3400 deaths cases are under age 18,” he said. Some
and a quarter-million cases per day.
children brought it home from summer
The US is dispensing about 900,000
camp and spread it to the rest of the
vaccinations per day, down from a high of family, and now, “between childcare and
3.4 million a day in mid-April. On Friday, schools and school activities, and friends
a Food and Drug Administration advisory getting together, there are just so many
panel will meet to discuss whether the
exposures.” — AP

MINNEAPOLIS — Four former Minneapolis
police officers involved in the deadly arrest of
George Floyd have entered not guilty pleas to
federal charges of violating Floyd’s civil rights at
an arraignment.
Former officers Derek Chauvin, Thomas Lane,
J Alexander Kueng and Tou Thao were fired after
Floyd’s arrest on May 25, 2020.
Chauvin was sentenced in state court in June
to 22-and-a-half-years in prison following a jury
verdict of guilty in the murder of Floyd, after
a bystander’s mobile phone video showed the
man was held face-down and not resisting in a
restraint.
The verdict was widely seen as a landmark
rebuke of the disproportionate use of police
force against Black individuals. — AP

Vaccinations rise in NSW
SYDNEY — NSW is likely to achieve 80 percent
first-dose Covid-19 vaccination coverage in
people 16 and older on Wednesday as authorities
try to stem the spread of the virus in the
Illawarra.
Some 79.5 percent of the over-16 population in
NSW had come forward to get at least one jab by
Tuesday, and 47.5 percent were fully vaccinated.
Under the NSW government’s roadmap,
vaccinated people will be released from
lockdown when the state reaches 70 percent
double-dose coverage — expected in about a
month. — AAP

Frozen bodies snatched
MOSCOW — The frozen bodies and detached
brains of people who paid vast sums of money
to be cryogenically frozen have been taken from
a Russian facility in a corporate dispute between
a former husband and wife.
Danila Medvedev, 41, said his ex-wife and
former business partner ordered her staff to
seize the bodies and brains during a raid on his
KrioRus facility near Moscow last week.
Police intercepted the cargo shortly after the
truck left the facility.
Valeria Udalova, 59, claims she is the legitimate
owner of the remains while acknowledging that
she told her staff to seize them from KrioRus.
KrioRus, founded in 2006, says it holds the
remains of 30 human patients and 20 animals
that have been cryopreserved.
It offers to freeze a full body for £26,000 and a
brain for £8500. — AAP

No path into parliament yet for Samoa’s HRPP
APIA — The parliamentary status of
Samoa’s former ruling party remains in
doubt after its members were blocked
from the first session yesterday.
There were heated exchanges outside
parliament as police turned back
former prime minister Tuila’epa Sa’ilele
Malielegaoi and his Human Rights
Protection Party (HRPP) colleagues.
The Speaker, Papali’i Li’o Masipa’u,
banned HRPP members because he said
they refuse to recognise him as Speaker.
Our correspondent Autagavaia Tipi
Autagavaia said the Speaker has not yet
committed to a swearing-in schedule for
HRPP.
He thought the Speaker might act at
the end of the budget session.
Tuilaepa, who has been highly critical
of the courts, is facing contempt charges.

Samoa’s prime minister said the HRPP
only has itself to blame.
Fiame Naomi Mata’afa’s statement
came at the opening of the first sitting
of the country’s 17th parliament, five
months after the election in April.
In her opening statement the Prime
Minister seemed to distance herself
from the speaker’s decision except to
say she was appalled at the tone of
correspondence from the HRPP leader to
the speaker.
Samoa’s government has tabled its first
Tuila’epa Sa’ilele
Fiame Naomi
ever national budget in Parliament.
Malielegaoi
Mata’afa
Minister of Finance, Mulipola Anarosa
Ale Molio’o said it’s a budget aimed at
“recovery, building resilience and shared
trusted governance, the environment,
prosperity for all the people of Samoa”.
public works and infrastructure.
Target areas include improving human
Total expenditure for the financial
year 2021/22 is estimated at
development, a sustainable economy,

US$320.5 million dollars.
Revenue is expected to bring in
US$285 million with the deficit met by a
low interest loan.
Mulipola Anarosa said it’s unfortunate
the new government has inherited a
debt of more than a billion tala, US$325
million, but it is committed to start
reforms.
The pension for the elderly will be
increased by 25 percent in November and
a disability benefit is planned.
The budget also includes one-off
assistance for businesses affected by
the Covid-19 border lockdown, including
hoteliers.
Non-government-organisations will get
some funding, especially women’s groups
to stop violence against women and
children. — RNZ
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Supporting the
next generation
BEEKEEPING BOOST: Applications are open for the Ron Mossop Youth scholarship,
which helps young people towards a career in beekeeping.
NZ Herald file picture

BUILT
TO LAST

YOUNG people interested in a
beekeeping career are being encouraged
to apply for the annual Ron Mossop
Youth Scholarship.
The scholarship, sponsored by Mossop’s
Honey and Apiculture New Zealand, was
set up three years ago as a way of giving
young people the best possible start in
the apiculture industry.
Last year’s recipient, Bay of Plenty’s
Angus Brenton-Rule, 18, said the
scholarship provided valuable support in
his first year of beekeeping.
As well as allowing him to buy
resources to kick-start his career,
Brenton-Rule welcomed the opportunity
to make connections with the wider
industry through his membership
of Apiculture New Zealand and his
attendance at their June conference.
“The conference was a great
opportunity to meet other beekeepers
and hear about what is happening in
other parts of the country. I learned lots.”
Brenton-Rule spent the last year
working for Whakatane-based Golden
Grove Apiaries and said the experience
had him enthused about a future in the
industry.
“It is a fun and interesting job. I
definitely see it as something I want to
do long term.”
Brenton-Rule advised other young
beekeepers or young people interested
in a career in apiculture to apply for

the scholarship.
“It’s so worth it and you will never
know unless you try. If you win, you’ll be
glad you applied.”
The scholarship includes $2000 to be
put towards best practice training and/or
set-up costs.
It also includes membership of
industry body Apiculture New Zealand
for a year and attendance at the
industry’s national conference in the
year of the award.
The scholarship is named after
industry pioneer, Ron Mossop, who
started his family beekeeping businesses
in the 1940s.
Neil Mossop said his family were
thrilled to continue to support the next
generation of beekeepers through the
scholarship.
“Mossop’s Honey is committed to
best practice beekeeping and the
highest levels of integrity throughout
our business. It is a privilege to be
able to pass on those values to young
beekeepers.
“We see the scholarship as a wonderful
tribute to my father, who instilled those
values in his family and business.”
Applications for the scholarship close
on Friday, October 29.
For more information and how
to apply, go to https://apinz.org.nz/
scholarship-in-beekeeping/
— NZ Herald

ALL BULLS GUARANTEED 3 YEARS
YOUR HEIFER MATING SPECIALISTS
41799-01

SPRING SALE
1pm | Wednesday | 22 September 2021
25 yearling and 9 two year old bulls on offer
PAUL & SARAH WILLIAMS
 021 189 4114 |  turihaua@gisborne.net.nz
 www.turihaua.co.nz |  @turihaua

STRONG SALE: Last Friday’s weekly sheep sale at the Matawhero
saleyards produced strong results, with some prime ewes selling for $283, some
prime ram lambs for $218.50, some store ram lambs made $195, and this pen of
heavy prime lambs from the Hassendean Partnership sold for $199.50.
Picture by Trevor Brown

SPRING INTO ACTION THIS SEASON

ACT NOW,
STOCKS
LIMITED!

WITH JOHN DEERE HAY EQUIPMENT!
F310R

JOHN DEERE

R310R
MOWER CONDITIONER

CALL 0800 333 734 OR CONTACT YOUR
LOCAL CERVUS BRANCH TO LEARN MORE
CERVUS GISBORNE - 06 869 0006

V441R
ALSO
AVAILABLE

ALSO
AVAILABLE

JOHN DEERE

V451R
ROUND BALER

32590-17
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MARKET REPORT
Week beginning September 13
LAMB
New Zealand lamb continues to do well on the
export market alongside tight availability.
At $11.51kg, the July 2021 lamb average export
value was close to the heights of spring and
summer 2019.
For July, the lamb average export value is at an
11-year high. In July, export values were $1.82kg
stronger than the five-year average.
While export values have consistently
outperformed the five-year average this year and
have regularly trended up, $1.82kg is the strongest
margin so far.
Based on five-year average data, we know
average export values tend to increase by 4
percent from July to October. Applied to July 2021
export values, we would expect $11.91kg to be
available on the export market in October.
This would be a decade high for October, and
would only be second to $12.19kg in December
2019. However, given the average monthly change
in export values for the season-to-date and from
April to July have been more favourable than the
five-year average, we are in a strong position to
see above average growth in the coming months.
BEEF
Two atypical cases of BSE (Bovine Spongiform
Encephalitis), or Mad Cow Disease, have been
detected at separate locations in Brazil.
In accordance with existing Chinese policy,
Brazil put an immediate halt on beef exports to
China.
There aren’t many alternative markets available
to plug a long-term supply gap left by Brazil. New
Zealand exporters are not in a position to step up,
given September cattle processing is weak before
capacity and numbers lift through October and
November.
Based on the five-year average, 105,800 head of
cattle are processed in New Zealand in September,
149 percent below November processing. There
may be some opportunity in the US, which is
China’s sixth biggest beef supplier of 2021.
A hefty cattle kill due to severe drought paired
with strong export demand has seen supply to
China lift by nearly ten-fold year-on-year in July.
This July, the US exported 16,670 tonnes of beef
to China, with an export value of US$144 million,
$132 million up on year-ago exports. So the US
may be incentivised to dig deeper into domestic
inventories to supply a strong market.
GRAIN
With the ongoing pandemic, global shipping
continues to be constrained.
The Baltic Dry Index recently hit a high for the
year of 4227, after starting the year at 1400. This
hike is a result of ongoing port closures, logistics
being upset and labour force shortages due to
Covid-19.
The increased cost of shipping is now being
handed on to farmers, with fuel, feed and fertiliser
costs increasing significantly over the last year.
The current cost of urea is 45 percent higher
than the same time last year, while DAP fertiliser is
50 percent higher. Imported feeds are also being
affected, with palm kernel prices in South East
Asia still tracking higher.

Strong line-up at Turihaua
by Murray Robertson
TURIHAUA Angus will offer a line-up
of 25 yearling bulls and nine two-year-olds
in their sale on Wednesday next week.
The Spring Sale will be held on-farm
at the Turihaua sale complex with online
bidding and a livestream available on sale
day via Bidr.
Turihaua used the Bidr system at its
June R2 sale and there was great uptake
and online bids came through smoothly.
“We would encourage potential buyers
to familiarise themselves with the Bidr
site in the instance of Alert Level 3 or
4 restrictions. Fortunately the smaller
Spring Sale will meet Level 2, although
there will only be up to 50 people allowed
inside the rostrum,” said studmaster Paul
Williams.
“Masks are required and beef and buns
will be enjoyed sitting down with socialdistancing measures.”
Turihaua have established themselves
as heifer mating specialists with low birth
weight and positive calving ease.
“We have been heifer mating at
Turihaua for 30 years and this gives us
confidence that the data supplied with
the bulls is accurate and will give you live
calves on the ground.
“These bulls are built to last. They are
tested on the hills of Turihaua.”
For 116 years the stud has farmed their
animals commercially.
“They are not pampered, we don’t
supplementary feed, and we allow the
environment to dictate our decisionmaking with our genetics,” Mr Williams
said.
“The philosophy behind this approach
comes back to Charles Darwin’s theory of
survival of the fittest.
“That’s how we farm our animals.
We believe they have a very strong
constitution and will perform in a range

SOLID STOCK: Turihaua Angus will put up 25 yearling bulls and nine two-yearolds in their Spring Sale next Wednesday afternoon. Studmaster Paul Williams was
pictured in the sales ring at last year’s sale.
File picture
of different environments around New
Zealand.”
Fertility remains the key component
in the Turihaua herd and breeding
programme.
“In order to improve on fertility, all
replacement heifers are mated as R1’s for
two cycles,” Mr Williams said.
“All drys and assisted births are culled.
A key benefit from heifer mating is
‘economic return on feed consumed’.
“For example, a mated and calving
yearling heifer needs around 850kg of
extra dry matter over a two-year period

Low prices leave farmers frustrated
A DEER industry leader is worried farmers
will start exiting the sector if venison prices
don’t improve.
Covid-19’s impact on the restaurant trade
worldwide has come as a major blow, with deer
farmers now facing depressed prices for the
second year in a row.
The latest figures from AgriHQ show in July
2021 venison average export values fell short
of the five-year average of $13.75kg by $3.67kg,
and was $1.28kg below July last year.
Deer Farmers Association chairperson John
Somerville said the organisation recently shared
the concerns of many farmers in a letter to all of
New Zealand’s venison marketing company chief
executives.
The viewpoint that farmers would stoically
hold on until prices returned to viable levels was
overly optimistic and not based on the on-farm
reality, the letter said. “I cannot overemphasise

how low farmer sentiment is,” Somerville said.
“There is concern among the deer farming
community at all levels that large numbers will
start leaving the industry if the prices don’t
improve over this upcoming season, and that
will also continue to erode the breeding herd.”
The association wanted to ensure everyone
involved in the marketing and selling of New
Zealand venison was doing their utmost to
deliver higher farmgate prices as fast as is
practical, he said.
While farmers understood the impact of Covid
lockdowns on traditional food service markets,
members were increasingly frustrated that
alternative markets had been slow to develop.
“To express these concerns bluntly, compared
to other meat proteins post-Covid 2020 and to
date in 2021, venison’s market performance
and financial return to the producers has been
abysmal.” — RNZ

compared with an un-mated yearling.
“If she produces a 200kg calf at
weaning, this $100 of extra feed
investment would return $700 (at $3.50kg
LW).”
Mr Williams said heifer mating was an
easy way to improve on production.
“As always, every bull that goes through
the sale ring at Turihaua is backed by our
three-year guarantee.”
The Williams family look forward to
welcoming would-be buyers to the sale
today-week, either in person or online
with Bidr.

GOAT BUYER

BUYING ALL GOATS
ALL YEAR ROUND
Prompt pickup & payment
Experienced musterers can be arranged
Contact Brian Hutchings 022 069 5212
briansplace1@hotmail.com

41262-01

250 - 400 hp

MAGNUM
Now with AFS (advanced farming systems)

06 8631999

caseih@jml.co.nz

26052-01

AgriHQ
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RIHANNA AND A$AP ROCKY

SERENA WILLIAMS

LIL NAS X

CAROLYN MALONEY

Stars show off lavish outfits at the Met Gala
NEW YORK — The Met Gala — one of
fashion’s biggest and starriest events — rolled
out its red carpet in New York yesterday for
some of the planet’s best-known celebrities.
Held to raise funds for the Metropolitan
Museum of Art’s Costume Institute, the Gala
returned after being cancelled last year due to
the coronavirus pandemic.
And although its famous guests followed
Covid-19 rules, including wearing masks

indoors, that did not stop many going for allout glamour.
This year’s costume theme was “In America:
A Lexicon of Fashion”—- and the looks were
inspired by everything from the Matrix film
franchise to the Statue of Liberty.
The ball was co-hosted by pop star Billie
Eilish, tennis player Naomi Osaka, actor
Timothée Chalamet and poet Amanda Gorman.
One of the most talked-about looks of the

night came from the publicity machine that is
Kim Kardashian, who covered her face and
body in an all-enveloping black outfit.
The 23-time Grand Slam winner Serena
Williams made a statement of a more colourful
kind, wearing a star-spangled bodysuit
beneath a feather-laden pink cape.
Among the last to arrive at the Gala was
Rihanna — who has stolen the show at past
events, with outfits including a Pope-inspired

costume in 2018.
The singer and businesswoman turned
heads once again as she posed in an all-black
Balenciaga overcoat, while her boyfriend,
rapper A$AP Rocky, swathed himself in a
multicoloured quilt.
One celebrity who wasn’t there was rapper
Nicki Minaj, who said she hadn’t yet had a
Covid vaccine, which was a requirement of
entry. — BBC

UK to offer booster shots
second dose of vaccine.
Around 30 million people will be
eligible for the booster shots, which aim
to protect against a modest waning in
immunity among those who have received
two jabs.
“The result of this vaccination
campaign is we have one of the most
free societies and one of the most open
economies in Europe,” British Prime
Minister Boris Johnson told reporters on
Tuesday. “That’s why we’re now sticking
with our strategy.”
Although the number of people now
contracting Covid-19 is higher than
this time last year — over 30,000
new infections a day — the British
government has opted not to re-introduce
further virus restrictions for England, as
the vaccine drive this year has reduced
the number of people requiring treatment

LEVEL 2

FORBES APPLIANCES
During Covid Alert Level 2 we are available
to do free, local contactless home delivery
or call and collect on all appliances at our
usual discounted prices.

that we don’t have to go back to the
lockdowns of the past,” Johnson said. “In
the meantime, we are confident in the
vaccines that have made such a difference
to our lives.”
The JCVI said the Pfizer vaccine
should be the primary choice for booster
shots, with a half-dose of Moderna as an
alternative. It said these messenger RNA
vaccines are more effective as booster
shots. The AstraZeneca vaccine shot,
which is based on a different technology,
will be offered to anyone who can’t receive
an RNA vaccine for clinical reasons.
The decision to offer booster shots is
not one that’s being recommended by
the World Health Organisation, which
has asked wealthy nations to delay
giving them out until every country has
vaccinated at least 40 percent of their
people. — AP
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for Covid-19 and subsequently dying.
However, Johnson said the government
was ready to re-introduce measures over
the coming weeks and months if the
pressure on hospitals becomes acute.
The number of people in UK hospitals
with Covid-19 stands at around 8500,
way down from the near 40,000 that
were hospitalised earlier this year
during a catastrophic second wave of the
pandemic.
Measures held in reserve include
mandatory mask-wearing, vaccine
certifications for nightclubs and other
large-scale events, though not pubs, and
a requirement for people to work from
home.
“When you have got a large proportion,
as we have now, with immunity, then
smaller changes can make a bigger
difference and give us the confidence
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LONDON — The UK has announced
it will offer a third dose of coronavirus
vaccine to everyone over 50 and other
vulnerable people to help the country
ride out the pandemic through the winter
months.
The booster shots, which will be rolled
out next week, were approved a day after
the Conservative government backed
plans to offer one vaccine dose to children
12 to 15 years old.
The Joint Committee on Vaccination
and Immunisation (JCVI), which advises
the government, recommended that
booster shots be offered to everyone
over 50, healthcare workers, people with
underlying health conditions and those
who live with people whose immune
systems are compromised.
They will be given no earlier than six
months after a person received their
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Haiti PM banned from leaving amid murder probe California ski
resort changes
offensive name
PORT-AU-PRINCE — Haiti’s Prime Minister Ariel
Henry has been banned from leaving the country
amid an investigation into his alleged involvement
in the assassination of President Jovenel Moïse.
A prosecutor is seeking charges against Henry,
who has been asked to explain his links with a
suspect in the killing, Joseph Felix Badio.
Records show the two men had multiple
phone calls just hours after the assassination,
prosecutors say. Moïse was killed at home on July
7. He was shot dead after gunmen stormed his
private residence in a suburb of the capital, Port-

au-Prince. His death triggered a political crisis
which was exacerbated when a huge earthquake
struck the south of Haiti a month ago.
Prosecutors have said records obtained from
phone operator Digicel have confirmed that Badio
— a justice ministry official accused of planning
the assassination — and Henry spoke twice
shortly after Moïse’s killing.
Geolocation data also showed that Badio, who
disappeared after the murder and is currently
being sought by police, was speaking from
somewhere close to the scene of the crime. He

has not publicly commented on these claims.
In a letter seen by the BBC on Tuesday, Chief
Prosecutor Bed-Ford Claude urged the judge
investigating the killing to charge Henry over his
“suspected” involvement in the case.
No further details were provided and it is
not clear what exact charges are being sought
against Henry.
The Prime Minister recently rejected what he
called “diversionary tactics” intended to “sow
confusion” without responding to the specific
accusations against him. — AP

Nicholas makes landfall
SURFSIDE BEACH, Texas — Tropical
Storm Nicholas slowed to a crawl near
Houston on Tuesday after blowing ashore
as a hurricane, knocking out power to
half a million homes and businesses and
dumping more than 30 centimetres of
rain along the same area swamped by
Hurricane Harvey in 2017.
Nicholas could potentially stall over
storm-battered Louisiana and bring lifethreatening floods across the deep south
over the coming days, forecasters said.
Nicholas made landfall early on
Tuesday on the eastern part of the
Matagorda Peninsula and was soon
downgraded to a tropical storm.
It was about 55 kilometres southeast of
Houston, with maximum winds of 65kmh,
according to the National Hurricane
Centre in Miami.
Galveston, Texas, saw nearly 35
centimetres of rain from Nicholas, the
14th named storm of the 2021 Atlantic
hurricane season, while Houston reported
more than 15 centimetres of rain.
That is a fraction of what fell during
Harvey, which dumped more than 152
centimetres of rain in southeast Texas
over a four-day period.
In the small coastal town of Surfside
Beach about 105 kilometres south of
Houston, Kirk Klaus and his wife Monica
rode out the storm in their two-bedroom
home, which sits about 1.8 to 2.4 metres
above the ground on stilts.
“It was bad. I won’t ever do it again,”
Klaus said.
He said it rained all day on Monday
and, as the night progressed, the rainfall
and winds got worse.
Sometime around 2.30am on Tuesday,
the strong winds blew out two of his
home’s windows, letting in rain and
forcing the couple to continually mop
their floors. Klaus said the rainfall and
winds created a storm surge of about 60
centimetres in front of his home.
“It looked like a river out here,”
he said.
Nearby, Andrew Connor, of Conroe,

STORM DAMAGE: Tropical Storm Nicholas battered Texas yesterday, bringing
strong winds and rain to an area hit by earlier weather events.
AP picture
had not been following the news at his
family’s rented Surfside Beach vacation
house and was unaware of the storm’s
approach until it struck.
The storm surge surrounded the beach
house with water, prompting Connor to
consider using surfboards to take his wife
and six children to higher ground if the
house flooded.
The sea never made its way through
the door, but it did flood the family
vehicle, Connor said.
“When I popped the hood I had
seaweed and beach toys and all that stuff
in my engine,” he said.
Nicholas is moving so slowly it will
dump several inches of rain as it crawls
over Texas and southern Louisiana,
meteorologists said.
This includes areas already struck by

Hurricane Ida and devastated last year
by Hurricane Laura. Parts of Louisiana
are saturated with nowhere for the
extra water to go so it will flood, said
University of Miami hurricane researcher
Brian McNoldy.
“It has stuck in a weak steering
environment,” McNoldy said.
So while the storm itself may weaken
“that won’t stop the rain from happening.
Whether it’s a tropical storm, tropical
depression or post-tropical blob, it will
still rain a lot and that’s not good for that
area.”
The storm was moving east-northeast
at 11kmh, and the centre of Nicholas
was expected to move slowly over
southeastern Texas on Tuesday and
over southwestern Louisiana on
Wednesday. — AP

SAN FRANSISCO — The largest
resort in California ski country has
changed its name after consulting with
local Native American groups.
The 72-year-old Squaw Valley Alpine
Meadows — a host site of the 1960s
Winter Olympics — announced it will
now be known as Palisades Tahoe.
Indigenous North Americans
consider the word “squaw” misogynistic
and racist toward their women.
The resort said it “could not, in good
conscience, continue to use” the term.
“At the end of the day, ‘squaw’ is a
hurtful word, and we are not hurtful
people,” Palisades president and COO
Dee Byrne wrote in an open letter.
Byrne indicated signage and
merchandise featuring the
organisation’s old name and logo would
be removed by the start of the 20212022 ski season.
She acknowledged the rebranding
“will take some getting used to”, but
would better reflect the company’s
identity and values.
A statement from the resort noted
it had conducted extensive historical
research and held public consultations,
particularly with the local Washoe
Tribe of Nevada and California.
On Sunday, Washoe Tribal chairman
Serrell Smokey commended the move
as “a positive step forward” and “a day
that many have worked towards for
decades”.
Native communities across the US
have pushed to remove the derogatory
term from geographic locations and
place names for years. Seven states
have enacted the name change
requirement into law.
The word has reportedly been used
to demean Native women as immoral
sex objects.
In the aftermath of mass protests
over the death of George Floyd, an
unarmed African American man,
several localities and institutions have
revisited controversial names.
Late last year, a National Football
League team and a Major League
Baseball team dropped the words
“Redskins” and “Indians” respectively
from their names.
In California, a state park named
Patrick’s Point may soon revert to its
original tribal name, Sue-meg, after
it was revealed its name derived from
a homesteader accused of murdering
Native women. — BBC

Taliban leaders row at presidential palace: sources
KABUL — A major row broke out
between leaders of the Taliban over the
make-up of the group’s new government
in Afghanistan, senior Taliban officials
told journalists.
The argument between the group’s
co-founder Mullah Abdul Ghani Baradar
and a cabinet member happened at the
presidential palace, they said.
There have been unconfirmed reports
of disagreements within the Taliban’s
leadership since Baradar disappeared
from public view in recent days.
These have been officially denied.
The Taliban seized control of
Afghanistan last month, and have since
declared the country an “Islamic Emirate”.
Their new interim cabinet is entirely male
and made up of senior Taliban figures,
some of whom are notorious for attacks on
US forces over the last two decades.
One Taliban source told journalists
that Baradar and Khalil ur-Rahman
Haqqani — the minister for refugees and
a prominent figure within the militant
Haqqani network — had exchanged
strong words, as their followers brawled
with each other nearby.

A senior Taliban member based in
Qatar and a person connected to those
involved also confirmed that an argument
had taken place late last week.
The sources said the argument had
broken out because Baradar, the new
deputy prime minister, was unhappy
about the structure of their interim
government.
It has been said that the row stemmed
from divisions over who in the Taliban
should take credit for their victory in
Afghanistan.
Baradar reportedly believes that the
emphasis should be placed on diplomacy
carried out by people like him, while
members of the Haqqani group, which
is run by one of the most senior Taliban
figures, and their backers say it was
achieved through fighting.
Baradar was the first Taliban
leader to communicate directly with
a US president, having a telephone
conversation with Donald Trump in
2020. Before that, he signed the Doha
agreement on the withdrawal of US troops
on behalf of the Taliban.
Meanwhile, the powerful Haqqani

network is associated
with some of the
most violent attacks
that have occurred in
Afghanistan against
Afghan forces
and their Western
allies in recent
years. The group is
designated by the
US as a terrorist
organisation.
Its leader,
Mullah Abdul
Sirajuddin Haqqani,
Ghani Baradar
is the interior
minister in the new government.
Rumours about a fallout have been
spreading since late last week, when
Baradar — one of the best-known faces
of the Taliban — disappeared from public
view. There was speculation on social
media that he might have died.
Taliban sources said that Baradar had
left Kabul and travelled to the city of
Kandahar following the row.
In an audio recording purportedly of
Baradar released on Monday, the
Taliban co-founder said he had been

“away on trips”.
“Wherever I am at the moment, we are
all fine,” he said.
The Taliban have maintained that
there was no argument and that Baradar
is safe but have released conflicting
statements on what he is currently doing.
A spokesman said Baradar had gone to
Kandahar to meet the Taliban’s supreme
leader, but later said that he was “tired
and wanted some rest”.
Many Afghans will feel they have good
reason to doubt the Taliban’s word. In
2015, the group admitted covering up
their founding leader Mullah Omar’s
death for more than two years, during
which time they continued to issue
statements in his name.
Sources said that Baradar was expected
to return to Kabul and might appear on
camera to deny that any argument had
happened.
Speculation remains over the Taliban’s
supreme commander, Hibatullah
Akhundzada, who has never been seen in
public.
He is in charge of the Taliban’s political,
military and religious affairs. — AP/BBC
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‘Incompetence’ among truck specialist engineers
by Phil Pennington, RNZ

towbars, anchor points and the like to be strong
enough, and also to inspect vehicles over 3.5
AUCKLAND — A multimillion-dollar
tonnes for wear, tear and failure.
investigation into truck safety inspections has
Shortcomings in their work were revealed
uncovered some shockingly bad welding and
when a heavily loaded trailer snapped off a truck
other dangers signed off as OK by specialist
near Murchison, careering across the highway, in
engineers.
August 2017.
The highly controversial investigation was
This also exposed how NZTA had not been
sparked in 2018 when NZTA was exposed for
keeping close watch on certifiers for years.
having been too slack as the main road regulator
Eventually, safety alerts for thousands of truck
for years.
trailers went out, and it cost many millions of
The three-year-long investigation aimed at
dollars at taxpayer expense to fix them.
‘clearing house’ has in turn sparked accusations
The agency, castigated and under pressure
from unnamed certifiers of secrecy, bullying
from multiple government reviews, called in
and nitpicking by Waka Kotahi — the accusers
lawyers who found 850 questionable files.
distributed an 18-page complaint in February.
The so-called Project Orange went on to
The short investigation report written by the
scrutinise 44 specialist engineers — a substantial
agency lacks detail, but contains strong language chunk of the small, overworked industry — check
and photos.
469 vehicle files of which only 45 percent passed,
and inspect almost 200 vehicles, a third of which
‘Dangerously poor’
failed.
“Among the file reviews and inspections
More than half the certifiers (55 percent, or 24)
were some dangerously poor certifications
came up short, either by a little, or a lot.
that showed levels of incompetence for some
The report quotes the reviewers being
certifiers,” the report said.
“disappointed” and sometimes “shocked” at the
“Given the size of the vehicles involved, this
poor quality of the work.
posed a significant risk to safety for all road
Where safety concerns were “serious”, a
users.”
vehicle’s certification was revoked and the owner
It has two pages listing more than 50 “common sent a legal notice of this, the agency told RNZ.
areas of failure” by certifiers, including:
This means the vehicle had to be fixed to be
■ The wrong brake parts being used
legally on the road, but the agency did not say if
■ jack-knifed trailer drawbars being repaired
it checked that repairs were done.
but still not straight
It also faults certifiers record-keeping so poor
■ a lack of anchor points to hold loads on a
that “in many cases made it difficult to assess
trailer
the safety risk attached to certifications”.
■ “failure to identify fatigue-critical areas” in
Sources told RNZ that record keeping has
towing connections.
been too weak, a worry as defective vehicles can
However, several industry sources call the
slip through.
report a “whitewash” that is too flimsy to be
The report, at just four pages long (plus five
taken seriously, and that will do nothing to ease
pages of appendices), was released quietly last
the tensions that have flared so badly.
Thursday, so quietly many of the eight industry
players RNZ talked to didn’t even know it was
‘Shocked’
out. None wanted to go on record over concern
Certifiers are licensed by NZTA to design
for their businesses.

investigation has led some certifiers to give up
(the report notes how several have retired or
surrendered their licences).
They describe having little room to move once
the investigation targeted them, with a sword
hanging over them for months and months, and
often without any detailed explanation ultimately
of what they did wrong.
It was, the unhappy certifiers said, an exercise
in finding fault at the coalface to deflect attention
from the rule-makers who had neglected their
job in years past, and now — though with more
regulatory staff — were still struggling to do it
properly.
“The industry remains an open hunting ground
for Waka Kotahi staff whenever scapegoats are
A picture of a trailer drawbeam, circled
required,” the complaint said.
in red, that snapped off a truck near
One sore point is how a handful of certifiers
Murchison in August, 2017.
were used to do the reviews, leading to
Picture supplied accusations they might be biased.
RNZ understand these reviewers, aware of the
tensions, asked NZTA to hold them to account
The agency acknowledged the investigation
with peer reviews, but this didn’t happen. It is
had driven a wedge in its relationship with the
also understood they did not have much input to
industry — it has “suffered” and it now has to
the final investigation report.
“rebuild trust”, the report said.
However, the agency said the reviewers had
‘Whitewash’
the choice not to take part, and worked alongside
While several sources suggest the findings
its own technical experts, and what they did was
can’t be trusted, others told RNZ that some poor reviewed.
operators have been weeded out.
The agency said it had learned a lot, including
Some certifiers were consistently doing the
what the industry’s “critical pain points” were
wrong thing, and were found out, and no good
— high demand being met by too few, aging
operators had been forced out of the industry by specialist engineers.
Project Orange, they said.
It is promising better training and an audit of
Everyone agreed it was a flawed process.
each certifier every three years.
“We recognise that the original set-up of the
RNZ spoke to one who has not been audited
project and involvement of industry could have
for more than twice that long.
been done better,” said NZTA in the report.
NZTA also said it’s looking at how it can
“We hope never to undertake a review of
improve the rules.
this magnitude again, but we’ve captured our
However, it is in the midst of months of protest
learnings as a source of information for Waka
from horsetruck and campervan owners over a
Kotahi.”
rule that’s forced many off the road.
The critics in the complaint in February go
Also, the agency’s handling of dodgy truck
much further, saying the misguided and unfair
handbrakes is in question.

‘Miracle’ recovery from disease
by Zoe Hunter, NZME

look at things pretty differently.”
Having the disease gave him an insight into
TAURANGA — He has been called the “miracle
a “very hard life” and he empathised with those
guy”.
still suffering from the disease.
Tauranga’s Ross Killoh, aka Mr Whippy, has
His wife, Ann Killoh, is a homeopath and had
overcome a rare autoimmune disease that was
offered to be her husband’s kidney donor in 2018.
destroying his kidneys — and now he doesn’t
A Givealittle page was set up to help raise
need a transplant.
funds for the pair, who faced being unable to
Doctors say only “one in a million” people are
work and without income for months while they
diagnosed with anti-GBM (glomerular basement
recovered from the surgery.
membrane) and the chances of recovery are
However, the much-needed money instead
mostly influenced by time.
went towards supporting Killoh through his
They say Killoh is one of the lucky ones.
treatments while he was unable to work.
In February 2018, the 62-year-old ice-cream
Ann is “just so grateful” her husband did not
truck owner noticed blood in his urine and went
need the transplant and is recovering well.
to Tauranga Hospital.
“It is absolutely miraculous, it really is.”
“I only expected them to give me a pill and
Bay of Plenty District Health Board
send me home.”
nephrologist Dr Gavin McHaffie said anti-GBM
Instead, Killoh was told he had anti-GBM
disease was rare with an “annual population
nephritis, which meant his antibodies were
incidence of around one in a million”.
destroying his kidneys.
McHaffie said the disease could cause kidney
Within hours, Killoh was sent to Waikato
damage “very quickly” in a period of days to
Hospital where he spent the next month receiving
weeks.
aggressive treatments, including chemotherapy
“The chances of recovery are primarily
and plasma transfusions.
influenced by time — firstly how quickly patients
“I did not expect them to whisk me off to
seek medical attention and secondly how quickly
hospital where I spent the next month hooked up
the medical team takes to establish a diagnosis.
to machines.
“If the patients present at an early stage, with
“That was not on the plate. It was a real slam
treatment, we would hope that the majority of
ONE IN A MILLION: Doctors say only “one in a million” people are diagnosed with
from left field.”
patients would manage without the need for
anti-GBM (glomerular basement membrane) and the chances of recovery are mostly
For months, Killoh had to travel to Waikato
dialysis or a kidney transplant.”
influenced
by
time.
Ross
Killoh
is
one
of
the
lucky
ones.
“They
call
me
the
miracle
Hospital to receive hemodialysis — a process of
Waikato Hospital renal physician Dr Drew
guy. It’s a nice compliment. It gives me a nice warm feeling,” says Killoh. who is
purifying the blood of a person whose kidneys
Henderson, who is head of the regional renal
pictured with his wife Ann.
Bay of Plenty Times picture centre, said generally patients who needed
are not working normally.
“It means you have to be hooked up to a
dialysis as part of their treatment for anti-GBM
“A lot of healing is about your attitude and
dialysis machine via a tube that was in my neck
“Days went by, weeks went by and my kidneys
disease had a low rate of renal recovery, with
keeping positive.”
for four-and-a-half hours, three times a week.”
have slowly grown from nothing to about
dialysis independence of 5 to 10 percent one
45 percent function, which is amazing.
Killoh did not know exactly why his kidneys
He was in the process of needing a kidney
year after starting treatment.
“So no kidney transplant for me.”
“miraculously” started working again.
transplant.
“The chance of recovery is linked to their
Killoh said his doctors had told him he was
“I did everything the doctors said to do,” he
To allow him more “freedom”, Killoh was later
kidney function and the degree of damage on the
said.
able to receive peritoneal dialysis, which is a way one of the few people in New Zealand to have
biopsy. The more damage on kidney biopsy, the
had anti-GBM and not need a kidney transplant.
He also took a homeopathic remedy.
to remove waste products from the blood when
worse the outcome.”
“They call me the miracle guy.
“For some strange reason, the kidneys
a person’s kidneys can’t quite do the job on their
Henderson said in patients where some of the
“It’s a nice compliment. It gives me a nice
decided to work again. Maybe it just gave them
own.
filter units (glomeruli) were not involved with the
warm feeling.”
something to hang on to. We really don’t know.
Killoh described it as like a bag wrapped
disease there was a higher chance of recovery
Since then, Killoh said, he had changed
But that was the only thing I did differently from
around his organs, which later burst inside his
than if all filter units were involved.
his diet completely, cut out sugar, potassium,
everyone else.”
body and he was once again sent to hospital.
“If all filter units are involved the chance of
magnesium and salt and ate only “kidney-friendly
Killoh said he was “incredibly grateful
While doctors decided whether to put Killoh
recovery is less than 1 percent.
stuff”.
everything turned out the way it has”.
back on hemodialysis Killoh said his blood
“The disease does not usually recur and
small studies have reported recurrence rates of
Other than getting anaemia and feeling sleepy,
“You do a lot of thinking when your life is
levels were “actually holding”. His kidneys were
1 to 2 percent,” he said.
Killoh said he was recovering well.
presented to you as very temporary. You start to
starting to work again on their own.
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WEDNESDAY—THURSDAY’S TELEVISION GUIDE
TVNZ 1

© TVNZ 2021

5pm The Chase 3 0
Quiz show where
contestants must stay
one step ahead of The
Chaser.
6pm 1 News At 6pm 0
7pm Seven Sharp 0
7.30 F Give Us A Clue PG
0 Local celebrities must
mime out titles and
more before the clock
runs out.
8.20 L Lotto
8.25 Give Us A Clue PG 0
Continued.
8.30 Kirstie And Phil’s Love
It Or List It 0
Phil and Kirstie revisit
Cullercoats in North
East England.
9.30 Coronation Street PG 0
10.30 Shortland Street
PGVC 3 0
Boyd struggles to return
to normal; Louis makes
a deal with the devil.
11pm Nurses M 0
Naz realises her patient
has a more serious
condition than anyone
realised and forms a
special bond with the
patient’s cousin.
11.55 Criminal Minds 16V 3 0
Hotchner and his team
reopen the unsolved
case of a serial killer
who has attacked
someone for the first
time in 20 years.

THURSDAY
12.45 Te Karere 3
1.10 Infomercials
5.30 Te Karere 3
6am Breakfast 0
9am The Ellen DeGeneres
Show PG 0
10am Tipping Point 3 0
11am The Chase 3 0
Noon 1 News At Midday 0
12.30 Emmerdale PG 0
Russ tells Wendy the
scary truth; Leyla is
determined to protect
Liam; Charles opens up
to Andrea.
1pm Coronation Street
PG 3 0
2pm Sarah Beeney’s
Renovate Don’t
Relocate 0
3pm Tipping Point 0
4pm Te Karere
4.30 Extreme Cake
Makers 3 0
A gingerbread advent
calendar; a wintery city
skyline; a life-size Prince
Charming.
5pm The Chase 3 0

TVNZ 2

© TVNZ 2021
5.05 The Simpsons PG 3 0
5.30 Young Sheldon 3 0
6pm Neighbours PG 0
6.30 Home And Away PG 0
7pm Shortland Street PGVC 0
7.30 Celebrity Treasure
Island PG 0
8.30 8 Out Of 10 Cats Does
Countdown 16L 0
9.30 Would I Lie To You? PG 0
10.05 8 Out Of 10 Cats Does
Countdown M 3 0
11.05 Have You Been Paying
Attention? M 3 0

5pm Aussie Gold Hunters PG
The Dirt Dogs’ dry
blower shuts down
due to extreme
temperatures; the
Mahoneys and Gold
Gypsies take a lastminute gamble that
delivers big gold.
6pm Newshub Live At 6pm
7pm The Project
7.30 Bay Patrol PG 0
Lifeguards face
dangerous conditions
THURSDAY
as an aggressive shark
12.05 Mom PG 3 0
bothers beachgoers.
12.30 How To Get Away With
8pm Bondi Rescue PG 3 0
Murder PG 3 0
8.30 LA’s Finest M 0
1.20 Shortland Street PGVC 3 0
With the Koreatown
1.45 Infomercials
shooter behind bars,
2.45 2 Overnight
4.15 The Middle 3 0
the team catches a
4.35 Neighbours PG 3 0
new case involving a
5am Infomercials
collegiate swimmer who
6am Les Mills Born To Move 0
is found dead in an
6.25 Maia The Brave 3 0
apparent hit-and-run.
6.35 Paw Patrol 0
9.30 Hawaii Five-0 M 0
7am Thomas Edison’s Secret
Five-0 must help an
Lab 0
anonymous good
7.25 SpongeBob
Samaritan who is in the
SquarePants 0
crosshairs of some very
7.50 Miraculous: Tales Of
dangerous people.
Ladybug And Cat Noir 3 0
10.25 Newshub Late
8.15 Darwin And Newts 0
10.55 NCIS: LA M 3 0
8.25 Takaro Tribe 3 0
11.50 Infomercials
8.40 Moon And Me 3 0

9am Chuggington: Tales From
The Rails 3 0
9.10 Infomercials
9.40 Religious Programming
10.10 Les Mills Body Attack 0
10.40 Neighbours 3 0
11.10 Celebrity Treasure
Island 3 0
12.05 The Cube 3 0
1.05 9 Lives PG 3 0
2.05 Murphy Brown 3 0
2.30 Home And Away PG 3
3pm Shortland Street PGVC 3 0
3.35 Bluey 3 0
3.40 Get Arty 3 0
4.05 Brain Busters 0
4.35 Friends 3 0
5pm The Simpsons PG 3 0
5.30 Young Sheldon 3 0

THURSDAY

6am The AM Show
9am Infomercials
10.30 Bondi Vet PG 3 0
11.30 Newshub Live At
11:30am
Noon House Hunters
Renovation
1pm Nature’s Strangest
Mysteries Solved
1.30 Modern Family
2pm Extreme Makeover:
Home Edition
3pm Match Game PG 0
4pm Tiny Luxury
4.30 Newshub Live At
4:30pm
5pm Aussie Gold Hunters PG

PRIME

MAORI TV

5pm 3rd Rock From The
Sun 3 0
5.30 Prime News
6pm Sky Speed
6.30 Storage Wars PG
7pm The Crowd Goes Wild
7.30 Traffic Cops M 0
8.30 Ambulance 16VLC 0
9.45 F Nightmare
Tenants, Slum
Landlords MVLC
10.45 Pacific Brothers And
Sisters
11.15 The Late Show With
Stephen Colbert PG 3

5pm Pipi Ma 3
5.05 Takoha 3
5.15 Takaro Tribe 3
5.30 Kid’s Kai Kart 3
5.40 Potae Pai 3
5.50 Mahi Pai 3
6pm Paia 3
6.10 Haati Paati 3
6.20 Tamaki Kura Tuatahi
Kapa Haka 3
6.30 Te Ao Marama
7pm Haka Ngahau A-Rohe:
Tamararo
7.30 Merchants Of The Wild 3
8pm The Walkers PG
8.30 The Adventures Of Suzy
Boon PG
8.50 Taringa Huruhuru PG 3
9pm Uka 3
9.30 Mura O Te Ahi PG 3
10pm Rage Against The
Rangatahi 3
10.30 Haka Ngahau A-Rohe: Te
Arawa 3
11pm Te Ao Marama 3
11.30 Closedown

THURSDAY
12.15 The Crowd Goes Wild 3
12.45 Infomercials
3.45 Closedown
6am Wheel Of Fortune 3
6.25 Justice League
Unlimited PGV 3 0
6.50 Nicky, Ricky, Dicky And
Dawn 3 0
7.15 Hunter Street PG 3 0
7.40 Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles 3 0
8.05 Batman: The Animated
Series PGVC 3 0
8.30 The Thundermans 3 0
9am Antiques Roadshow 3 0
10am Prince Charles:
Inside The Duchy Of
Cornwall 3 0
11am Hot Bench PG 3
11.30 Married With
Children PG 3
12.30 American Pickers PG 3 0
1.30 Parks And
Recreation PGC 0
2pm Whose Line Is It Anyway
UK? PGC 3 0
3pm Wheel Of Fortune
3.30 Jeopardy
4pm American Pickers PGC 3
5pm 3rd Rock From The
Sun 3 0
5.30 Prime News

CHOICE
5pm Giada At Home
5.30 Mysteries At The
Museum PGC
6.30 Millionaire Hot Seat
7.30 Forged In Fire PGC
The smiths must forge a
signature blade out of a
50-calibre flintlock pistol.
8.30 Alone PGCL
10pm Ed Stafford: Left For
Dead PGC
Ed must survive in the
Atacama Desert.
11pm Millionaire Hot Seat

THURSDAY

12am Mysteries At The
Museum PGC
1am Giada At Home
1.30 Jade Fever PGC
2am Amazing Hotels: Life
5.30 Shark Tank PG
Beyond The Lobby
6.30 Botched 3
3am Hope For Wildlife
7.30 Undercover Boss PG
4am Ed Stafford: Left For
A recently elected mayor
Dead PGC
goes undercover to
5am Mysteries At The
change the fortunes of his
hometown.
Museum PGC
8.30 24 Hours In Emergency M
6am Restoration Home
9.30 Embarrassing Bodies M 0
7am Giada Entertains
10.30 Snapped PG 3
7.30 Giada At Home
11.25 Buried In The Backyard M
8am Hope For Wildlife
3
9am BBQ Pitmasters PGL
THURSDAY
10am Jade Fever PGC
12.15 Infomercials
10.30 Mysteries At The
10am Judge Jerry 3
Museum PGC
10.30 Botched 3
11.30 Millionaire Hot Seat
11.25 Snapped PG 3
12.30 Forged In Fire PGC
12.25 Buried In The Backyard
1.30 Alone PGCL
M3
3pm Luke Nguyen’s Railway
1.25 The Real Housewives Of
Vietnam
New York City 3
3.30 Mystery Of The Lost
2.25 Million Dollar Listing
Islands PGC
NY 3
4.30 The Great Food Truck
3.25 Keeping Up With The
Race PGL
Kardashians PG 3
5.30 Mysteries At The
4.30 Love It Or List It 3
5.30 Shark Tank
Museum PGC

BRAVO

THREE

Celebrity Treasure Island
7.30pm on TVNZ 2

Bay Patrol
7.30pm on Three

THURSDAY
6.30 Pipi Ma 3
6.35 Purakau 3
6.45 Takaro Tribe 3
7am Kid’s Kai Kart 3
7.10 Te Nutube 3
7.20 Mahi Pai 3
7.30 Darwin And Newts 3
7.40 He Rourou 3
7.50 Tamaki Kura Tuatahi
Kapa Haka
8am Korero Mai 3
9am Pacific Island Food
Revolution 3
10am Iwi Anthems 3
10.30 Waiata Anthems 3
10.50 Mahuru Maori 3
11am Tangaroa With Pio
11.30 Merchants Of The Wild 3
Noon Te Ao Tapatahi
12.30 Reo Awhina PG 3
1pm It’s In The Bag 3
1.30 Oranga Ngakau 3
2.30 Toku Reo 3
3.30 Korero Mai 3
4pm Polyfest 3
4.30 Miharo 3
5pm Pipi Ma 3
5.05 Purakau 3
5.15 Takaro Tribe 3
5.30 Kid’s Kai Kart 3
5.40 Potae Pai 3
5.50 Mahi Pai 3

Ed Stafford: Left for Dead
10pm on Choice

RNZ NATIONAL
5pm Checkpoint With Lisa Owen.
6.30 Trending Now
7.06 Nights With Bryan Crump.
10pm News At Ten
10.15 Lately
A late night radio show with an
eye on live events, an ear for
music, a great sense of humour
and a genuine interest in people
and their stories.
11.04 Inside Out

THURSDAY
12.04 All Night Programme
5am First Up
6am Morning Report
9.06 Nine To Noon
Noon Midday Report
1.06 Afternoons
3.45 The Panel
5pm Checkpoint

PAY TV
MOVIES PREMIERE DISCOVERY

SKY SPORT 1

SKY 5

5.30 Aotearoa Rugby Pod
6pm Rugby
Championship (HLS)
South Africa v Australia.
6.30 Rugby
Championship (HLS) All
Blacks v Argentina.
7pm French Top 14
Highlights
7.30 First XV Rugby Revision
8pm Pacific Brothers And
Sisters
8.30 Playmakers: Rugby
Stories
9pm Playmakers Flashback
11pm Rugby Heaven

5pm Storage Wars PG
5.30 Pawn Stars PG
6pm Counting Cars PG
6.30 Counting Cars PG
7pm Border Security M
7.30 NCIS: New Orleans MV
8.30 FBI MVC
9.30 Criminal Minds 16VS
10.30 NCIS: LA MV
11.30 Ax Men ML

THURSDAY

12.30 Wheel Of Fortune
1am Jeopardy!
1.25 Border Security M
1.50 Criminal Minds 16VS
2.35 FBI MVC
THURSDAY
3.30 Counting Cars PG
12am Currie Cup (RPL) Final:
3.55 Counting Cars PG
Bulls v Sharks.
4.20 NCIS: LA MV
2.30 Rugby
5.10 NCIS: New Orleans MV
Championship (RPL)
6am Jeopardy!
South Africa v Australia.
6.25 Wheel Of Fortune
4.30 Super Rugby
6.45 Pawn Stars PG
Flashbacks (RPL)
7.10 Storage Wars PG
Highlanders v Blues.
7.35 Ax Men ML
6.30 All Blacks
8.25 Border Security M
Flashbacks (RPL)
8.50 Counting Cars PG
Bledisloe 2000: All
9.15 Counting Cars PG
Blacks v Australia.
9.40 NCIS: New Orleans MV
8.30 Rugby
10.30 NCIS: LA MV
Championship (RPL)
South Africa v Australia. 11.30 Pawn Stars PG
Noon Jeopardy!
10.30 Super Rugby
12.25 Wheel Of Fortune
Flashbacks (RPL)
12.50 FBI MVC
Highlanders v Blues.
1.40 Criminal Minds 16VS
12.30 Super Rugby
2.30 NCIS: New Orleans MV
Flashbacks (RPL)
3.20 Ax Men ML
Chiefs v Crusaders.
4.10 Jeopardy!
2.30 French Top 14 (RPL)
Bordeaux Begles v Paris. 4.35 Wheel Of Fortune
5pm Storage Wars PG
4.30 French Top 14 (RPL)
Racing 92 v La Rochelle. 5.30 Pawn Stars PG

5.10 Lizzie 16VLSC 2018 Drama.
Chloe Sevigny, Kristen
Stewart.
6.55 Human Capital MLS 2020
Drama. Liev Schreiber,
Marisa Tomei.
8.30 The Tax Collector 18VLSC
2020 Action. A tax collector
working for a local crime
lord finds his family’s
safety compromised
when the rival of his
boss shows up in
LA and upends the
business. Bobby Soto,
Shia LaBeouf.
10.05 Strange But True MLC
2019 Thriller. Margaret
Qualley, Nick Robinson.
11.40 Bad Boys For Life 16VLSC
2020 Action. Will Smith,
Martin Lawrence.

5.40 Fast N’ Loud PG Cruisin’
for a Bruisin’.
6.35 Deadliest Catch PG
Shipbreakers.
7.30 Deadliest Catch PG
Extreme Arctic.
8.30 Deadliest Catch:
Bloodline PG
9.30 Bering Sea Gold PG
10.30 Aussie Mega
Mechanics PG
11.25 Blowing Up History PG

THURSDAY

12.15 How It’s Made PG
12.40 How Do They Do It? PG
1.05 Expedition Unknown PG
1.55 Gold Rush PG
2.45 Blowing Up History PG
3.35 Moonshiners MVL
4.25 Building Off The Grid PG
5.15 Outback Opal
Hunters PG
6.05 How Do They Do It? PG
THURSDAY
6.30 House Hunters
1.40 The Glorias MLSC 2020
Renovation PG
Drama. Julianne Moore,
7.20 House Hunters
Alicia Vikander.
International PG
4.05 The Postcard
7.45 House Hunters
Killings 16VLSC 2019 Thriller.
International PG
Jeffrey Dean Morgan,
8.10 Top Gear: Patagonia PG
Cush Jumbo.
9.25 Fast N’ Loud PG
5.48 Encounter MVLSC 2018 Sci-fi. 10.20 Deadliest Catch PG
7.18 Bellbird ML 2019 Comedy.
11.15 Deadliest Catch:
8.53 Outback MVLC 2020 Thriller.
Bloodline PG
10.18 Ride Like A Girl PGL 2019 12.10 How It’s Made PG
Drama.
12.35 How Do They Do It? PG
11.54 Disturbing The
1.05 Expedition Unknown PG
Peace 16V 2020 Action.
2pm Blowing Up History PG
1.24 Waves 16LC 2019 Drama.
2.55 Outback Opal
3.39 The Craft: Legacy
Hunters PG
MC 2020 Drama.
3.50 Gold Rush PG
5.14 The Postcard
4.45 Building Off The Grid PG
Killings 16VLSC 2019 Thriller.
5.40 Fast N’ Loud PG

KEY 0 Closed captions; 3 Repeat; (HLS) Highlights; (RPL) Replay; (DLY) Delayed; 16 Approved for persons 16 years or over; 18 Approved for persons 18 years or over;
C Content may offend; L Language may offend; M Suitable for mature audiences; PG Parental guidance recommended for younger viewers; S Sexual content may offend; V Contains violence.
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CLASSIFIEDS
NOTICE BOARD

Meetings

Entertainment

ODEON 5
Phone 867 3339

CANDYMAN (R16)
WED 4pm, 8.40pm
THU 1.25pm, 8.40pm
COMING HOME IN THE
DARK (R16)
WED 3.25pm
FREE GUY (M)
WED 1.10pm, 3.40pm,
6.05pm, 8.30pm
THU 10.30am, 1pm,
3.30pm, 6pm, 8.30pm
JUNGLE CRUISE (M)
WED 3.40pm
THU 10.50am
REMINISCENCE (M)
WED 1.30pm, 6.10pm,
8.40pm. THU 3.20pm
RESPECT (M)
WED 2.30pm, 5.45pm
THU 10.30am, 5.45pm
SHANG-CHI AND THE
LEGEND OF THE TEN
RINGS (M)
THU 10.30am, 11.45am,
1.15pm, 2.40pm,
4.10pm, 5.30pm, 7pm,
8.20pm
SUMMER OF SOUL (PG)
WED 12.50pm
THU 3.30pm
THE MAN IN THE HAT
(PG) WED 6.10pm
THU 1.25pm, 6pm
THE NIGHT HOUSE (M)
WED 1.20pm, 6.20pm,
8.40pm. THU 8.10pm
THE SUICIDE SQUAD
(R16) WED 8.20pm

PLEASE NOTE
CHANGE OF DATE
THE PROPRIETORS
OF WHANGARA B5
2021 ANNUAL
GENERAL
MEETING AT THE
WHANGARA
MARAE
Notice is hereby given
that the Annual General
Meeting of Shareholders will be held at
Whangara Marae on

FRIDAY, 15
October 2021

Registration from
8:30 am
Whangara Farms
9:00 am
Proprietors of
Whangara B5 11:00
am
Election - For two
positions caused by the
retirement by rotation
of Kaeroeroe
Haapu-Wood and
William Toroa who
being eligible offer
BOOK ONLINE NOW!
themselves for
WWW.ODEONGISBORNE.CO.NZ
re-election.
Times may vary
subject to late changes Full notice of the AGM
Agenda can be picked
up at BDO Gisborne
Meetings
Ltd Office.
Please note that due to
POHATUROA
COVID 19 level moveTRUST
ments, we may have to
(MANGAPOIKE
resort to a Virtual
2A3)
meeting with very
little notice. Therefore
ANNUAL
please register with
GENERAL
mbu@bdo.co.nz if you
MEETING
intend to attend the
Nau mai haere mai
AGM. We will then
Notice is hereby make contact with you
given that the 2021 if we have to change to
Annual
General a Zoom AGM at short
Meeting of Bene- notice.
ficiaries/Shareholders Ingrid Collins MNZM
will be held at the Chairperson
Pohaturoa Station
Waka Woolshed on
AGM FOR
Saturday, 25 Sep- WHAREKAHIKA A1
tember
2021
SATURDAY,
commencing
at
25 Sept 2021
10am with regis- 10am trations
from
VENUE
TO BE
9.30am.
CONFIRMED
A full Agenda for the
AGENDA
meeting has been
posted
to
all
Replacement of 3
shareholders
with
trusteees retiring by
known addresses.
rotation
Copies of the Agenda
Nominations for
and Financial State- trustees must be on the
ments are available form obtained from the
by email or post from
Secretary
13 September 2021,
robyntuhou@gmail.
and can be requested
com and these forms
from the Registered must be returned to the
Office:
Secretary no later than
4pm Friday,
Coates Associates Ltd
24 September 2021.
300 Childers Road
Gisborne
Nominations received
Ph 06 867 0015
after this deadline will
Email:
not be considered.
carol@coates.co.nz
Darden King
Chairman

Keep Your
Privacy
Let us collect
responses to your
advertisements.
Only $7.00 (incl GST)
for 30 days

Focus On
The Land
Farming news
and local profiles
Wednesdays and
Saturdays in your
Gisborne Herald

Meetings

Situations
Vacant

Public Notices
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HOME & LEISURE

HAUITI
THE PROPRIETORS
Firewood
RUAKAPANGA
OF HAKURENGA
Wheel
TYRE and
MARAE TRUSTEES Alignment Technician.
STATION
Dry
SPECIAL GENERAL ANNUAL GENERAL Fulltime (40hrs per FIREWOOD.
week). Training pro- Pine $70 m3. Pinecones
MEETING
MEETING
vided. Drop CV into $8 a bag. Ph/text 027
(First Notice)
Notice is hereby given
692 6147.
Mangapapa Garage.
that a Special General
Date: Saturday,
Meeting of
Share9 October 2021
holders
of
the
Time: 10.00am
Situations Vacant
Proprietors
of
AGENDA:
Hakurenga Station is to
be held at BDO • Report on the Marae
STOCK MANAGER –
Gisborne Ltd, 1 Peel
Reserve
and
Street, Gisborne, at
DRYSTOCK
OPERATION
Kaumatua Flats
11am, Friday 24th • Minutes of the 2020
September
2021 to
Rare Opportunity to combine your
AGM
consider the following: • Matters Arising
passion for Drystock farming with a
• Financial Reports
great lifestyle.
1. Apologies.
• Election of Trustees.
2. Notification of
Unique property offering the scale and
• General Business
discontinuation of
Covid Plans
satisfaction of a truly large Drystock
farming operations
operation, but close to Whakatane and
Sam Awarau
Maui Tangohau
with the superb lifestyle options of the
CHAIRPERSON
Chairman
Eastern Bay of Plenty at your doorstep.
Please note that due to
COVID
19
level
Experienced with an agricultural tertiary
movements, we may
qualification and with farm management
have to resort to a
Tenders
aspirations preferred, but all quality
Virtual meeting with
candidates will be considered on their
very
little
notice.
merits.
Therefore
please TREE PLANTERS
the
following
register with mbu@ For
Role is based on 2000 Hectare sheep/
bdo.co.nz if you intend interested parties:
beef/ dairy grazer / forestry operation.
to attend the SGM. We • Tree
Planting
will then make contact
manuka
brush
- Great opportunity for rapid progression
with you if we have to
seedlings 750 per ha
within an organisation owning 2 large
change to a Zoom SGM • Size of Block 58 (ha)
discreet drystock properties.
at short notice.
SPRAYER
Public Notices Pre Planting Sprayer, Accommodation provided + competitive
must be experienced package.
and
have
HSNO
Combination of stock work and general
certification
farm work including; fencing, water
• Block size 58 (ha)
systems, pasture management, drenching
All enquiries and job & maintenance.
description to Anita
Waitoa, Ph 022 530 Must be able to take responsibility, work
2599, email: waitoa autonomously, run farm systems and
anita@gmail.com
oversee stock loading etc.
PLEASE NOTE
Tenders
will
close
on
CHANGE OF DATE
Wednesday,
22nd Please apply to kms.hr.coms@gmail.com
THE PROPRIETORS September 2021.
by 27 September 2021.
OF PAKARAE A &
OTHER BLOCKS
2021 ANNUAL
Situations Vacant
GENERAL
MEETING AT THE
Work Wanted
WHANGARA
MARAE
A S A P Tree Work.
Notice is hereby given Removal, chipping &
that the Annual General stump grinding. Ph
Meeting of share0274 485 188.
OFFICE MANAGER
holders will be held at
Whangara Marae on EXPERIENCED
GizzyTru is a post-harvest packing facility
painter. No job too for citrus & apples. We are currently
FRIDAY,
small.
Ph
027
707
9000.
15 October 2021

Registration from
8.30 am
Whangara Farms
9.00 am
Proprietors of
Pakarae A & Others
Blocks 11.00 am
Election - For two
positions caused by the
retirement by rotation
of LeRoy Pardoe and
Hayden Swann who
being eligible offer
themselves for
re-election
Full notice of the
AGM Agenda can be
picked up at BDO
Gisborne Ltd Office.
Please note that due to
COVID 19 level movements, we may have to
resort to a Virtual
meeting with very
little notice. Therefore
please register with
mbu@bdo.co.nz if you
intend to attend the
AGM. We will then
make contact with you
if we have to change to
a Zoom AGM at short
notice.
Stanley Pardoe
Chairperson

MESSY GARDEN??
"Let us do it for you."
Ph 027 659 2915.
RETIRED man, 65, fit
and able, looking for 15
to 25hrs work p erweek.
Preferable hours between Mon-Fri but will
work every 2nd Sat
morning if needed.
Able to do just about
anything. Have car and
bike licence. Please call
John on 027 7751 656.
&
ROOF painting
w a t e r blasting.
We
specialise
in
high
pressure water blasting
for residential homes &
commercial
businesses
within
the
Gisborne & East Cape
region. Roof painting
offering
competitive
rates working with all
roof profiles & all roof
materials. Ph Quinny at
Hemwise
Painting
Services on 021 0273
1069.
TAUWHARE Building
Company Ltd. Licensed
builder. Most types of
construction East Coast.
Ph Mike, 027 293 8355.

experiencing increased growth and with
our new packhouse due for completion at
the end of the year, we are looking for an
office Manager to join our vibrant team.

We are seeking an experienced person
who can manage the administrative
functions of the business and support the
pack house team and put their mark on
the role.
There is the ability to offer flexible hours
during the off season.
The role encompasses:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Invoicing
Payments to Growers
Accounts Payable & receivable
IRD returns
HR & payroll
General administration

The person we are looking for will be:

Readers
Bargains

Firewood

PINE, 2nd grade split
wood, 4m3, $120. Ph B O O T S , men’s steel
862 8876.
cap, size 9, gc $40. Ph
021 0241 6210.

Wanted to Buy

WOODEN interior
sliding
door
$80,
MOTORHOME, 2015 painted mdf wardrobe
on, cash buyer. Ph $80, painted mdf of
David, 0275 355 579.
drawer cabinet $120, 2x
painted mdf bedside
tables $40 each. Ph 021
031 9606.

Situations
Vacant

Situations
Vacant
PROJECT
MANAGER
Short term Contract
Wharekahika A1 Trust
needs
a
proactive
Project Manager who
can Administer and
Provide strong leadership for our Pre
Planting team. To drive
and engage within a
mentoring and training
component to ensure
success in accordance
with our development
plan. This position is
based at 466 Potikirua
Road, Lottin Point,
Potaka (Hicks Bay).
For further information
and enquiries to Anita
Waitoa, Ph 0225 302
599, email: waitoaanita
@gmail.com
BEEKEEPER
We also have 1400
acres of land available
and we require a
Qualified/Registered
and competent Beekeeper. (No cowboys
need apply).
Further
enquiries
contact Paul Dewes for
further information Ph
022 109 4711, Email:
pauldewes58@gmail.
com
Applications will close
on Wednesday 22nd
September 2021.

LOOKING for either
live-in Nanny or a
Nanny who comes to
the home. Non live-in is
$25/hr,
live-in
is
$600/pw + room &
board!
Duties
incl
driving
toddler
to
daycare, helping care
for 7mth old while both
parents work from
home. Hours 7am-4pm.
We live on a lifestyle
block 20 mins outside
of Gisborne. Please
email vaynergy@gmail.
com or 0210 894 7649.

Situations
Vacant
GRAPHIC
DESIGNER
WANTED
Live Creative specialises in all things visual.
Our team believes that
design matters. Our
print and sign studio is
modern and our work
environment is second
to none.
For more information
search out Graphic
Design Gisborne on
www.Seek.co.nz
To apply, email your
CV and cover letter to
admin@livecreative.co.
nz
Applications
close
15.10.2021.

Situations Vacant

PORTFOLIO LEAD,
POPULATION HEALTH
1.0 FTE (HAU01000)
Te Puna Waiora is the Planning, Funding and
Population Health division of Hauora Tairāwhiti.
The role of Portfolio Lead for Population Health is
an exciting opportunity. The role is built around the
broader determinants of health and wellbeing and
will lead out a number of pieces of work we have
been developing over the last few years.
We would love to hear from you if you:
• Are comfortable in Te Ao Māori
• Understand community development
• Understand the drivers of change in Te Tairāwhiti
• Have the ability to think strategically
• Have the ability to engage with people
• Have excellent team work capabilities
For more information contact
Iain.Diamond@tdh.org.nz
To apply please visit www.hauoratairawhiti.org.nz
Applications close 26 September 2021.

• Computer literate in Windows &
accounting systems.
• Attentive to detail
• Good communicator
• Ability to work independently
• Come with a positive attitude & a team
player
If you are ready for a change and feel
you fit the role, send your CV to paul.
barker@gizzytru.nz

Apply online www.hauoratairawhiti.org.nz

The District Health Board of Gisborne/Tairawhiti
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Readers
Bargains
E L E C T R I C garden
shredder, like new $95;
Bauer ladies 18-spd
mountain bike $140;
Lolly 20" BMX bike
like new $90; 2x kids
camping chairs $15 the
pair; Coleman 2 burner
gas cooker, unused $80;
electric leaf blower $60;
helmet box for back of
motor scooter, with key
$50; squash racquet
$20. No txt Ph only 021
028 79311.

Cars Wanted

Cars Wanted

WANTED:
UTES AND SUVs
CASH PAID
Phone Tyler, Enterprise
027 728 2472

2021

F&P washing machine
5.5kg, 1yr old $350;
single tub with door
$50. Ph 06 867 2824.

A&P
SPRING
SHOW

V A X Wet and dry
vacuum cleaner with all
attachments
and
chemicals. Only been
used
for
dry
vacuuming, rest as new
$50. Ph 0278608185.

A special supplement to promote the Poverty Bay A&P
Show 2021 will be published in The Gisborne Herald on
Friday October 8 – just prior to the show (October 15 and
16). This feature will highlight what’s on and available at
this year’s show.

AT YOUR SERVICE

Adult
Entertainment
HOT sexy blonde talk
live. Ph 0900-44-666.
$3.99+GST pm. (R18)

Advertising in the supplement is a great way to raise your
proﬁle at the show and encourage visitors to your site.
Call Cara Haines now on 869 0654.
You can sell anything
by advertising
Classifieds 869 0601
Business 869 0616

Situations Vacant

RTRO Integrations and
Operations Manager
He karanga ki a koutou katoa! This is a call to you all!
We are looking for an Integrations and Operations Manager to
run the back bone office of Rau Tipu Rau Ora (RTRO). RTRO is
the group of our region’s leaders and key organisations who
have brought together a regional response plan post COVID-19.
The plan outlines the key priorities for our region. Our plan has
been recognised nationally not only for the way our region has
come together but also for our proactive response to COVID-19.
In the role of Integrations and Operations Manager you will be
focused on helping RTRO achieve key priorities which are:
1. Workforce development to forecast economic opportunities
and growth.
2. Increasing the supply of affordable housing for whanau in
our region.
3. Improved services and support to address family harm and
(drug and alcohol) addictions.
4. Te Mauri o Te Taiao: restoring the vitality of our natural
environment.
5. Improving our regional economic infrastructure and
technology.
This role is an exciting opportunity for someone who is
passionate about our region and excels in the coordination
and delivery of programmes of work. Your day will include
running the back bone office coordinating the effective
functioning of the delivery of secretariat services, supporting
the planning and conduct of RTRO Group sessions,
monitoring the RTRO Recovery Plan actions and priorities,
coordinating reporting requirements and ensuring that the
funding benefits are realised.
You will work be working closely with iwi, community groups
and other key external stakeholders and funders.
This role will be based out of Te Tini o Porou offices.
If you are interested in this awesome opportunity, please visit
the GDC website to apply online at www.gdc.govt.nz/council/
careers
Please contact Lisa Osler for
further information.
Applications close: 12pm on
Friday, 17 September.

Apply Online
www.gdc.govt.nz | PO Box 747 Gisborne 4040 | PHONE 06 867 2049
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OPEN
7

DAYS

WWW.ENTERPRISEGISBORNE.CO.NZ
MAZDA AXELA

2010 SUZUKI SWIFT

1.5 litre, manual, economical,
alloy wheels, roomy sedan,
very affordable

GET

GET

$500

$500

FUEL VOUCHER
ON THIS VEHICLE

FUEL VOUCHER
ON THIS VEHICLE

$5926
5926

NOW
ONLY

2009 MAZDA BIANTE

$7943
7943

2007 MITSUBISHI OUTLANDER

2 litre, auto, 8 seater, alloys,
tints, ideal family vehicle,
with ample room and good
economy

NOW
ONLY

2.4 litre , 7 seater, 4WD,
auto, alloys, tints, ideal
vehicle for the outdoors
family

GET

GET

$500

$500

FUEL VOUCHER
ON THIS VEHICLE

FUEL VOUCHER
ON THIS VEHICLE

$8990
8990

NOW
ONLY

2013 NISSAN NAVARA STX 550

$9852

2007 NISSAN NAVARA

3.0 V6 turbo diesel, auto,
4WD, double cab, 550Nm
of power, canopy, bullbars,
towbar

NOW
ONLY

3 litre, turbo diesel, 4WD,
manual, double cab, towbar,
deckliner, tonneau cover

GET

GET

$500

$500

FUEL VOUCHER
ON THIS VEHICLE

FUEL VOUCHER
ON THIS VEHICLE

$29,990
29,990

NOW
ONLY

$20,990
20,990
OUTLET
CENTRE

42106-03

ENTERPRISE MOTOR GROUP

ROEBUCK RD
PH 06 868 4581 OPEN 7 DAYS

Aaron Williamson
022 625 5779

Denver Chetty
027 288 3886

Trevor Braybrook
027 475 8747

KEVIN HOLLIS

GLADSTONE ROAD

NOW
ONLY

1.3 litre auto,
great value hatch,
Bluetooth stereo, alloys,
tints, looking sharp

*The total amount payable can be calculated by multiplying the payment shown by 312. The interest rate for the term is fixed. All contracts subject to Finance company approval. No repayments for the first 6 months, interest runs from the commencement date and
capitalised monthly through the repayment period. This offer does not apply to any other Specials/Sales promotions. Four year warranty available with purchase and does not apply to taxis, couriers or rentals. A $100 excess for petrol and $300 for diesel vehicles.
Payments based on no deposit and include a 4 year warranty petrol $1795 diesel $2295 over 72 months and include a $375 establishment fee ORC (on road costs) $495 includes plates, 6 months registration, service, WOF and groom. This offer expires 5pm 22/09/2021.
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Otaki Maori races at Otaki Thursday
Selections
Race 1:
Race 2:
Race 3:
Race 4:
Race 5:
Race 6:

1

BERRY THE CASH, ESTABLISHMENT, SUPER SPIRIT
MACUSHLA, HOT SHOCKOLATE, SMARTARC
MILLIE GEORGIA, NO TEARS, CATCHOUXLATER
GOBUYIT, FATTORE OTTO, HEY HEY HEY
MYSALLY, BUSYBEINGFABULOUS, BATTLE SECRET
ATENARTIN, SEA STAR, SECRET SQUIRREL

Aquashield Roofing

12.21

$12,000, maiden, 2100m
1 s4622 Establishment (2) 59.5 54
2
26 Berry The Cash (3) 59.5 51

S O’Malley
L Allpress

Jetbet 4
C Dell
K Hercock

3

SCRATCHED

1
2

3 08826 Super Spirit (4) 59.5 51
4 00s40 Umutahi Lad (5) 59.5 49
5
Demetrias (6) 59.5 45

6

— Monitor

7 s0655 Movinonbye (1) 57.5 47

2

A Mudhoo (a3)

Thorough Bred Exchange 12.57
$12,000, rating 65 benchmark*, 1100m

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

11308
86458
00714
13455
70987
877s5
4s00

Thatz Daisy (4) 60 65
A Mudhoo (a3)
Macushla (3) 59.5 64 C L O’Beirne (a2)
Smartarc (7) 59 63
J Mudhoo (a4)
Hot Shockolate (2) 58 61
C Jones (a3)
Cheeky Azz (6) 57 55
L Allpress
A Box Of Tricks (5) 56.5 58
D Hirini
The Big Bad Wolf (1) 55 48
T Taiaroa (a2)

Auckland harness at Cambridge Thursday
Selections
Race 1: DOCTOR STEVE, RIVERMAN SAM, BARBAROSSA
Race 2: AARDIEBYTHEHILL, ROMEO FOXTROT,
HIGH IN THE SKY
Race 3: TONITES DELIGHT, BAD MEDICINE, UNICO GEM
Race 4: WET FLIPFLOPS, MHAI TOMMIE, WATCH AND LEARN
Race 5: SAFRAKOVA, SUPERFAST NINJA, I GOT MUSIC
Race 6: MITCH, MAJOR HOLIDAY, MR WONDERFUL
Race 7: MARATHON MAN, MAJOR JELLIS,
ROUGH AND READY
Race 8: HOORAY HENRY, CHABLIS, BROOKIES JAFFA
Race 9: TRUE BELIEVER, HIGH ON LOVE, BUN IN THE OVEN

1

Dunstan Horsefeeds Pace 4.34

$12,000, 3yo+ r40-r48. mobile, 2200m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

55870
86583
39721
P0s60
48411
0s932
s2041

Voodoo Prince (Fr) 1
Sheza Rose (Fr) 2
Barbarossa (Fr) 3
Susie Reignmaker (Fr) 4
Doctor Steve (Fr) 5
Drum Withers (Fr) 6
Riverman Sam (Fr) 7

8 46637 Emmi Rose (Fr) 8
9 6s524 Miss Hathaway (Fr) 21

2

Hydroflow Trot

4.59

$14,500, 3yo+ r45-r56 discretionary handicap
stand trot, 2200m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

3

76376
02s31
50880
1088s
2651
s0640
07314
70647
37868
D1999
40847

The Last Gamble (Fr) 1
Romeo Foxtrot (Fr) 2
Chicago H (Fr) U1
Aflyin Spur (Fr) U2
Aardiebythehill (Fr) U3
Reign (Fr) U4
High In The Sky (10) 1
Still Eyre (10) 2
Grey Stoke (10) 3
Demolition Man (10) 4
The Hulk (10) U1

D Moore
P Ferguson
D Butcher
F Schumacher
N Chilcott
T Mitchell
L Hibell (J)
B Hope (J)
K Marshall
M W White

Crombie Lockwood Pace

5.34

$12,000, 2yo+ r49-r53. mobile, 2200m

F Schumacher
P Ferguson
K Marshall
A Neal
T Williams

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

64s70
467s7
17s5
s4182
78958
84233
31

Waitforever (Fr) 1
May Delight (Fr) 2
Obsession (Fr) 3
Sky Delight (Fr) 4
Ticking Over (Fr) 5
Emmber (Fr) 6
Tonites Delight (Fr) 7

Vets On Riverbank

T Mitchell
S McCaffrey
T Williams
L Whittaker (J)
P Ferguson
M W White
D Butcher

$12,000, maiden, 1600m

3
4
5
6
7

4

Cavallo Farm & Chris Rutten2.07
$12,000, rating 65 benchmark*, 1600m

1 94120 Hey Hey Hey (2) 60 63
2 98355 Gobuyit (11) 58.5 60
3 31073 Splodge (3) 58.5 60

Race 1:
Race 2:
Race 3:
Race 4:
Race 5:
Race 6:
Race 7:
Race 8:

1

ROCKNROLL DIVA, COOL IDEA, NYLA
IN THE GROOVE, KIWI HEIR, JACCKA WATCH
BEEZ NEEZ, THE BIG LEBOWSKI, MR MCLAREN
KING CASSIDY, ALLABOUTTHEMOMENT,
WINNING BONES
TOMMY WATERHOUSE, BOARDING CALL,
MIDNIGHT IN MEMPHIS
ART COURAGE, BETTORS HIGHLIGHT, SHADY RULER
SPOTLIGHT THE VALLEY, SUNNIVUE PHILEAH,
MAJESTIC ACTION
BRIGADIERS SON, JABALI, I’M WATCHING YOU

Lather Up Fastest 4yo

1.49

$9000, non-winners 3yo+ f&m. mobile,
2200m
1
2
3
4
5

70433
00484
22823
63852

Rocknroll Diva (Fr) 1
Atarah (Fr) 2
Seventh Heaven (Fr) 3
Cool Idea (Fr) 4
Tisbury Rocks (Fr) 5

M Williamson
T Larsen (J)
B Barclay
R McIlwrick
K Barclay

6 45524 Helen Of Troy (Fr) 6
7 57057 Cautious Galleon (Fr) 7
8 3320s Nyla (Fr) 8

2

N Williamson
D Anderson (J)
B Orange

Speeding Spur Trot

2.24

$9000, non-winners 3yo+ stand trot, 2200m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

3

48707 Myshout (Fr) 1
K Tomlinson (J)
Chick Magnet (Fr) 2
A Milne
0407s Sacred Mountain (Fr) 3
B Orange
53653 Eilish Hall (Fr) 4
K Barclay
63224 In The Groove (Fr) 5
B Barclay
06559 The Power Broker (Fr) 6
M Williamson
6 Jaccka Watch (Fr) 7
N Williamson
29470 Tease My Tartan (Fr) 8
J Morrison
0 Merkel (Fr) U1
M Hill (J)
0009 Classic Rock N Roll (Fr) U2 N Chalmers
37922 Kiwi Heir (Fr) U3
S O’Reilly (J)

Sweet Lou Pace

2.59

$9000, non-winners 3yo+. mobile, 2200m
1 74366 Heritage (Fr) 1
2 75662 Beez Neez (Fr) 2
3 59279 Sly Tricks (Fr) 3
4
7s Mr McLaren (Fr) 4

M Williamson
S Ottley
N Williamson
K Larsen

Christchurch greys at Addington Thursday
Selections
Race 1: DOUBLE SPEED, HOMEBUSH GLITCH, BECK ELEVEN
Race 2: TAIERI TAYLEE, EDGE OF REASON,
NOTORIOUS HEIST
Race 3: TAIERI MISSILE, REBEL BOOM, TWEET ABOUT IT
Race 4: DALISHA BALE, SIMON THE PIEMAN,
OPAWA BOYS PAID
Race 5: BOLTY, MITCHAM MAGIC, LA ROCHELLE
Race 6: CHARLOTTE LU, MR MUPPET, MUSTANG MEGAN
Race 7: IT’S A BLAZE, UTHOR BALE, CLAWS IN LEO
Race 8: EPIC CRUZE, JAGETTI BALE, ROCK ON JOHN
Race 9: OPAWA SUPERSTAR, OPAWA CHRISSY,
OPAWA ANITA
Race 10: TROUSSEAU, MONTY MAD HAMMER, SEVE
Race 11: PENALTY DROP, EPIC DIAMOND, MITCHAM IVAN
Race 12: BLACK VINYL, SUCK IT UP, AMURI GEORGE

1

The Fitz Sports Bar Sprint 4.50
$2600, C4, 295m

1 82224 Homebush Glitch 17.16 John McInerney
2 14345 Know Charisma 17.19
Garry Cleeve
3 36324 Tiggerlong Demon 17.22 Daniel Roberts
4 68336 Beck Eleven 17.04
Lisa Waretini
5 32686 Hilton Joker 17.26
C N Anderson
6 42313 Smash Grenade 17.38
Malcolm Grant
7 42745 Double Speed 17.24
J M Lane
8 34771 Culvie Dole 17.30
Anthony Hart
EMERGENCIES:
9 17683 Oakmont 17.00
Daniel Lane
10 878s7 Pitch Mark 17.05
Daniel Lane

2

Balcairn Stockfoods & Coprice

4

5

3

Kirsty Taylor Dash

Bruce Dann
Ray Casey
Anthony Hart
Jason Dunn
John McInerney
Ashley Bradshaw
Janine McCook
J M Lane
Daniel Lane

5.25

$2600, C4, 295m
1 32163 Princely Cash 17.29
John McInerney
2 53547 Taieri Missile 17.02
Ray Casey
3 18223 Rebel Boom 17.29
Daniel Roberts
4 33587 Curve Crusher 17.27
Ashley Bradshaw
5 32251 Delaroche 17.49
Rosemary Blackburn
6 14765 Tweet About It 17.25
Anthony Hart
7 87144 Homebush Archie 17.44 John McInerney
8 66567 Goldstar Flora 17.15
Riley Evans
EMERGENCIES:
9 17683 Oakmont 17.00
Daniel Lane
10 878s7 Pitch Mark 17.05
Daniel Lane

4

Hart Family Greyhound Racing 5.52
$3500, C3, 520m

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

87256
33366
52261
61445
82312
14241
34611

Goldstar Tanner 29.94
Riley Evans
Longshanks 30.34
Ashley Bradshaw
Dalisha Bale 30.02
Craig Roberts
Great Work 30.05
J & D Fahey
Goldstar Yankee 30.22
Riley Evans
Simon The Pieman 30.31
Alison Lee
Dark And Dusty 30.42
Matt Roberts

6.01

05464
38553
7s644
5337s
7
88378
6849s
8
14335
36546

Mhai Tommie (Fr) 1
F Schumacher
Watch And Learn (Fr) 2
T Mitchell
I Won’t Back Down (Fr) 3 L Whittaker (J)
Gracelands Rose (Fr) 4
S McCaffrey
The Big Dance (Fr) 5
M W White
Kapuroi Lass (Fr) 6
B Hope (J)
Mozzarella (Fr) 7
K Marshall
Four Kisses (Fr) 8
A Neal
Precious Belle (Fr) 21
T Williams
Wet Flipflops (Fr) 22
D Butcher
Margot (Fr) 23
R Paynter
Lady Of The Light (Fr) 24
N Chilcott

Speeding Spur @ Woodlands

6.25

$14,500, 3yo+ f&m r63 discretionary handicap stand trot, 2200m
1
2
3
4

73180
26235
53014
32328

Jasinova (Fr) 1
I Got Music (Fr) 2
Superfast Ninja (10) 1
Emma Frost (10) 2

L Chin
D Butcher
K Marshall

Jetbet 7

8

— Boo

J Douglas
R McIlwrick
T Larsen (J)

SCRATCHED

9
10

Roll Over Beethoven (Fr) 21 T Robertson
4435 The Big Lebowski (Fr) 22
R Swain

4

Woodlands Stud Southland 3.25

$9000, r40-r60,r61 w/c special handicap
stand trot, 2200m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

5

s5860
78085
27241
61489
54427
9156s
01165

Amabede (Fr) 1
E Barron (J)
Unique Marshall (Fr) 2
S O’Reilly (J)
King Cassidy (15) 1
S Tomlinson
Harry H (15) 2
M Hurrell (J)
Winning Bones (15) 3
K Tomlinson (J)
Steve (15) 4
B Orange
Allaboutthemoment (15) U1
T Larsen (J,Cl)

Downbytheseaside Pace

3.47

$9000, 3yo+ r53-r60,r61-r65 w/c. mobile,
2200m
1 23283 Mucho Macho Man (Fr) 1
2 41535 Midnight In Memphis (Fr) 2

S Tomlinson
S Ottley

J & D Fahey

Thursday Place Pick Sprint 6.14
$3500, C5, 295m

1 31723 Mitcham Magic 17.03
2 75314 Nova Rapide 17.17
3 17356 Miss Adobe 17.14
4 11746 Flappable 17.09
5 22346 Ever Rested 17.01
6 16211 Bolty 16.69
7 85176 Homebush Caesar 16.99
8 11725 La Rochelle nwtd
EMERGENCY:
9 88388 Gritty nwtd

John McInerney
Ashley Bradshaw
Matt Roberts
J & D Fahey
Ashley Bradshaw
Daniel Lane
John McInerney
Jason Dunn
Daniel Lane

Suck It Up Sprint

6.39

$2600, C4, 295m
1 64637 Angry Jane 17.58
Matt Roberts
2 s3662 Mr Muppet 17.18
John McInerney
3 74386 Amuri Mystic 17.29
John McInerney
4 22562 Mustang Megan 17.16
Anthony Hart
5 67667 Diamond Harmony 17.13 Malcolm Grant
6 48185 Charlotte Lu nwtd
Daniel Lane
7 74162 Know Ratio 17.29
Garry Cleeve
8 55357 Mega Dream 17.20
Lisa Waretini
EMERGENCIES:
9 17683 Oakmont 17.00
Daniel Lane
10 878s7 Pitch Mark 17.05
Daniel Lane

7

My Redeemer Feature

7.04

$5000, C2, distance, 645m
1
2
3
4
5

46365
845s6
23111
21147
32344

The Seagull (6) 57.5 58
L Hemi
Wonderful Barbie (1) 57 61
Fattore Otto (7) 57 57
M Singh
Stormy Habit (8) 57 57
L Kauri (a4)
Wotablast (9) 57 57
S J Macnab
Canucia (4) 56 59
L Allpress
Relda (10) 56 59
A Mudhoo (a3)
Deep Blue (5) 56 55
T Taiaroa (a2)

El Cheapo Cars

2.42

$12,000, maiden, 1400m
1 52430 Busybeingfabulous (2) 59.5 53
A Mudhoo (a3)
2 90000 Buddy Marvellous (5) 59.5 47
F Lazet (a4)
3
Marotiri Marsta (7) 59.5 47
L Hemi
4
60s Battle Secret (3) 59.5 45
S O’Malley

5 62223 Mysally (9) 57.5 54
6 70s4 Dee Dee Smash (10) 57.5 50

L Allpress

C Jones (a3)
7 04570 Hermes (6) 57.5 48
M Singh
8
Fabulous Nancy (4) 57.5 45
C Dell
9
7 Mystery Bar (8) 57.5 45
M K Hudson
10
7s8 Fraulein (1) 55 45
K Hercock

6

Norwood Manawatu

3.18

$12,000, rating 65 benchmark*, 1400m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

92325
93278
66s80
00706
397s3
s080s
65836

Sea Star (6) 60 63
L Allpress
Atenartin (4) 59 61
C L O’Beirne (a2)
Monkey Town (5) 58 59
T Taiaroa (a2)
Secret Squirrel (3) 57.5 58 C Jones (a3)
My Father’s Gun (2) 57 57
M Singh
Saltbush Bill (7) 57 57
C Dell
Showshanelle (1) 55 57
S J Macnab

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

6

2094s
61357
66324
72421
s5713
01s65
61363

Expensive Crumpet (10) 3
Random Jude (10) 4
Leesa Castleton (10) 5
Safrakova (10) 6
Miss Slippers (10) 7
Alana (10) U1
In Sequence (25) U1

M W White
G Martin
T Williams
S McCaffrey
P Ferguson
B Hope (J)

IRT - Your Horse Our Passion 6.49

$12,000, non-winners 2yo+. mobile, 2200m
1 8052 Mr Wonderful (Fr) 1
2 40052 Major Holiday (Fr) 2
3
2s Mitch (Fr) 3
4
Ask Away (Fr) 4
5
Fernleigh Cash (Fr) 5
6 5586 Heza Player (Fr) 6
7 9783P Victor Bravo (Fr) 7
8
Sweet Revenge (Fr) U1

7

M W White
A Harrison (J)
D Butcher
T Mitchell
T Williams
J Robinson
F Schumacher
P Ferguson

Breckon Farms Pace

7.14

$17,500, r67-r94. mobile, 2200m
1
2
3
4
5
6

51212
754s7
8s155
45211
11115
42261

Rough And Ready (Fr) 1
New York Minute (Fr) 2
Callie’s Delight (Fr) 3
Major Jellis (Fr) 4
Marathon Man (Fr) 5
Mach’s Back (Fr) 6

T Mitchell
A Harrison (J)
L Whittaker (J)
M W White
A Neal

7 717s3 Kango (Fr) 7
8 11317 Dance Time (Fr) 8

8

D Butcher
T Williams

Woodlands Stud Pace

7.39

$14,500, 3yo+ r54-r63. mobile, 2200m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

9

1925s
39835
21979
s5151
66169
12334
71421
61315
65818

Ideal Prince (Fr) 1
Optical Illusion (Fr) 2
Meetmeinsorrento (Fr) 3
Chablis (Fr) 4
Jungle Gem (Fr) 5
Brookies Jaffa (Fr) 6
Hooray Henry (Fr) 7
Mahia (Fr) 8
Carse O Fern Tom (Fr) 21

T Williams
A Harrison (J)
P Ferguson
T Mitchell
K Marshall
S McCaffrey
D Butcher
L Whittaker (J)
M W White

Garrards Horse & Hound

8.04

$12,000, non-winners 2yo+ stand trot, 2200m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

72s72 Storms Acoming (Fr) 1
50s45 Trifolium (Fr) 2
Winners Time (Fr) 3
466s2 True Believer (Fr) 4
22353 Bun In The Oven (Fr) 5
6 Share The Love (Fr) 6
9507s Melanie Adams (Fr) 7
13s High On Love (Fr) 8
sP0P5 Errol D (Fr) U1
s6776 Lola (Fr) U2

B Hope (J)
L Neal
P Ferguson
S McCaffrey
T Williams
L Whittaker (J)
T Mitchell
R Paynter

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

6

1441s
46223
21569
23681
14844
65490
23352

Tommy Waterhouse (Fr) 3
K Barclay
Jody Direen (Fr) 4
S O’Reilly (J)
Black Ops (Fr) 5
A Beck
Beta Than Love (Fr) 6
B Orange
Ivana Legacy (Fr) 7
O Kite (J,Cl)
Boarding Call (Fr) 8
K Bublitz (J,Cl)
Whata Razzle Dazzle (Fr) 21 N Williamson

American Ideal The Gun Sire

4.11

$9000, r40-r50 f&m. mobile, 2200m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

7

096s0
07072
36549
57423
15556
00978
38082
26318

Ab’s Tenants (Fr) 1
Shady Ruler (Fr) 2
Northview Peg (Fr) 3
Bettors Highlight (Fr) 4
Von Art (Fr) 5
Honour Scroll (Fr) 6
Better Galleon (Fr) 7
Art Courage (Fr) 8

S Tomlinson
S Ottley
N Williamson
B Barclay
M Williamson
K Tomlinson (J)
M Hurrell (J)
B Orange

What The Hill Hcp Trot

4.42

$9000, r40-r60 f&m special handicap stand
trot, 2200m
1 32870 Maudarchy (Fr) 1
2 D7300 It’s Summertime (Fr) 2

K Tomlinson (J)
J Douglas

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

8

0s433
17778
78200
11970
04740
63314
22106
3s218
41s63
23072

Sage Trouble (Fr) 3
Denn Nee’s Sister (Fr) 4
South Park (Fr) 5
Andiamo (Fr) U1
Miss Bamboocha (Fr) U2
Spotlight The Valley (15) 1
Sunnivue Phileah (15) 2
Jannah Jaccka (15) 3
Majestic Action (15) 4
Crusher Collins (15) U1

S O’Reilly (J)
A Beck
P Hunter
K Larsen
R McIlwrick
B Orange
E Barron (J)
N Williamson
M Hurrell (J)
S Ottley

Bettor’s Delight Pace

5.15

$8000, 3yo+ r40-r52. mobile, 2200m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

8s80s
90759
48576
44245
39983
2s611
85575

Earthquake (Fr) 1
Holy Havoc (Fr) 2
Tad Lincoln (Fr) 3
I’m Watching You (Fr) 4
Jabali (Fr) 5
Brigadiers Son (Fr) 6
Franco Huntington (Fr) 7

T Robertson
P Hunter
N Williamson
T Nally (J)
S O’Reilly (J)
J Morrison
D Anderson (J)

— Mighty George

SCRATCHED

9 22849 Changearound (Fr) 21
10 35568 Fireforefiddle (Fr) 22
11 s2302 Sir Brigadoon (Fr) U1

S Ottley
M Williamson
B Orange

TAB D. 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12 T. 1-2-3, 4-5-6, 7-8-9, 10-11-12 Q. 2-3-4-5, 9-10-11-12 PL6 7-12

8 54532 Opawa Boys Paid 30.35

6

5

78s86
34063
62645
07072
080s0
00s36
24660
78s59

TAB Doubles 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8 Trebles 2-3-4, 6-7-8 Quaddies 1-2-3-4, 5-6-7-8 Place6 3-8

5 23320 The Other Brother (Fr) 5
6 03957 Bonnie Prince Louis (Fr) 6
7 76048 Saviour Telf (Fr) 7

5

$3500, C5, 295m
1 62368 Bruno Barbarelli 17.39
2 31146 Taieri Taylee 16.86
3 76317 Ghost Mode 17.28
4 13114 Edge Of Reason 17.03
5 53177 Maffra Daisy 17.22
6 51427 Notorious Heist 17.10
7 61167 Button It 17.31
8 46373 St Andrews 17.33
EMERGENCY:
9 88388 Gritty nwtd

K Marshall
L Hibel (J)
A Harrison (J)

$12,000, non-winners 2yo+ f&m. mobile,
2200m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

TAB Doubles 2-3, 4-5, 6-7, 8-9 Trebles 1-2-3, 4-5-6, 7-8-9 Quaddies 2-3-4-5, 6-7-8-9 Place6 4-9

Sweet Lou @ Woodlands

Jetbet 9
5.08

K Hercock
C Jones (a3)
C Dell

8 95737 Lynton Creek (Fr) 8
9 01533 Unico Gem (Fr) 21
10
1 Bad Medicine (Fr) 22

Invercargill harness at Ascot Park Raceway Thursday
Selections

1.32

5 Teroti (4) 59.5 47
A Mudhoo (a3)
0 Hunterville Harry (5) 59.5 45
M K Hudson
s9597 No Tears (6) 59.5 45
C L O’Beirne (a2)
90s0s Smart Attire (3) 59.5 45
L Hemi
50384 Catchouxlater (1) 57.5 50
L Allpress
97950 Fire Dancer (2) 57.5 46
K Hercock
806s8 Millie Georgia (7) 57.5 45 C Jones (a3)

Jetbet 5

T Mitchell
D Butcher

TAB Doubles 1-2, 3-4, 5-6 Trebles 1-2-3, 4-5-6 Quaddies 1-2-3-4, 3-4-5-6 Place6 1-6

Goldstar Truman 37.81
Opawa Hilary 37.73
Claws In Leo 38.08
Student Loan 37.79
Uthor Bale 37.57

Riley Evans
Robin Wales
Matt Roberts
J & D Fahey
Craig Roberts

6 45351 It’s A Blaze 37.64
7 65746 Nighthawk Wish nwtd
8 Ps668 Goldstar Journey nwtd

8

J & D Fahey
Matt Roberts
Riley Evans

Selwyn-Rakaia Vet Stakes

7.29

$5000, C4/5, 520m
1 22368 Fairly Able 30.12
2 13163 Rock On John 29.93
3 11221 Epic Cruze 30.19
4 7526s Van Nindi 30.04
5 51412 Jagetti Bale 30.07
6 66641 Money Spinner 29.93
7 45225 Clarke’s Sarki 29.98
8 48313 Fond Of You 30.04
EMERGENCIES:
9 3111F Dembe 30.13
10 22156 Young Mase 30.26

9

J & D Fahey
J & D Fahey
Janine McCook
Calum Weir
Craig Roberts
Craig Roberts
Bruce Dann
Ashley Bradshaw
J & D Fahey
Janine McCook

Christchurch Classic Final

7.54

$7500, R/A, final, 520m
1 21412 Opawa Anita 30.29
2 21121 Opawa Chrissy 30.06
3 21534 Opawa Pip 30.50
4 11111 Opawa Superstar 29.98
5 36423 Goldstar Linda 30.00
6 11312 Willene Bale 30.30
7 55845 Mandy Jewel 30.64
8 12413 Opawa Gina 30.22
EMERGENCIES:
9 784s5 Opawa Corey 30.06
10 21765 Goldstar Devon 30.65

J & D Fahey
J & D Fahey
Robin Wales
J & D Fahey
Riley Evans
Craig Roberts
Craig Roberts
J & D Fahey
J & D Fahey
Riley Evans

10 Christchurch Sprint Feature 8.16
$4000, C1/5, 295m
1 11113 Little Kid 17.21
2 23511 Trousseau 17.00

Janine McCook
Jason Dunn

3 66378 Billy Ray 17.17
Norman Wanhalla
4 22121 Romeo 17.19
John McInerney
5 34161 Seve 16.84
Daniel Lane
6 41211 Monty Mad Hammer 17.00Ashley Bradshaw
7 35734 Goldstar Clover 17.21
Riley Evans
8 51312 Hilton Hope 17.06
Bruce Dann
EMERGENCIES:
9 3888F Homebush Gambler 17.14 John McInerney
10 17888 Penny Jane 17.30
Anthony Hart

11 Real Pet Food Rolleston Sprint

8.36

$3500, C5, 295m
1 36461 Sam And Si 17.23
John McInerney
2 34551 Homebush Monkey 17.23 John McInerney
3 F1235 Epic Diamond 17.01
Janine McCook
4 54171 Penalty Drop 17.14
Daniel Lane
5 51232 Hilton Headache 17.20
Bruce Dann
6 44612 King Toliman 17.06
Daniel Roberts
7 64278 Thunder Hallows 17.11 Ashley Bradshaw
8 21235 Mitcham Ivan 17.17
Ashley Bradshaw
EMERGENCY:
9 88388 Gritty nwtd
Daniel Lane

12 Protexin Sprint

8.56

$2600, C4, 295m
1 3428s Amuri George 17.23
John McInerney
2 55814 Curly Bill 17.37
Michael Dempsey
3 53523 Homebush Stasser 17.23 John McInerney
4 16664 Smash Achiever 17.15
Malcolm Grant
5 17525 Know Smokey 17.32
Garry Cleeve
6 s1341 Black Vinyl 17.03
J & D Fahey
7 36871 Opa’s Joy 17.23
Ray Casey
8 67612 Suck It Up 17.34
Anthony Hart
EMERGENCIES:
9 17683 Oakmont 17.00
Daniel Lane
10 878s7 Pitch Mark 17.05
Daniel Lane
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Cricket governing body to rule
on Indian test withdrawal
LONDON — the England and Wales Cricket
Board will formally request the world’s
governing body to adjudicate on last week’s
abandoned test match if a rearranged fixture
cannot be agreed.
England’s fifth and final test against India
at Old Trafford was called off just hours before
the start of play on day one due to Covid-19
concerns in the tourists’ camp.

Four members of India’s support staff had
tested positive but their withdrawal was met
with some cynicism as the lucrative Indian
Premier League is due to restart this Sunday.
ECB chief executive Tom Harrison dismissed
suggestions the IPL had been prioritised over a
prestigious test match, rejecting the idea the fear
of missing out on the T20 tournament had caused
the disquiet among India’s squad. — AAP

South Africa crush Sri Lanka in T20
CRICKET
COLOMBO — South Africa
wrapped up a 3-0 Twenty20
series success in Sri Lanka
with a 10-wicket win with more
than five overs to spare.

The hosts made just 8-120
in their 20 overs in Colombo.
Only Kusal Perera, with 39
in 33 balls, and Chamika
Karunaratne, with an unbeaten
24 off 19, passed the teens.
In reply Reeza Hendricks (56

ELIMINATION: Stephanie Gilmore surfing in the final of the Corona Open Mexico in
off 42) and Quinton de Kock
Barra de la Cruz in August. Her hopes have been dashed in the World Surf League
(59 off 46) knocked off the runs finals this week.
AAP picture
in 14.4 overs.
South Africa won the first
T20 by 28 runs and the
second by nine wickets.
— AAP
SURFING
also made a first-round exit, losing to
Californian Connor Coffin.
MELBOURNE — Stephanie Gilmore’s
Gilmore had won her previous three
quest for an eighth world title has fallen
meetings against the French surfer and
short with a shock first-round elimination had high hopes after winning the most
the West Indies in March 2020.
recent event in Mexico.
He made his Sri Lanka debut in the World Surf League finals at Lower
Trestles.
Gilmore won at Lowers in 2014,
against Australia in a Test in
Looking to move clear of seven-time
posting a perfect 10 as well as a 9.5 in
2004, gained a reputation for
his searing in-swinging yorkers champion Layne Beachley, Gilmore lost to the final against fellow Australian Sally
that were hard to play due to his fifth-ranked Johanne Defay in the opening Fitzgibbons, but was unable to find any
heat of the new-look one-day title decider. waves of that calibre on Tuesday morning
distinctive round-arm delivery
Australian rookie Morgan Cibilic
in California. — AAP
action. — AAP

Gilmore exits surf finals

Sri Lankan bowler Malinga retires
CRICKET

in Twenty20 internationals.
Malinga, known for his
COLOMBO — Sri Lanka
unorthodox bowling action and
fast bowler Lasith Malinga has
toe-crushing yorkers, continued
announced his retirement from
to play T20 matches after
all forms of cricket, ending
quitting Test cricket in 2011 and
a 17-year career in which he
one-day internationals in 2015.
became the highest wicket-taker His last T20 game was against

SUDOKU

THE LAST WORD IN ASTROLOGY
Thursday, September 16, 2021

CELEBRITIES BORN ON THIS DAY:
Nick Jonas, 29; Alexis Bledel, 40; Alex Rice, 49; Amy Poehler, 50.

Happy Birthday:
Set goals and follow through. Opportunity and advancement are yours to have
if you are true to yourself and strive to accomplish what you set out to do. It's
up to you to initiate change, present and promote what you have to offer, and
forge ahead with confidence, precision and fortitude. Don't be afraid to do
things differently. Your numbers are 6, 14, 23, 26, 31, 38, 45.

SUDOKU is a logic puzzle made
up of 81 squares on a 9x9 grid.
To solve the puzzle, each row,
column and 3x3 grid within the
larger grid must end up containing
each number from 1 to 9, and
each number can only appear
once in a row, column or box.
A sudoku grid has a single
unique solution, which can be
reached without using guesswork.

ARIES (March 21-April 19):

Lean toward those who owe you a favor; you'll get the boost you need to make
your way forward. An unexpected offer will give you a chance to revise the
way you plan your next step. Nurture a meaningful relationship. 4 stars

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

A wait-and-see approach will be in your best interest. Handle sticky situations
with kid gloves, and you will buy yourself time and earn favors from those
vying for your support. Mull over your choices; you'll find something
questionable. 2 stars

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):

SOLUTION IN NEXT PUBLICATION.

You're in the driver's seat; navigate your way to the place you want to go. Be
proactive and make decisions that will help you establish yourself in a position
of authority. Call the shots and show everyone what you have to offer. 5 stars

CANCER (June 21-July 22):

DOUBLE CROSSWORD

No.11,396
CRYPTIC CLUES

SOLUTIONS TO
PUZZLE 11,395
QUICK
Across: 1 Code; 3 Escalate;
8 Army; 9 Dictator;
11 Surveillance; 13 Fitful;
14 Attach; 17 Unbelievable;
20 Beggarly; 21 Stud; 22 Entreaty;
23 Prod. Down: 1 Classify;
2 Demerit; 4 Shield; 5 Attractive;
6 Attic; 7 Earn; 10 Recuperate;
12 Shredded; 15 Arbiter;
16 Violet; 18 Night; 19 Able.
CRYPTIC
Across: 1 Show; 3 Samplers;
8 Isle; 9 Strolled; 11 Convalescent;
13 Stoned; 14 Tin can; 17 Armourbearer; 20 Eighteen; 21 Pick;
22 Antidote; 23 Alan.
Down: 1 Suitcase; 2 Orlando;
4 Anther; 5 Proscribes; 6 Ellen;
7 Side; 10 Barefooted;
12 Unbroken; 15 Cordial;
16 Priest; 18 Right; 19 Leda.

Quick Crossword answers
also fit the large grid

ACROSS

DOWN

3. Yachting material bought at
bargain price, we hear (9)
8. It was played in early
recordings (4)
9. Mischief Nick intended, by
the sound of it (9)
10. It's used for cleaning a
metal ring (6)
11. They grow right inside the
swamplands (5)
14. Once a turbulent stretch of
water (5)
15. International winger goes
inside (4)
16. Is conveyed by the
rollers (5)
18. Stupid fellow could look
oddly dim, initially (4)
20. One of a set used at
mealtimes (5)
21. He's entitled to an obsolete
coin (5)
24. One hears the chief
Schubert compositions (6)
25. The result of pupils being
overworked (9)
26. Put down pointless
document (4)
27. Compensated by having a
fresh bandage on (9)

1. Not what one who trains
sprinters should be! (9)
2. Subjected to a squeeze, but
continued undaunted (7,2)
4. Declare it's a word of action
almost (4)
5. Nothing in old Italian money
is current in France (5)
6. Keen to remodel a
mantle (6)
7. Canvas is used for this kind
of stitch (4)
9. They are in charge of their
faculties (5)
11. Prickly shrub that will keep
animals warm, we hear (5)
12. Kind of school yards once
seen in turmoil (9)
13. He or I can't mix (9)
17. Beer mug for Gertrude (5)
19. Rods we transferred to the
diviner (6)
22. Change of roles in the
Dodecanese (5)
23. Sort the letters (4)
24. The fruit of the linden
tree? (4)

QUICK CLUES
DOWN

ACROSS
3.
8.
9.
10.
11.
14.
15.
16.
18.
20.
21.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Timely (9)
Cripple (4)
Mute (9)
Result (6)
Splendid (5)
Run up (5)
Prong (4)
Original (5)
Inform (4)
Cognisant (5)
Contact (5)
Powerful (6)
Speedily (4-5)
Profit (4)
Harm (9)

1.
2.
4.
5.
6.
7.
9.
11.
12.
13.
17.
19.
22.
23.
24.

Instant (9)
Hard (9)
Conspiracy (4)
Possessor (5)
Gift (6)
Inquisitive (4)
Muffler (5)
Circumference (5)
Repudiation (9)
Cleansing
agent (9)
Savour (5)
Dawdle (6)
Demand (5)
Jupiter (4)
Daze (4)

You have more power than you realize. Refuse to let the requests others make
stop you from doing what suits you. A change at home may not be welcome,
but in the end, it will turn out better than anticipated. 3 stars

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22):

Talk matters through passionately. Have alternatives ready to offer. Set a
precedent and show leadership. Protect against discord with someone you
love and avoid taking risks that can affect your physical well-being. Aim to
please, but don't give in to an unreasonable request. 3 stars

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):

You'll have to walk a fine line when dealing with competitive people. Be
prepared to learn from your experience and adjust quickly to offset any
potential fallout that might set you back on your quest to get your way. 5 stars

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):

An emotional matter will escalate if you get involved in a joint endeavor. Do
your own thing when it comes to what you want to accomplish, and keep
conversations positive in social settings. Finish what you start and avoid
criticism. 2 stars

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Listen and observe what others do and say before taking on something that
takes your time and energy. Make adjustments that ensure you get to do the
things that make you happy. A romantic gesture or physical improvement will
lift your spirits. 4 stars

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):
Update your resume, or make changes to how you earn your living or handle
your current position. An opportunity will come your way if you get in touch
with someone familiar with your background and credentials. Get the facts
before you act. 4 stars

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Pay more attention to expenses and how you use your money. Look for
alternative ways to update your banking, handle your debt or improve your
lifestyle. Don't participate in events or activities that present a health risk. 3
stars

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Channel your energy into something that makes you happy or brings you
knowledge and assistance heading in a direction that offers mental stimulation
and the chance to excel. Keep your wallet in a safe place, and avoid health
risks. 3 stars

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):

Work in the background, where you'll go unnoticed. Aim to achieve the most
in the least amount of time. What you accomplish will pave the way to positive
change and a chance to make financial gains. Romance is on the rise. 3 stars

Birthday Baby:

You are charming, accommodating and sensitive. You are expressive and
convincing.

STAR RATINGS
FIVE STARS: Nothing can stop you now. Go for the gold.
FOUR STARS: You can pretty much do as you please. It’s a good time to start new projects.
THREE STARS: If you focus your efforts, you will reach your goals.
TWO STARS: You can accomplish a lot, but don’t rely on others for help.
ONE STAR: It’s best to avoid conflicts. Work behind the scenes or read a good book.
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Ronaldo scores but 10-man United defeated in Champions League
FOOTBALL by Glenn Moore, AAP record set by former Real
LONDON — Cristiano
Ronaldo scored, inevitably, but
despite his third goal in two
appearances since his return
to Manchester United they
have suffered an opening day
Champions League defeat.
United only have themselves
to blame as first Aaron WanBissaka was sent off, then Jesse
Lingard’s backpass gave Young
Boys of Berne an injury-time
winner
Ronaldo’s 13th-minute goal
followed a superb pass from
Bruno Fernandes with the
outside of his boot, Ronaldo
opening his body to steer the
cross first time through David
von Ballmoos’ legs.
It was the perfect start to
his 177th Champions League
appearance, matching the

Madrid team mate Iker Casillas.
United looked comfortable
until Wan-Bissaka was shown
a red card for lunging into
Christopher Martins in the 35th
minute.
Young Boys exerted
increasing pressure and
levelled in the 66th minute
when Nicolas Moumi Ngamaleu
turned a right-wing cross past
David De Gea. Despite being
penned back United appeared to
have held on for a point only for
Jordan Siebatcheu to run onto
Lingard’s wayward pass and
score with the last kick of the
match.
“That’s football, people make
mistakes,” United captain Harry
Maguire said.
“We’re not blaming Jesse.
I’m sure everyone on that pitch
today has made a mistake. I’m

sure Jesse will pick himself up.
“It’s the first game in the
group. We’ve got many games
to bounce back and we must
do. We’ll try and pick up three
points in our next game and
build momentum from there.”
The other early kick-off was
a match of four penalties with
hosts Salzburg awarded three,
all given for first-half fouls on
Karim Adeyemi. However, the
German missed one while fellow
teenager Luka Sucic scored one
and missed one.
Ivan Rakitic equalised for
Sevilla from their penalty in a
frantic first period. The second
half began in similar vein
with Sevilla reduced to 10 in
the 50th-minute after Youssef
En-Nesryi got his second
booking for simulating a foul in
the area. But that was the end
of the drama.

MID-FLIGHT: Manchester United’s Cristiano Ronaldo (left) fights
for a ball with Young Boys’ Meschack Elia during the Champions
League group F football match between BSC Young Boys and
Manchester United, at the Wankdorf stadium yesterday. AP picture

Paris Saint-Germain the team to beat
FOOTBALL

decided yet whether Mbappe,
Neymar and Messi, who has so
BRUGES — Paris St Germain
far only played half an hour with
have been labelled the side to
PSG, would all play at the Jan
beat in the Champions League
Breydel stadium, explaining he
since Lionel Messi joined during
would make his decision after
the close season but coach
Tuesday’s training session.
Mauricio Pochettino warned that
Should they play together,
TRAINING RUN:
he had not yet turned his stellar
Marquinhos said he had no
PSG’s Lionel Messi
cast of players into a team.
concerns about how the team
(left) during training
PSG signed Messi as a free
would defend.
at the Jan Breydel
agent from Barcelona to assemble
“If the three of them are
Stadium in Bruges,
a formidable attacking trio with
up front, they’re experienced
Belgium, this week.
France striker Kylian Mbappe and
players, they know we have to
PSG will play its
Brazil forward Neymar, but they
be compact and defend together,
Champions League
have yet to show what they are
and we know the defence has to
Group A soccer
capable of together.
play high to put them in the best
match against
conditions,” he explained.
Club Brugge on
“If there’s anything to be said I’ll
Wednesday.
AP picture certainly say it.”
We’re not a team yet.
Pochettino has choices to
We are a club that has
make in attack, but perhaps
recruited many players
more significantly, he will need to
pick between Keylor Navas and
this summer.
Gianluigi Donnarumma to play in
—Coach Mauricio
goal after the Italian keeper joined
Pochettino
the club having led the Azzurri to
the European title.
need to achieve results. There’s
year contract in a summer when
that even more. We are delighted
“We’ll decide game by game.
“We’re not a team yet. We are
a feeling that we’re (PSG and
former Real Madrid skipper Sergio to have such players with us but
I think it’s the fairest thing. The
a club that has recruited many
Chelsea) the two teams to beat
Ramos and Liverpool midfielder
there’s no extra pressure, there’s
reality is that having those two in
players this summer. There are
but Chelsea are the holders so
Georginio Wijnaldum also arrived. only positives to take.”
the squad makes us happy,” he
some big names but we have to
they’re the team to beat especially
“We live with the pressure every
PSG reached the Champions
said.
turn into a team,” Pochettino said after strengthening their squad.”
season, especially when you play League semi-finals last season
“The season is long and
on Tuesday, on the eve of their
Captain Marquinhos said that
for PSG. This is part and parcel of and were runners up in 2020 but
having them will benefit the club.
opening Group A game at Club
there was “no added pressure”
it,” the Brazilian said.
have never won Europe’s elite
Every player knows that when
Brugge.
to win the Champions League
“With the squad we have,
club competition.
you sign for PSG there will be
“We are a group of players who since Messi had signed his twopeople are going to talk about
Pochettino said he had not
competition.” — AAP

‘

’

Cantlay named for
top golf award

Players’ union willing to talk about FIFA plan
FOOTBALL by Jamie Gardner, PA

to agree improvements for the game in good faith do not increase the overall volume of matches
between all stakeholders.”
because the qualification process would be
by Phil Casey, PA
LONDON — World players’ union FIFPRO has
General secretary of FIFPRO Jonas Baersimplified and shortened.
said an overhaul of the international calendar to
Hoffmann added: “The lack of genuine dialogue
Despite those pledges, there has been firm and
LONDON — World No.4 and reigning
include a World Cup every two years will not have and trust between institutions in football blocks
unanimous opposition to the plans from European
FedEx Cup champion Patrick Cantlay is the
legitimacy without the support of current male and the game’s ability to build more resilience after
Leagues, an umbrella organisation which includes
2021 PGA Tour player of the year.
female players.
a painful pandemic,
the Premier League
Cantlay, who won four times in the
The union says it will meet with FIFA to discuss but rather we keep
and EFL among its
wraparound 2020-21 season, was selected
its proposals. FIFA says its plans protect player
The lack of genuine
reverting to the same
membership. The
ahead of Bryson DeChambeau, Harris English, welfare and provide more meaningful competition old habits of conflict.” dialogue and trust
group said it would
Open Championship winner Collin Morikawa to players at all levels.
He also said it was
“work together to
between institutions
and US Open champion Jon Rahm.
Shortening the gap between World Cups has
frustrating that the
prevent football
in football blocks the
“Receiving this award through a member
been by far the most controversial element of
impact of changes to
governing bodies
vote reflects the respect his peers have
the plan put forward by FIFA’s head of global
the men’s calendar
taking unilateral
game’s ability to build
for Patrick,” PGA Tour commissioner Jay
development Arsene Wenger, the former Arsenal
treated the women’s
decisions that will
more resilience
Monahan said.
manager.
game as “a sideharm domestic
—FIFPRO general secretary
“His play throughout 2020-21 was
UEFA’s member associations met on Tuesday to product”.
football”.
Jonas Baer-Hoffmann
phenomenal, and in stepping up to win
discuss the calendar proposals, with its president
FIFA’s proposals
FIFA president
consecutive FedEx Cup play-off events and
Aleksander Ceferin having already said his
would involve the
Gianni Infantino
the FedEx Cup, Patrick was at his best when confederation could boycott the World Cup if the
Women’s World Cup
says he hopes a
it mattered most in our season.”
changes are voted through.
sharing a summer
decision will be
Cantlay’s play-off victory over DeChambeau
FIFPRO’s statement said: “Without the
with a men’s finals, but it is understood it is
taken by the body’s 211 member associations
in the BMW Championship saw him secure
agreement of the players, who bring all
looking at a July or August slot for the women’s
before the end of the year.
the last automatic qualifying place on the
competitions to life on the pitch, no such reforms
showpiece to avoid a clash.
The Asian Football Confederation has not
United States team for next week’s Ryder
will have the required legitimacy.
Former United States coach Jill Ellis is leading
given a firm view on the detail of the plans, but
Cup.
“The current debate once again follows a flawed a consultation on the international women’s
released a statement on Tuesday welcoming FIFA’s
PGA Tour members who played at least 15 process and approach in which additions to the
calendar.
“consultative approach” and that it “recognises
official FedEx Cup events during the 2020-21 calendar are debated in public in the absence
FIFA has proposed a mandatory 25-day rest
the natural synergies of organising more
season were eligible to vote for player of the
of in-depth impact assessments, transparent
period for players from the point their team is
meaningful matches”, one of the stated aims of
year.
information, and most importantly a commitment
eliminated from a finals, and says its proposals
Wenger’s proposals.

‘

’
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GBHS see their plan through
BASKETBALL by Ben O’Brien-Leaf
IT’S one thing to have a plan, but quite
another to see it through against quality
opposition.
Yet that is exactly what the Keenan
Ruru-Poharama-coached Gisborne Boys’
High School did to beat premier-grade
veterans The Raiders 63-60 in the 4v5
quarterfinal at the YMCA last night.
Defending champions SE Systems
beat the gutsy Massive Marauders 74-41
in the 3v6 clash and City Lights, 62-61
victors, closed out the late game superbly
against 2020 grand finalists Green Up.
Week 13 at the John McFarlane
Memorial Sports Centre, GBHS, saw
the 4v5, 3v6 men’s open B Grade
quarterfinals decided by 36 and 19
points respectively in a big nod to the
experience of Hustlers and Old Surfers.
Jesse Fowley (19 points) and Fraser
Robb (15pts) were inspirational as
Hustlers beat Hawaiiki Hou 65-29 while
the Surfers — Will Jones scored 10 and
three of his teammates were good for
eight points apiece — sank the Gizzy
Gilas 60-41.
Hustlers captain Kaea Swann
was justifiably rapt with his team’s
performance: “Everyone was a little
bit stiff; it was fun to be back after the
break, though. It was a good game.”
The 1v2 “friendly” fixture between
competition leaders The Bibs and The
Shed was not played.
City Lights captain Scott Muncaster
knows the psychological value of a win

against Green Up: a third meeting
between the teams may only be a
fortnight away.
“We blew the cobwebs out and got back
into the groove,” Muncaster said.
“Those Green Up boys go hard but our
man Paora Dewes never missed a beat.
He made some tough finishes, and his
free-throw 4.34 seconds from time won us
that game.”
Dewes (18pts) was sensational in City
Lights’ win in Game 3 last night, from
the moment he opened the scoring off a
lob-pass from teammate Keenan RuruPoharama — left side of the floor — to
complete an alley-oop play. While that
play owed all to timing and athleticism,
hitting the first of two foul-shots at
game’s end spoke to his nerve.
City Lights veteran Carl Riini scored
19 points without breaking a sweat and
Muncaster, having decided early on that
his jumpshot would not fall, took the ball
to the hoop for 12.
Tyrese Tuwairua-Brown was, as he
usually is, phenomenal for 26 points
in service of Green Up. Holden Wilson
(17pts) and Adam Nepe both hit long
jumpers for Green Up but Lights played
with remarkable fluency considering the
three-week lay-off.
Ruru-Poharama’s call to make GBHS
play full-court pressure defence against
the Raiders in quarterfinal No.1 was the
best coaching decision of Week 13.
The Raiders are a powerful team,
and in Willie Brown (23pts) they are
led by one of the Gisborne Basketball

Association’s club ball patriots, and all
teams have at least one — a guy who
carries the offensive load when there’s a
need. The Raiders fought hard.
Sebastian Wilson led Gisborne Boys’
High scorers with 21 points, including
three three-pointers and the only dunkshot of the night. The magic moment
came with two minutes and 59 seconds
left to play in the fourth period: Cody
Tarei lobbed the ball up from the right
side of the ring and Wilson hammered
the leather home with two hands on the
alley-oop play for 60-49.
Such things are a rarity here, perhaps
the most memorable being a huge finish
by Pure Sound titan Jason Tichborne
against Lytton High School B in 1998.
SE’s 33 point-win against the Massive
Marauders produced rollicking fare of the
first order: Adam Harford, Marauders
captain, not only led his outfit’s scoring
with 16 points, but in his Orca slide-like
dive for a loose ball in the second period
(the MMs were 25-14 down at the time),
made both the comic and hustle play of
the night.
Systems’ William Hocquard tied
with Tuwairua-Brown on 26 points as
the premier grade’s leading individual
scorer in Week 13 and did so in every
conceivable way, from up and under
the backboard, to tough turnaround
jumpshots and end-to-end lay-ups.
Ethan Ngarangione-Pearson hit four
three-point shots in his 20-point haul for
SES, including a buzzer-beater from 25
feet to the hoop. Ngarangione-Pearson

and Cliff Blumfield did a fine job with
their whistles on Game 1 at the YMCA
but Reg Namana made the refereeing call
of Week 13.
As lead official, his ruling of the reachin foul on Paora Dewes, with 4.34 seconds
remaining in Game 3, was one that can
so often — wrongly — be let slip: a bad
miss. Namana has always been watchful
and even-handed.
Men’s Premier Grade, YMCA —
4v5: RAIDERS 60 (Willie Brown 23, Wi Brown
16, Jason Tuapawa 9) GISBORNE BOYS’ HIGH
SCHOOL A 63 (Sebastian Wilson 21, William Collier
19, Ngaru Grayson 6) - Q1 Raiders 16-10, HT GBHS
28-27, Q3 46-41.
3v6: SE SYSTEMS 74 (William Hocquard 26,
Ethan Ngarangione-Pearson 20, Rongomai Smith
12) MASSIVE MARAUDERS 41 (Adam Harford 16,
Stefan Pishief 12) - Q1 SE Systems 19-9, HT 28-23,
Q3 54-33.
1v2 non-competition fixture: GREEN UP 61
(Tyrese Tuwairua-Brown 26, Holden Wilson 17) CITY
LIGHTS 62 (Carl Riini 19, Paora Dewes 18, Scott
Muncaster 12) - Q1 City Lights 24-16, HT 32-28, Q3
50-44.
Men’s Open B Grade, John McFarlane
Memorial Sports Centre —
4v5: HUSTLERS 65 (Jesse Fowley 19, Fraser
Robb 15, Caleb Swann 10) HAWAIIKI HOU 29
(Jayden Brown 8, Hamuera Hauiti 8, Bailey Barbarich
5) - Q1 Hustlers 21-6, HT 31-13, Q3 48-24.
3v6: OLD SURFERS 60 (Will Jones 10, Ben
Payne 8, Matt Mackle 8, Konnor Gibson 8) GIZZY
GILAS 41 (Raphael Heria 7, Manny Boriga 6) - Q1
Old Surfers 11-5, HT 36-15, Q3 48-30.
1v2 non-competition fixture: THE BIBS v THE
SHED — not played.

Roosters lose banned Verrills for semifinal against Manly
RUGBY LEAGUE by Scott Bailey, AAP

In a horror night for the Roosters, Verrills failed
in his bid to have his careless-high-tackle charge
SYDNEY — The Sydney Roosters will be forced downgraded to a fine.
to rely on a third-string hooker to get them to the
The Roosters No.9 will miss Friday’s semifinal
grand final after Sam Verrills was banned for two against Manly. He will also skip the preliminary
games at the NRL judiciary.
final against South Sydney if they win, meaning

It comes after the Roosters had already lost
representative prop Siosiua Taukeiaho because
of a calf complaint.
Verrills could have accepted a one-game ban
for the charge but his bid to downgrade it from a
Level 2 to a Grade 1 offence proved costly.

No 70
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Across
1 Trailblazing 1905 All Blacks’
captain (8)
5 Most-capped NZ rugby
league player, Ruben -- (4)
7 71-cap All Black halfback
2004-13 (5)
9 Hawkes Bay All Black firstfive to South Africa 1970 (7)
11 Winner 1960 Centenary
Melbourne Cup, -- Jinx (2)
12 Racehorse colour, abbrev (2)
13 Crusaders All Black
halfback 2006-15 (5)
14 Aussie Wimbledon men’s
singles champion 1987 (4)
17 Aussie state where Jeff
Crowe launched first-class
cricket career, abbrev (2)
18 Equine father (4)
19 All Black winger to South
Africa 1960, Russell -- (4)
22 Aussie track great, Herb – (4)
24 Wager (3)
25 Member select band of NZ
bowlers to claim 300 Test
wickets (7)
26 Famed cricket Ashes
receptacle (3)
27 Former Kiwi rugby league
halfback, Clayton -- (6)
30 One-cap Southland ABs
fullback late 1950s, Lloyd -- (5)
31 Versatile Auckland All Black
prop 1993-2000 (4)
32 First NZ’er to win Olympic
swimming medal, Jean -- (7)

he will return only if they reach the October 3
final.
Trent Robinson will likely have to turn to
rookie No.9 Ben Marschke, who began the year
outside the Roosters’ top 30 and behind Jake
Friend and Verrills.
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24
25
26
27

31

28

29

30

32

3 Injury-dogged Chiefs All

Black prop, -- Moli (3)
4 NZ-bred 2007 Melbourne
Cup winner (9)
5 Warriors rugby league
whiz-kid, Reece -- (5)
6 Former South African rugby
franchise, Southern -- (5)
8 Basketball role, -- guard (5)
10 South Canterbury’s first
Ranfurly Shield-winning
captain, Lachie -- (5)
15 Football code’s Australian
governing body, abbrev (3)
16 Legendary sports
broadcaster, Peter -- (7)
19 Chiefs ABs halfback (5)
Down
20 US-bred 1986 Melbourne
1 Dual Tokyo Games rowing
Cup winner, -- Talaq (2)
medallist, Kerri -- (6)
21 ABs World Cup winner
2 Former Black Caps captain, -- now coaching Queensland (5)
23 Former Auckland All
Germon (3)

Black winger, -- Wright (5)
26 Women’s badminton
competition, -- Cup (4)
27 Women’s tennis teams
competition, -- Cup (3)
28 Gridiron role, tight -- (3)
29 Former Phoenix football
coach, -- Buckingham (3)
30 Golf hole-in-one (3)
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FIRST BOWL: Bowls Gisborne-East Coast life member Bobbie Beattie sends down
the first bowl of Gisborne Bowling Club’s new season. Three games of triples were
played to mark the opening of the new season.
Picture supplied

Season opens for club
BOWLS
MEMBERS of the Gisborne Bowling
Club were thrilled to catch up with
each other and put down some bowls on
Opening Day 2021.
It was a different start to a season.
Sign-ins, washed hands and no gathering
upstairs were the orders of the day but
for 42 players it was an opportunity to
see just how much they had forgotten
over the Covid-infected off-season.
President Tim Sherriff welcomed the
players and asked new Bowls Gisborne-

East Coast life member Bobbie Beattie to
put down the first bowl of the season.
Three games of triples followed, with
no team winning their three games.
Those who fared best were —
Winners: Carol Hawes (skip), Ron
Robertson and Joy McFarlane, two wins
and a draw
Runners-up: Tim Sherriff (skip), Karen
Pinn and Lesley Macintosh, two wins
and 21 points
Third: Boon McIlroy (skip), Steve Ward
and Chris Bunyan, two wins and 10
points. — Ginny Sherriff
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England put hand up for
Door opens for Quade
Cooper’s citizenship bid 2031 Rugby World Cup
RUGBY by Murray Wenzel, AAP

term occupation had been a hurdle to previous
requests.
He said he had “hundreds of messages”
to reply to on Tuesday and admitted “without
playing that game (on Sunday) it may not have
come to fruition”.
“I have to give my thanks to (Labor senator)
Kristina Keneally and her office for going in
to bat for me and the Australian public, who
put a lot of pressure, and the media, on the
government to take a look at not only my case
(but others in a similar position),” Cooper said.
“It’s not over the line, but great to see the rule
has been amended to make it a little easier for
us.
“There would be countless others who’ve seen
the news today and seen that little glimmer of
hope.”
The 33-year-old’s incredible return to the test
arena has now made it tough to recall fit-again
No.10 James O’Connor for Saturday’s rematch
with the Springboks in Brisbane.
O’Connor was coach Dave Rennie’s firstchoice playmaker last year but hasn’t played in
any of this year’s seven Tests because of neck
and groin complaints.
Sean McMahon will join the squad on Tuesday
as he seeks to play his first test since 2017,
the back-rower joining strike centre and fellow
Japan-based star Samu Kerevi in the squad
thanks to Rugby Australia’s relaxed eligibility
rules.
Fellow centre Hunter Paisami, back with the
squad after the birth of his child, will push for a
spot but his Queensland Reds teammate Lukhan
Salakaia-Loto won’t feature in the remainder
of the Rugby Championship, due to Covid-19
logistics, after his camp exit on paternity leave.

BRISBANE — Wallabies match-winner
Quade Cooper has thanked his supporters for
helping clear a path towards gaining Australian
citizenship.
Returning to the test fold for the first time in
more than four years on Sunday, Cooper slotted
a perfect eight-of-eight kicks including a longrange effort after the siren to beat South Africa
28-26.
His efforts only fuelled the public interest
around the New Zealand-born Cooper’s pursuit
of Australian citizenship after he revealed in July
he’d been knocked back four times.
On cue, Minister for Immigration Alex
Hawke announced on Tuesday there would be
increased flexibility to “streamline the pathway
to citizenship for some of our most talented
prospective Australians”.
“The unique work and travel demands
on some of our most highly distinguished
prospective Australians should not preclude
them from making the cut,” Hawke said.
“That’s why I have directed the Department
of Home Affairs to apply greater flexibility in
applying the residence requirement for eligible
people.
“Exceptional people must not be prevented
from becoming Australians because of the
unique demands of the very work they do that
makes them exceptional.”
Cooper moved to Australia as a 13-year-old,
winning a Super Rugby title and playing more
than 100 games in 11 years for the Queensland
Reds and 70 Tests for Australia.
He played a season with the Melbourne
Rebels before a stint in Japan, where his long-

RUGBY
LONDON — England have
set their sights on hosting the
2031 World Cup, which they
last staged in 2015, according
to the Rugby Football Union’s
new chairman.
France will host the 2023
event with Australia regarded
as leading contenders for 2027,
leaving England to compete
with the United States for
2031. The successful nations
will be announced in May
2022.
Earlier this year the RFU
said that the four home unions
were considering a joint bid,
but new chairman Tom Ilube
has revealed the intent to now
go it alone.
“We would like to bid for the
2031 World Cup,” said Ilube,
who arrived at Twickenham on
August 1.
“It would be really exciting
to have it here and you could
imagine what it would be like.
That really gives us a focus
as well. We will see what
happens, it will be interesting.
“It’s not happening yet, but
it’s something that we’re really
interested in discussing and
engaging with the process.”
— PA

LOOKING AHEAD: England captain Martin
Johnson lifts the Webb Ellis trophy aloft after
beating Australia in the Rugby World Cup final at
the Telstra Stadium, Sydney, in 2003, the last time
England won the trophy.
PA picture
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sunshine total of 252 hours was
recorded at Nelson. Normally,
Nelsonites can expect 169 hours of
bright sunshine in September.

Rain, heavy at times.
Rain, possibly heavy at first. Rain, gradually clearing.
Fine. Northerlies.
Northerlies turning southerly. Southerlies, becoming strong Southerlies, gradually easing.
or gale for a while.
For the latest weather info including Weather Warnings visit
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A low is expected to move
across the North Island
tomorrow and Friday,
bringing widespread rain
and strong winds. The low
should move off to the east
later on Friday, while a
high over the Tasman Sea
extends a ridge over the
South Island.
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Taken at the Airport, for the 24 hours
to 9am, Wednesday 15 Sep 2021
SUNSHINE hours
0.0
On Tuesday, 14 Sep
To date for September
100.2
Average for September
178.0
To date this year
–
To date last year
1601.0
WIND km/h
Max gust on Tue 14 Sep
S 48
RAINFALL mm
7.0
24 hours to 9am, Wed 15 Sep
17.4
To date for September
87.0
Average for September
622.7
To date this year
To date last year
677.4
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION mm
2.7
Daily average for past week
TEMPERATURE °C
11.4
Maximum
Minimum
7.3
Grass minimum
4.4
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE
At 9am 15 Sep (hPa)
1021.8
30.17
At 9am 15 Sep (inches)
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FOOTBALL

BOWLS

INSIDE
Cricket, surfing .. 24
Football, golf...... 25
Basketball, bowls. 26
Rugby ................. 27
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Ronaldo scores but Man
PAGE 25
United lose

Centre’s new life member
PAGE 26
sends first delivery

Semifinals at YMCA
. . . without a crowd
NETBALL by Murray Robertson
TEAMS that can re-establish their
links through court the best will have
an advantage tonight when Gisborne’s
premier grade netball semifinals are
played at the YMCA tonight.
The four teams still standing at the
business end of the premier grade
competition were about to play the
semifinal games four weeks ago, but
then New Zealand went into Covid-19
lockdown.
“Back in August the players would have
been psyched for that moment, but things
might have changed since then,” netball
commentator Sherrill Beale said.
“During the lockdown break, individuals
would have been able to maintain their
own fitness levels, but there hasn’t been
any team practice until last Wednesday.
“Netballers rely on their team
connections through court — those
invisible threads that help them move
the ball through the court while trying to
outplay their opposition.
“The teams who have recovered their
links best will have the advantage
tonight.”
The other factor tonight will be how
well the individual players have been able
to cope with the lockdown pressures.
The first of the premier semifinals
starts at 6pm when table-toppers YMP
Sunshine Brewery meet Whangara Old
Girls.
“Those two teams have had tough
tussles this season, so I expect this game
to be the same, especially when you add
the pressure of the losers finishing their
season and the winners progressing to
Saturday’s final,” Beale said.
“YMP won by four goals last time
they met, but it was only in the last few
minutes that they pulled ahead.
“Both teams play a similar game, where
they move the ball at speed and work
as a team on defence, pressuring the
opposition relentlessly.”
The second match begins at 7.45pm,
with F45 High School Old Girls to play
Claydens Waikohu (1).
“These two teams have also had close
games when they have met this season,
so another competitive game is expected,”
Beale said.
“In the last game, it was virtually goal
for goal for the whole hour and Waikohu
(1) slipped through by a single goal.
“However, Waikohu 1 have been a little
‘up and down’ in their play since then,
while HSOG have been working well
together for their recent games.
“Add the pressure of semifinals and it
could go either way.”
Under the Alert Level 2 restrictions,
the games can be played subject to
restrictions.
“The most notable is that there are
no spectators allowed, just the teams’
players and limited numbers of their
management group,” Beale said.
But supporters will be able to cheer for
their team from their homes.
Gisborne Netball Centre will be livestreaming the games tonight through
their Facebook page.

SEMIFINALS TIME: Whangara Old
Girls wing attack Nadia WhaitiriWhite takes a pass as High School
Old Girls wing defence Ana Naden
looks to close down the options.
Whangara play YMP and HSOG play
Waikohu (1) in the premier-grade
netball semifinals at the YMCA
tonight.
File picture by Paul Rickard

